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The present study is making a state of the art concerning the new biodegradability test methods 
available to measure the biodegradability of surfactants contained in detergents. 
It is intended to be used for determining which developments are to be considered by priority, in 
the  field of analytical techniques  and  biodegradation  test  methods  needed  to  update  Directive 
73/404/EEC on detergents and daughter Directives. 
To  help  in  the  realisation  of this  project,  the  consultant  has  used  the  results  of the  research 
provided  by the  expert rapporteur for each  surfactant,  namely anionic,  non-ionic,  cationic and 
amphoterics.  In addition, all the relevant issues regarding this subject have been collected from 
recent literature and have been assembled in this report. 
Two major areas of development have been investigated.  One concerns the analytical methods 
used  for determining  the  concentration  of surfactants  in  the  biodegradation  test.  The  other 
concerns the operational aspect of biodegradation tests. 
Regarding  the  analytical  techniques  used,  both  semi-specific and  specific analysis  have  been 
described. 
For  the  determination  of  the  concentration  of  anionic  and  non-ionic  surfactants,  the 
semi-specific methods  currently  used  (Directive  82/242  and  82/243)  are  still  valid  today.  The 
possibility to include a new analytical semi-specific method in the Directive is also envisageable. 
The real  problem encountered concerns mainly the  separation of the  surfactants from interfering 
substances. 
For  cationic  surfactants,  the  semi-specific  disulfine  blue  method  has  been  reported  as .  a 
candidate for inclusion in  the  Directive.  However,  some questions regarding the  applicability of 
this  method  to  all  categories  of cationic  surfactants  have  to  be  discussed.  Furthermore,  the 
method needs to be validated by an intercomparison test between European laboratories. 
A  semi-specific  method  for  measuring  the  conce~tration of amphoteric  surfactants  is  under 
development/test by  industry.  The  results  of this  exercise  are  expected  to  help  deciding  on 
further measures. 
In general, the alternative instrumental techniques allowing the determination of the concentration 
of specific surfactants within  each  classes  of surfactants,  are  used  for environmental  samples 
(rivers, sediments, etc.) which have very low concentration.  Thus, these methods are not exactly 
suited for samples from biodegradability tests. 
However, for surfactants not responding to the current semi-specific analytical methods such  as 
MBAS, BiAS or DBAS, these instrumental methods may be the only alternative. 
Regarding  the  operational  aspects  of  the  biodegradation  tests,  the  latest  developments 
concerning two types of test have been investigated; the screening tests and the activated sludge 
simulation tests. 
In  addition  to  the  existing  OECD/die-away  test  to  measure  the  primary  biodegradability  of 
surfactants,  several  screening  tests  to  measure  the  ultimate  biodegradability  of  chemical 
substances have been well validated. 
It has  been  suggested to  incorporate these  tests  in  the  overall  decision  strategy used to  allow 
surfactants on the market. 
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A comparison of the operational parameters is provided. 
The  latest  developments  concerning  the  activated  sludge  simulation  tests  have  also  been 
presented and suggestions of modification to the existing operation parameters have been made 
to apply these methods to surfactants. 
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Since  1996 the  services of the  Commission have undertaken to examine the existing  European 
legislation  on  detergents in  force  since  1973  in  order to  propose  its  updating  in  relation  to  the 
scientific and technical progress of today. 
To  achieve  this  objective  the  Commission  has  proposed  to  take  the  following  points  into 
consideration: 
•  Does  the  existing  legislation  on  detergents  still  respond  to  today's  requirements 
concerning the high level of protection of men and the environment? 
•  Is  this  existing  legislation  still  well  integrated  into  fast  changing  international  arena 
concerned with environmental issues? 
•  Are there important scientific and technical progress to take into account for a possible 
up-dating of the legislation? 
To answer to these quest~ons a task force with several. experts groups was created. 
Regarding technical issues relating to the problems of primary biodegradability of surfactants the 
services of the Commission established a group of experts within this task force. 
One  rapporteur  per  class  of surfactants  i.e.  anionics,  non-ionics,  cationics  and  amphoterics 
volunteered  to  submit to  the  Commission  a short review of the  state of the  art concerning  the 
latest  development  in  the  field  of  analytical  techniques  for  the  determination  of  primary 
biodegradability of these surfactants. 
The  task  assigned  by  the  services  of the  Commission  to  Europlus  was  to  examine  any  new 
biodegradability  tests,  including  the  analytical  methods,  which  could  serve  the  purpose  of 
determining  the  primary  biodegradability  of surfactants  contained  in.  detergents.  The  reports 
provided by each rapporteur was used as a basis to carry out this task. 
In  addition,  all  recent  developments  concerning  this  topic  published  in  the  literature  were 
examined and reported. 
Throughout the establishment of his report, the consult~nt took contact with the services of 
the Commission and with the Industry and national co-ordinators.  He wishes to thank all 
those who have co-operated so actively to the realisation of this report. 
To  fulfil the  request of the  services of the  Commission the  contractant has  divided his report in 
two subjects: 
=>  One concerns the existing analytical methods for the determination of surfactants 
=>  The other concerns the existing biodegradation tests. 
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The analytical methods to detect the different classes of surfactants are of two types: 
1.  Semi-specific (i.e. applicable to the 'entire' class of surfactants) or 
2.  Specific (i.e. applicable to single compounds within the class of surfactants). 
The  latter methods are essentially instrumental techniques  using  chromatography whereas the 
former are classical chemical methods principally based on colorimetry. 
In the following chapters, the methods of analysis will be presented with respect to each class of 
surfactant i.e. anionic, non-ionic, cationic and amphoteric.  . 
A summary of the analytical methods available for each class of surfactants is given in tables 1  a 
to 1e. 
2.1  ANIONIC SURFACTANTS 
2.1.1  Semi-specific method 
The classical method currently used to follow the primary biodegradation of anionic surfactants is 
a colorimetric method.  The  principle of the  method is  that the  anionic surfactant reacts with a 
cationic  dye  to  form  a  paired  ion  association  complex  which  is  soluble  in  organochlorinated 
solvents.  After  extraction  the  concentration  of  the  paired  ion  is  then  determined 
spectrophotometrically. 
The cationic dye used is methylene blue. 
Methylene Blue Active Substances- MBAS 
Soaps,  carboxylates,  phosphates  and  phosphonates  anionic  surfactants  do  not  react  to 
methylene blue (see also table 2a for applicability). 
The following procedure is currently applied to measure anionic surfactants (Painter 1995): 
•  Reaction of the anionic surfactant with the methylene blue 
•  Extraction of the complex from the alkaline solution of the dye into chloroform 
•  Back extraction from the chloroform phase with an acidified methylene blue solution (to 
remove interference such nitrate and chloride anions) 
•  Determination of the complex concentration by spectrophotometry at 650 nm. 
In  parallel to  the  blank a series  of concentrations  of a chosen  standards  are  run  to  obtain  the 
calibration curve. 
Both  sulphates and  sulphonates react to  the  methylene blue.  To  differentiate between the  two 
classes of anionic surfactants, the  sample can  be  hydrolysed in  acid.  Alkyl sulphates and also 
ethoxy sulphates will be transformed into inorganic sulphate and the corresponding alcohol. 
For LAS extraction is reported to be completed from C,s to C8 while for homologues with a lower 
number of carbon extraction occurs to a less extend. 
The detection limit is in the range of 0.02- 0.05 mg/1. 
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This  analytical  method  is  described  in  the  European  legislation  on  detergents  Directive 
82/243/EEC. 
This method has also been adopted by the OECD (1976) and as a standard by ISO (1984a). 
An  automated method for the methylene blue active substances is also available.  It is reported 
that in the presence of suspended solids, the results may be  lower than those obtained by using 
the manual method because of adsorption of the complex on the solid in the coil system. 
Limit of detection: 0,2 mg/1. 
2.1.2  Instrumental analytical methods 
Thin  Layer Chromatography  (TLC),  Gas  Chromatography  (GC)  and  High  Performance  Liquid 
Chromatography (H PLC) methods have been used with success for the determination of anionic 
surfactants.  TLC is considered as a semi-quantitative method. 
These methods can be used for separating the different types of anionic surfactants and also for 
the determination of homologues and isomers. 
Gas Chromatography- CG 
As  it  is  the  case  for non-ionic  surfactants  gas  chromatography  cannot  be  applied  to  anionic 
surfactants if they have not been previously derivatised. This is due to the low volatility of these 
compounds. 
Derivatives used today include methyl esters,  fluoride  and also thiols.  Conditions for separation 
depend on the efficacy of capillary column used and on the temperature programming system. 
GC coupled to mass spectrometry offers powerful means of detection. 
High Performance Liquid Chromatography- HPLC 
The most commonly used instrumental technique for the  determination of anionic surfactants in 
waste  waters,  activated  sludge  or in  environmental  samples  is  certainly  HPLC.  This  method 
allows  to  identify  all  homologues  and  isomers  present  for one  type  of anionic  surfactant  for 
example LAS (Feijtel et all 1995). 
The  advantage of H  PLC  over gas chromatography is  that derivatisation  is  not needed.  On  the 
other hand preconcentration is required. 
The following steps are  required  to  carry out the  determination  of anionic surfactants  (LAS)  by 
HPLC (Matthijs & De Henau 1987): 
*  Liquid samples are dried and extracted several times with methanol 
*  Column ion exchange to separate the anionics from other surface active. materials 
*  Elution and concentration of the LABS onto a reversed-phase column 
*  Elution of concentrate extract with methanol 
*  Analysis on a reversed- phase HPLC system with a fluorescence detector at 
230-290 nm. 
Alternatively  UV  detection  at  230  nm  or a  sulphur-specific  inductively  coupled  argon-plasma 
emission spectrometer detector can also be used. 
The method can been made compound-specific and the detection limit can be as low as 1 1-1g/l. 
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2.2  NON-IONIC SURFACTANTS 
2.2.1  Semi-specific methods 
The  semi-specific  methods  for the  determination  of non-ionic  surfactants  are  based  on  the 
formation of a complex between the  polyethoxylated chain  and  an  inorganic cation followed by 
the  reaction  of this complex with  an  anionic compound to  yield a precipitated salt or a solvent 
extractable colour compound.  A major draw back to these methods is the interference of other 
surfactants and of other organic compounds. 
Given that the  reaction  involves the  polyethoxylated chain,  non-ionic surfactants  not containing 
ethoxylates  will  not  react.  This  is  the  case  for  some  sugar  derivatives  (see  table  2b  for 
applicability). 
Bismuth Active Substances- BiAS 
The  polyethoxylated  part  of the  non-ionic  surfactants  forms  a  precipitate  with  a  preparation 
containing barium tetraiodobismuthate (Dragendorff reagent).  Complexes can  be  formed when 
the non-ionic surfactant contains a chain of more than five ethoxylates (> EOS). The surfactant is 
measured by potentiometric titration of the bismuth in the precipitate. 
The  following  procedure  is  currently  applied  to  measure  non-ionic  surfactants 
(Wickbold 1972): 
•  Removal of particulates by filtration (raw sample from the biodegradation test) 
•  Sublation into ethyl acetate using a stream of nitrogen 
•  Removal of cationic surfactants by cation exchange resin 
•  Precipitation of the non-ionic surfactants by the barium bismuth iodide reagent 
•  Dissolution of precipitate in hot ammonium tartrate 
•  Measurement of the bismuth of the precipitate by potentiometric titration with pyrrolidine 
dithiocarbamate. 
As  an  alternative to  potentiometric titration,  bismuth  may be  determined  by  UV absorbance  at 
263.5 nm by adding  EDT  A to  the  dissolved precipitate or by atomic adsorption spectrometry by 
dissolving the precipitate in a nitric acid solution. 
Interfering substances : polyethylene glycol,  cationic and  amphoteric surfactants,  biodegradation 
by-products. Because of the possibility of interference of these compounds, the methods tends to 
overestimate  the  concentration  of  non-ionic  surfactants.  This  is  particularly  the  case  for 
environmental samples. 
The atomic ratio between bismuth and oxygen from ethoxylates in the precipitate is 1/9.8. 
Detection limit: in the range of 0.01  to 0.05 mg/1 
This method. has  been  adopted  by  the  OECD  (1976).  It  is  included  in  the  EEC  legislation  on 
detergents Directive 82/242/EEC.  It also applied as a standard by ISO (1984b). 
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Cobalt Thiocyanate Active Substances - CTAS 
In  this  method the  non-ionic  surfactants  are  measured  spectrophotometrically  by  absorbance 
after forming a complex with a cobalt thiocyanate reagent.  The procedure is best applicable to 
non-ionic surfactants having between 6 to 25 ethylene oxide groups. Below 6 and above 25 EO 
groups the absorbance is not linear. 
The following procedure is currently used (Boyer et al, 1977): 
•  Sublation of the sample in ethyl acetate 
•  lon exchange to remove other surfactants 
•  Reaction with cobalt thiocyanate 
•  Extraction of complex with methylene chloride 
•  Spectrophotometric determination at 320 or 620 nm. 
A  calibration  curve  is  prepared  by  using  different  concentrations  of  standard  non-ionic 
surfactants. 
The recovery rate of added alcohol ethoxylates is above 90°/o. 
The  sensitivity of the method is  largely dependent on  the  number of ethoxylate groups and the 
quality of the extraction procedure. 
This method is also influenced by interfering materials, such as  strongly basic or acidic solution, 
cationic and anionic surfactants and polyethylene glycol. 
The limit of detection is of 0.1  mg/1. 
This method is applied as a standard by the Soap and Detergent Association (SDA) in the  USA. 
This method can be automated. 
Potassium Picrate Active Substances- PPAS 
After concentration and extraction of the  sample into ethylene dichloride the ethoxylate chain  of 
the  non-ionic surfactant is  complexed with  K+  and  paired with the  picrate  anion. The picrate is 
then determined by spectrophotometry. 
The steps are the following : 
•  Purification/concentration and extraction into ethylene dichloride 
•  Complexation of the ethoxylate chain with K•  and pairing with picrate anion 
•  Extraction into methylene chloride 
•  Determination of the picrate content by spectrophotometry at 378 nm. 
The method is applicable to non-ionic surfactants with ethoxylate chains ranging from 7 to 28 EO. 
<;;ationic surfactants present in the sample can interfere with the method. 
The range for the limit of detection is of 0.05 to 0.1  mg/1. 
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Tetrakis Active Substances - TAS 
This method, like PPAS, is based on the reaction of the ethylene oxide units with the potassium 
ion but it uses tetrakis-(4-fluorophenyl) borate salt as complexing agent.  The positively charged 
formed complex is determined by two phase titrimetric analysis. 
Procedure: 
•  Alkalinisation with KOH of an aqueous solution of an ethoxylated non-ionic surfactant 
•  Addition of the 'Victoria blue' indicator and dichloroethane. 
•  The two phase mixture under stirring conditions is titrated by a 'tetrakis' solution. 
The method is reported to be very simple. 
There is no mention of interferences. 
Limit of detection: 0.5 mg/1. 
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2.2.2  Instrumental analytical methods 
These  methods  have  two  advantages.  They  are  far  more  sensitive  than  the  semi-specific 
methods (detection of non-ionic surfactants in the microgram per liter range) and give information 
on the nature of the surfactant and its degradation intermediates.  Therefore, these methods can 
be regarded as specific. 
Thin Layer Chromatography- TLC 
The method of Paterson et al 1966 currently used involves: 
•  The addition of magnesium sulphate to the aqueous sample 
•  Extraction of non-ionic surfactants and polyglycols into chloroform 
•  Washing the extract with saline, acid and alkaline solutions 
•  Spotting on a coated silica gel plate alongside with standards 
•  Development with suitable solvents ethyl acetate. water, acetic acid 
•  Characterisation  and  quantification  following  spraying  with  modified  Dragendorff 
reagent 
The method is applicable to non-ionic surfactants with an ethylene oxide chain of at least 4 EO. 
Neither anionic surfactants nor PEG are reported to interfere with the method. 
Detection limit in the range of 1 to 5 ~g/1. 
This method is reported to be convenient for biodegradation test studies. 
Gas Chromatography· GC 
The  method can  in  principle  be  applied to  mixtures containing  more than  one  single  non-ionic 
class. 
The  method is  difficult to  apply to  non-ionic surfactants  with  ethylene  oxide  chain  above  E07 
because of their low volatility and because they decompose at higher temperature. Derivatisation 
with silyl compounds is needed.  The detection is  usually made with a flame ionisation detector 
(FlO). 
This technique has been applied to  determine polyoxyethylene  chain  with  1 to  6 EO  of alcohol 
ethoxylates. 
Gas  chromatography  has  been  also  used  for the  determination  of ethoxylated  surfactants  in 
wastewater by converting !O hydrogen bromide cleavage products (fission technique). 
The following steps were required: 
•  Extraction from test liquors (sublation into ethyl acetate) 
•  Clean-up from interfering substances by ion exchange and silica gel 
•  Addition of internal standard 
•  H  Br cleavage 
•  Extraction with carbon disulphide 
•  Concentration determined by GC coupled with flame ionisation detector. 
A  calibration  curve  is  made  by  plotting  the  dibromoethane  (from  the  ethylene  oxide 
groups)/dibromobutane (from the internal standard)  peak area ratios against weight of standard 
non-ionic surfactants. 
The detection limit is around 5 ~g/1. 
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High Performance Liquid Chromatography - HPLC 
This  technique  is  useful  for  separating  the  ethoxy  components  of  mixtures  of  non-tontc 
surfactants  and  their  PEG  metabolites  as  well  as  for  the  alkyl  and  ethoxy  chain  lengths  of 
individual.  The  current  method  of detection  is  by  UV absorption  and  fluorescence  but  mass 
spectrometry and flame ionization detectors can also be used. 
Usually  the  non-ionic  surfactants  should  be  derivatised  with  suitable  chromophores  to  be 
detectable by UV or fluorescence. 
In the case of non-saturated compounds derivatisatlon may be unnecessary before UV detection. 
Non-derivatised AE  can  be  analysed  in  a substance-specific way only  by  coupling  HPLC  with 
mass spectrometry detection. 
Detection limit around 1 J.Lg/1. 
The method has been applied to biodegradation studies. 
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2.3  CATIONIC SURFACTANTS 
Contrary to anionic and  non-ionic surfactants there  is  no  European  'legally' accepted analytical 
method  to  follow  the  primary  biodegradation  of  cationic  surfactants.  However,  a  practical 
analytical 'colorimetric' method has been in use for more than  10 years in  European laboratories 
and has even been standardised by some Member States of the Community. 
For the applicability of the methods to  commercially available cationic surfactants in  detergents 
see table 2c. 
2.3.1  Semi-specific method 
Disulfine Blue Active Substances • DBAS 
As  with the two previous surfactants,  the  disulfine blue  method is based on  the  formation  of a 
colored  association  complex  between  the  cationic  surfactants  and  an  anionic  dye.  The 
concentration of the complex is determined spectrophotometrically. 
The method involves the following steps: 
•  If the sample contains· anions it should be  treated on  an  ion-exchange resin  because 
cationic surfactants react with interfering anions other than the anionic dye 
•  Reaction with anionic dye (disulfine blue) 
•  Extraction of the ion-association complex with trichloromethane 
•  Measurement of the absorbance at 628 nm. 
The  method is  suited for cationic surfactants containing  alkyl  chain  of C8  or C10.  It has  been 
used to calibrate instrumental techniques (Nitschke et al, 1992). 
The  ion-complex formation between the cationic surfactants and the anionic dye is operated in  a 
acidic medium (in  the  case of instrumental method Nitschke et al  (1992),  in  a medium at pH  1) 
and  is  therefore  in  principle  not  applicable  to  Esterquats  (quaternary  ammonium  compounds 
containing  long chain  ester groups) because these  cationic surfactants tend to  hydrolyse under 
this condition. 
It  has  been  reported  to  us  at  the  meeting  of the  national  co-ordinators  in  May  1997  by  the 
representative  of  industry  dealing  with  cationics  that  by  using  an  adequate  ion-complex 
formation/extraction  method,  the  disulfine  blue  method  was  perfectly applicable  to  Esterquats. 
This  point  is  of course  crucial  given  that  almost  99%  of the  commercially  available  cationic 
surfactants in detergents are Esterquats (see table 2d). 
The disulfine blue reacts with other substances than surfactants.  The method is therefore 
referred to as disulfine blue 'active substances'. 
The detection limit is around 0.1  mg/1. 
This  method  was  published  as  standard  in  France  T  73-280  and  in  the  Federal  Republic  of 
Germany (1989) DIN 38 409 Teil20. 
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2.3.2  Instrumental analytical method 
High Performance Liquid Chromatography· HPLC 
L.  Nitschke  et al  1992  describe  a  simple  and  fast  procedure  for the  determination  of trace 
amounts of commercially used cationic surfactants by HPLC. It is an adaptation of the method of 
Wee and Kennedy 1982 to routine laboratory analysis. 
The method allows to detect individual cationic surfactants at low concentrations. 
The method involves the following steps: 
•  Reaction  of the  cationic  surfactants  contained  in  an  aqueous  sample  with  sodium 
dodecylbenzenesulphonate in an acidic medium 
•  Extraction of the sample with methylene chloride 
•  After evaporation to dry the residue is dissolved in a 80 : 20 mixture of chloroform and 
methanol 
•  HPLC with the same solvent system 
•  Conductometric detection 
This method is suited for the determination of long alkyl chain quaternary ammonium surfactants 
in  environmental  samples.  It  has  been  used  to  detect  distearyldimethylammonium  chloride 
(DSDMAC) and imidazoline derivatives. 
Nitschke  et al  (1992)  indicate· that  the  method  is  difficult  to  apply to  Esterquats  (quaternary 
ammonium  compounds  containing  long  chain  ester  groups).  These  compounds  appear  as 
multiple peaks on the chromatogram. 
The problem may be the same as for semi-specific analysis, namely the reaction with the anionic 
surfactants under strong acidic conditions. 
Reproducibility:  It is reported that >90o/o recovery of added standard is achieved. 
Limits of detection: According to the original procedure of Wee and Kennedy QACs': 0.2 JJ.g/1 
RF-DET2.doc 
In Nitschke et al (1992): 
•  Distearyldimethylammonium chloride  DSDMAC: 3 JJ.g/1 
*  Ditallowimidazolinium methosulphate : 16 JJ.g/1 
•  Dodecylpyridinium chloride : 6 JJ.g/1 
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2.4  AMPHOTERIC SURFACTANTS 
Similarly to cationic surfactants there is no analytical method described in the EEC legislation on 
detergents to  follow the  primary biodegradation  of amphoteric surfactants.  It  is  true  also  that 
amphoteric surfactants represent only a low percentage of all commercially available surfactants 
used  in  detergents.  Therefore,  the  development of an  analytical  method  for this  category  of 
surfactants has never been considered as a priority. 
The interesting feature of these surfactants is that depending on the pH  they can display anionic 
and/or cationic  properties.  Commercially  available  amphoteric  surfactants  have  different  iso-
electric points varying between pH  1 to 11. 
For the applicability of the method to commercially available amphoteric surfactants in detergents 
see table 2d. 
2.4.1  Semi-specific methods 
The  semi-specific analytical method for the  determination of amphoteric surfactants is  based on 
the cationic properties of these surfactants. 
The DBAS method 
The same method as that used for cationic surfactants i.e. Disulfine blue active substances can in 
principle be applied to  amphoteric surfactants in their cationic form.  However, this requires that 
no  other cationic surfactants are  present in  the  test sample.  If the  test sample is  passed on  a 
strong  cationic exchange  resin  it is  likely that other cationics,  if present in  the  sample,  will  be 
retained too. 
The  rapporteur  of the  sub-group  amphoterics  reported  that  additional  work  is  needed  if this 
method is intended to be included in the European legislation. 
The Orange II method 
This method is based on the work of  Boiteux 1984.  The principle of this method is similar to that 
used for other surfactants, it is based on  the formation of solvent-extractable colored complex of 
the  surfactants  and  the  orange  II  reagent  (anionic  dye).  The  detection  is  followed 
spectophotometrically at 485 nm. 
The work carried out by Boiteux was to investigate on the  possible use of betaines in  detergents 
and  products  for  personnel  hygiene  in  third  world  countries  areas  infested  by  the  parasites 
causing the Schistosomoses disease (Bilharzioses).  The  amphoteric surfactants seem  to  exert 
an inhibitory effect on the cercariallarvae responsible for causing this disease.  · 
The analytical method requires the following steps: 
•  Extraction of the amphoteric surfactant from the test liquor 
•  Formation  of a complex of the  amphoteric surfactants and  an  azodye  (Orange  II)  at 
pH  1-1.5 
•  Azodye: p(hydroxy 1 naphthyl azo) benzene sulfonic acid, sodium salt 
•  Extraction of the sample with chloroform 
•  Measurement of absorbance at 485 nm. 
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The method as  been applied to  alkyl betaine C8  or C18  and alkyl amide betaine C12  or C1s  at a 
concentration range between 1 to 12 ppm. 
Limit of detection: around the ppm. 
The  rapporteur for amphoteric surfactants  indicated that the  feasibility and  optimisation of the 
Orange  II  method for determination of selected  amphoteric surfactant is  being  investigated by 
TEGEWA {the german federation of surfactant manufacturers). 
The  method to extract amphoteric surfactant from the test liquor is expected to be the sublation 
method described for other classes of surfactants.  Some adaptation may be  needed to  ensure 
adequate recoveries.  This problem is  investigated at this  moment by the German federation  of 
surfactant manufacturers-TEGEWA. 
As  for other surfactants the  proposed separation  method will  be  based on  ion-exchange.  It is 
reported that both types of amphoteric surfactants i.e. ampholytes and betaines are retained on a 
strong cationic exchange resin.  They can be eluted with an ethanol/hydrochloric acid mixture with 
a recovery of 95 to  1  OOo/o.  Care must be taken if cationic surfactants are present in  mixture with 
amphoteric because they are likely to interfere with the detection of amphoteric surfactants. 
It  is  further  suggested  by  the  rapporteur  that  ion  exchange  procedure  described  in  Directive 
82/242/EEC could be used to retain amphoteric surfactants. However, some additional work may 
be needed. 
Polarography 
Another analytical  method involves the  determination of the  loss of surface active properties of 
cationic surfactants by tensiometry or by polarography. 
2.4.2  Instrumental analytical method 
High Performance Liquid Chromatography- HPLC 
A specific method developed for measuring trace levels of quaternary ammonium compounds in 
river water was adapted to measure also alkyl betaines.  · 
The  analytical  procedure  involves  the  separation  of quaternary  ammonium  compounds  on  a 
cyanoamino bonded phase column and the determination of the ionic species by conductivity. 
The method is reported to  be  relatively simple. There is  no  need for derivatization, ion-pairing or 
other suppressor methods. 
The modification of the method to measure alkyl betaines involves lowering of the pH  in order to 
enhance the cationic form of the amphoteric sur:factants. 
Detection limit: 2 J,.Lg/1 
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3.1  ANIONIC SURFACTANTS 
Dr. Painter reported that the MBAS method is well suited for routine laboratory analysis providing 
that the anionic surfactants to be determined is well isolated from potential interfering substances 
which could also react to the methyl blue reagent and be sufficiently hydrophobic to be extracted 
by chloroform. 
According to the rapporteur of this sub-group, the detergents placed on the market today are no 
longer  made  with  a  single  well  identified  surfactant  but  are  merely  mixtures  with  several 
categories of surfactants. Hence the essential difficulty of the authorities in  charge of the control 
of compliance with the legislation is to be able to separate correctly the different surfactants from 
the starting detergent mixture. 
If  the  separation  technique  is  not  successful  the  biodegradability  of  a  surfactant  may  be 
overestimated. 
It is  therefore  suggested that for the  discussions on  analytical  methods  for anionic surfactants 
particular attention should be paid to the separation (isolation) procedure proposed. 
In the opinion  of the  rapporteur instrumental analytical  method should not be  developed for the 
purpose  of measuring  primary biodegradability of anionic surfactants  given  that  under normal 
circumstances the MBAS method would serve the purpose of the legislation. However, they may 
well  be  the  only alternative  regarding  surfactants which  do  not respond  to  the  methylene  blue 
under the condition of the test (see table 2a). 
3.2  NON-IONIC SURFACTANTS 
In  his conclusion the  rapporteur of this  sub-group  Dr Cavalli  indicates that the  BiAS  is  a hard 
working  method,  essentially because  of the  need  to  apply multi  sublation  steps.  However it is 
considered a reliable method. 
Dr.  Cavalli  however,  questions  the  applicability  of the  BiAS  to  modem  detergents  containing 
several classes of surfactants. According to his opinion after solvent extraction and ion-exchange 
the  test  fraction  may  still  contain  substances  likely  to  interfere  with  the  determination  of the 
non-ionic surfactants such as amphoterics or non alkoxylated surfactants. 
Because  it  has  been  used  in  biodegradation  studies  the  rapporteur  suggest  to  optimise  the 
methodology  for  the  determination  of  non-ionic  surfactants  by  introducing  the  thin  layer 
chromatography  technique  (TLC)  particularly  because  it  is  simple,  less  hard-working  and  in 
principle applicable to any class of non-ionics. 
Similarly to the problem raised for anionic surfactants, the  methodology for separating non-ionic 
surfactants requires to be considered carefully. 
During the meeting in April 1997 the experts of the ad-hoc working group agreed to consider the 
cobalt thiocyanate  (CT  AS)  method  as  a candidate  for  inclusion  in  the  Directive  on  detergents 
because it is widely used and because of the possibility of its automatisation. 
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3.3  CATIONIC SURFACTANTS 
The  semi-specific  DBAS  method  has  been  used  for  more  than  1  0  years  in  laboratories  for 
measuring  concentration  of quaternary ammonium  surfactants  (QACs).  This  method  however, 
has never been included in the European legislation on detergents. 
From the  opinion of the  experts of the  working group this  method should  be  relatively easy to 
standardise. 
Two points need to be discussed: 
A)  The  presence of anionic compounds may interfere with the  method given the  high affinity of 
cationic  surfactants  for  anionic  compounds  including  the  anionic  dye  used  to  form  the 
ion-association complex. 
From  the  information  available  the  way  to  separate  the  cationic  surfactants  from  anionic 
compounds is as follows: 
The residues from the pre-concentrated samples are extracted with methanol and the extract 
is  treated  on  an  ion-exchange  resin  to  remove  interfering  anionic  compounds.  Then  the 
isolated cationic surfactants is reacted with the dye. 
In the proposed French standard T 73 280 there is some confusion as to the solvent used for 
extraction (methanol or ethanol?) but the procedure followed to separate anionic compounds is 
similar to that described above. 
In  the  summary  report  from  the  rapporteur  however,  the  extraction  method  is  presented 
differently namely that, the insoluble complex between the  cationic surfactants and the dye is 
extracted  from  the  complex  by  treating  it  on  a  ion-exchange  resin  to  fix  the  anionic 
compounds. We do not know whether it is a deviation from the French standard or not? 
B)  The applicability of  the method to Esterquats 
Esterquats are according to the  information received from industry the  most commonly used 
cationic  surfactants  in  detergents.  (see  table  2c).  The  other  cationic  surfactants  used  in 
detergents belong to the family of tallow dimethyl ammonium chloride. 
Esterquats  contain  multiple  esters  bonding  which  can  be  readily  hydrolysed  under  strong 
acidic conditions. This point is important because the complex formation and solvent extraction 
procedure  is  normally  performed  in  acidic  conditions.  According  to  some  experts  such 
experimental conditions would not allow the extraction of esterquats. 
This opinion is challenged by the rapporteur for cationic surfactants who claims that by using 
an adequate extraction method the esterquats could also be measured by the DBAS method. 
It  must be  underlined that  in  both  the  German  standard  DIN  38  409 T20  and  in  the  French 
standard T 73-280 the formation of the ion-complex disulfine blue-cationic surfactant is carried 
out in a buffered medium (pH 3-5). 
The  rapporteur indicated that the  proposed  DBAS  method  has  the  advantage  of using  simple 
equipment.  However this  method  may  not  be  as  popular  as  the  HPLC  method  used  more 
internationally. 
The  rapporteur proposes  a sequential  plan  of action  regarding  analytical  methods for cationic 
surfactants. 
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This plan has essentially three goals: 
•  Industry should identify more precisely which cationic surfactants are actually used 
in detergents 
•  To  carry out  ring  tests  on  the  extraction  anc;t  analysis  methods  on  appropriate 
samples identified under the first step 
•  To  define  and  launch  a  ring  test  on  the  biodegradability  method  including  the 
analytical procedure selected from the results of step 2.  · 
According to the rapporteur it is essential to be sure that the complete method is reliable and can 
be used in most cases. 
3.4  AMPHOTERIC SURFACTANTS 
Historically physico-chemical techniques have been used in  laboratories to  measure the primary 
biodegradability of amphoteric  surfactants  such  as  the  loss  of surface  active  property  of the 
surfactant by tensiometry or by polarography. 
More recently non-specific analytical methods were developed to determine these compounds. 
The Orange II  method based on the formation of a solvent extractable ion-association complex is 
presently investigated by the German federation of surfactants manufacturers (TEGAWA). 
The  rapporteur  indicated  that  the  feasibility  and  optimisation  of  the  orange  II  method  for 
quantitative determination of selected amphoteric surfactants  is  examined by TEGEWA. At the 
expert meeting in March 1997. a representative of the German industry confirmed that the results 
of the exercise should be analysed for the end of September 1997. 
The rapporteur indicated also that the use of the DBAS method could be envisaged for measuring 




4.1  TABLES OF COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE SURFACTANTS USED IN DETERGENTS 
The following tables are intended to show which analytical methods are available for each type of 
surfactant.  The  information provided  by  industry allowed  also  to  give a rough  estimate of the 
percentage of tonnage of surfactants used in detergents. 
The  percentages  data  were  computed  on  the  basis  of  the  information  supplied  to  us  by 
AIS/CESIO (March 1997). 
ABBREVIATIONS: 
HPLC: High Performance Liquid Chromatography 
HPLC/cond: HPLC coupled with conductivity detector 
GC: Gas Chromatography 
MS: Mass Spectrometry 
TLC: Thin Layer Chromatography 
FAB: Fast Atom Bombardment 





Semi-sp  Specific 
Surfactant  o/o *  MBAS 
Sui  phonates  YES  TLC, HPLC, GC/(MS) 
Linear Alkyl Benzene Sulphonates (LAS)  20 
Prim. Alkane Sulphonates (PAS)  <1 
Secondary alkane sulphonates (SAS)  2 
Alpha olefine Sulphonates (AOS)  <1 
Alpha sulpho fatty acid esters (FES) I 
Alkanoic Acid Methyl E:ster Sulphonates (M ES) 
Alkyl Sulfosuccinates  YES  HPLC, GC 
Di-Aikyl- <1 
Mono Alkyl- <1 
Ethoxylated Mono Alkyl- <1 
Alkyl Sulphates (AS)  YES  HPLC, GC/(MS), FAB/MS 
Alcohol- (linear and monobranched)  20 
Ethyl Hexyl Alcohol- <1 
Alkyl Ether Sulphates (AES)  YES  HPLC, FAB/MS, TLC 
GC/(MS) 
Alcohol- 20 
Fa  tty Acid Ethanolamide-
Alkyl Phenol- <1 
Soaps 
Carboxylates  NO  HPLC, GC 
Fatty Acid (Palmitic Acid, Stearic Acid, Ca)  36 
Alcohol Ether- <1 
Alkyl Phenol Ether- <1 
Phosphates  NO  measur. based on foam and 
surface tension 
Alcohol- <1 
Alcohol Ether- <1 
Alkyl Amine Ether-
0/o  *:  0/o of tonnages of anionic surfactants used in detergents placed on the market 





0/o*  Semi-sp*  Specific 
BiAS 
Alkyl Phenol Ethoxylates (APE)  6  YES  HPLC, GC/(MS) 
Alcohol Ethoxylates (AE)  YES  TLC, HPLC, GC, HPLC/MS 
Alcohol-, linear and mono branched, 2-20 EO  62 
Alcohol-, linear and mono branched, >20 EO  6 
Alcohol- poly branched  6 
Alcohol-, endcapped methyl or butyl  <1 
Alkoxylates  TLC, HPLC, GC, HPLC/MS 
Alcohol-,linear and mono branched 
hydrophilic: E0>4 and EO/PO or E0/2BO>  1  6  YES 
hydrophobic: E0<4 and EO/PO or E0/2BO <1  <1  ? 
endcapped methyl: E0>2 and E0/280 >2  <1  ? 
Ester Ethoxylates  YES  HPLC 
Fatty acid- <1 
Castor oil, hydrogenated  <1 
Fatty Acid Glycerol- <1 
Amide  YES  HPLC 
Fatty Acid-, mono ethanol amide  <1 
Fatty Acid-, diethanol amide 
Fatty Acid-, mono ethoxylated 
Fatty Acid-, bis ethoxylated 
Alkyl Amine Ethoxylates  <1  YES  HPLC 
Amine Oxides  NO  HPLC? 
Alkyl Dimethyl- <1 
Alkyl Amine 2EO Oxide 
Alkyl Amido Propyl Dimethyl Amine Oxide 
Sugar Surfactants  NO  FAB/MS, TLC, GC, 
HPLC/MS 
Alkyl Poly Glucoside  6 
Alkyl Glucamide  <1 
Sorbitol Esters  <1 
Sucrose Esters  <1 
0/o*:  0/o  of tonnages of non-ionic surfactants used in detergents placed on the market 
Semi-sp*: semi-specific analyses as BiAS, CTAS, PPAS, TAS, E0>6 





0/o*  Semi-sp  Specific 
DBAS 
Dialkyl Quats  1  YES  TLC, HPLC/cond, FAB/MS 
Dialkyl (C 16-18) Dimethyl Ammonium 
Dialkyl (C 1  0) Dimethyl Ammonium 
Diester Quats  99  (NO)  HPLC/cond 
MDA Diester 
TEA Diester  YES* 
Dimethyl Amino Propyl 
Alk_yl Pyridinium Derivatives  **  YES  HPLC/cond 
lmidazolinium  **  YES  HPLC/cond 
0/o *:  0/o of tonnages of cationic surfactants used in detergents placed on the market 
**  not used in detergents 





0/o*  Semi-sp  Specific 
Betaines  YES*  HPLC/cond 
Sulpha Betaines C8-18  1 
Sulpha Hydroxy Betaines  1 
Amidobetaines  80 
Alkyl Dimethyl Betaines  8 
Other Amphoterics  ?  ? 
Al~l Glycinate C8-18  1 
Alkyl Carboxy Glycinates C8-18  8 
Alkyl Amino Propionate C8-18  1 
0/o*:  0/o  of tonnages of amphoteric surfactants used in detergents placed on the market 
Semi-specific analytical method: DBAS (cationic), Orange II method 
YES*: Orange II method under investigation by TEGEWA 
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4.2  SUMMARY CONCERNING THE APPLICABILITY OF THE ANALYTICAL METHODS TO 
COMMERCIAL SURFACTANTS IN DETERGENTS 
4.2.1  Anionic surfactants 
The semi-specific analytical method M  BAS as described in the Directive 82/243/EEC can be used 
for the determination of 60-65o/o of the anionic surfactants used in detergents on the market. 
For 36-38°/o  of the  soaps  - carboxylates  on  the  market the  MBAS  method  can  not  be  used. 
Specific analytical methods such as HPLC, GC could be proposed. If a specific method could be 
selected  it would  require  standardisation  and  a ring-test  before  it is  included in  the  European 
legislation. 
For the Phosphate Ester surfactants, <1o/o  on the market, the MBAS method can not be used. At 
this moment the determination of primary biodegradability is made on the basis of foam formation 
and surface tension. 
4.2.2  Non-ionic surfactants 
The BiAS method can be used for all  of non-ionic surfactants contai·ning  an  ethylene oxide chain 
with EO>S. Thus from table 2b this method is theoretically applicable to the bulk of commercially 
available non-ionic surfactants i.e. around 80 °/o. 
At the  expert meeting Dr.  Cavalli  indicated that in  his  opinion  that more than  60°/o  of the  total 
tonnage  of non-ionic surfactants  in  detergents  could  be  determined  by the  BiAS  method.  The 
experts underlined also the fact that for non-ionic surfactants with EO < 4 the complex formation 
tends to decrease the hydrophobic balance with the result that less complex is extracted. In such 
a case more extraction is needed. 
It is not clear whether alkoxylated non-ionic surfactants with EO < 4 and with propylene oxide or 
butylene oxide do respond to the BiAS in the condition of the test. 
The larger group of non-ionic surfactants which do not respond to the BiAS method is the group 
of sugar derivatives 6°/o  on the market.  For this type of non-ionic surfactants, a specific analytical 
method such  as HPLC could  be  proposed.  To  develop such  a standard  method,  the  potential 
increase of tonnage of this surfactant placed on the market would need to be considered. 
The rapporteur for non-ionic surfactants indicated that BiAS method was not applicable to  amine 
oxide surfactants < 1 % . He indicated that HPLC method could in  principle be  used but it would 
need some research. 
During  the  ad-hoc experts  meeting of March  1997  it has  also  been  suggested that the  CT  AS 
method could be added to the Directive 82/242/EEC because this method is more easy to handle, 
it is as valuable as the BiAS method and it can be automated. 
4.2.3  Cationic surfactants 
The DBAS method is reported to be applicable to the class of tallowdimethyl ammonium chloride 
surfactants and also to. imidazolinium and pyridinium derivatives.  There is however some doubts 
as to the applicability of this method to Esterquats derivatives (see chapter 2.3). 
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On  the  basis of the information concerning the  tonnages  of cationic surfactants on  the  market 
from AIS/CESIO, Esterquats represent almost 99°/o of the cationic surfactants used in detergents. 
It is in our opinion critical to find out if indeed the DBAS method is applicable to this category of 
cationic surfactants. 
The  application  of  specific  instrumental  methods  such  as  ·HPLC  to  Esterquats  has  been 
attempted but has been reported as unsatisfactory. 
France made a proposal to use the Experimental French Standard T73 280 which is also based 
on the use of the disulfine blue reagent for the analyses of Ester Quats. However, this method is 
still under investigation. 
4.2.4  Amphoteric Surfactants 
If the  results  of the  investigation  carried  out  currently by TEGAWA are  positive the  Orange  II 
method  could  be  used  for most of the  betaines  surfactants  >80°/o  of the  existing  amphoteric 
surfactants contained in detergents; 
It is unclear whether the glycinates surfactants can be measure by this method. 
The Orange II method is under investigation by TEGEWA, the results of the ringtest carried out by 
industry is expected for the end of September 19~7. 
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5.1  EXISTING BIODEGRADABILITY TEST METHODS 
5.1.1  Directive on Detergents 
Screening test- Die-Away Test 
References: 
-Directive 73/405/EEC, 82/242/EEC, 82/243/EEC: 
- OECD method, technical report 1976 
- Germany,Bundesgesetzblatt 1977 
- France, AFNOR 1977 
For comparison of operating parameters, see table 3a 
Principle: 
A solution of the.  surfactant at 5 mg/1  active substance in  an  organic medium is  inoculated with 
0.05  °/o  of secondary effluent from waste water treatment plant.  The  mixture is  aerated  at 25 ± 
1  oc until the concentration of the surfactant falls to a constant level, for a period no longer than 19 
days.  Biodegradation is followed by semi-specific analysis of the samples taken at regularly time 
intervals. Anionic surfactants are determined by the methylene blue method, reported as  MBAS, 
and  non-ionic surfactants  as  bismuth  active  substances  (BiAS).  The  procedure is  validated  by 
using two standard anionic surfactants, a "soft" or easily biodegradable surfactant and a uhard" or 
relatively non-biodegradable one. 
The  French  methods  (T  73-260  I  T  73-270)  are  die-away  tests  quite  different from  the  other 
screening tests. These tests have two incubation periods: one of 7 days followed by sampling, the 
next after a new addition  of 5 mg/L of test substance from  day 8 to  10  followed  by  analysis of 
MBAS or BiAS. 
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The  biodegradation  level  after 7  days  and  after 1  0  days  is  determined  to  obtain  a  weighted 
biodegradation level for the duration of the experiment. 
Confirmatory test - Activated Sludge Simulation test 
References: 
- Annex to Directive 82/242/EEC and 82/243/EEC 
- OECD method, technical report 1976 
- Germany,Bundesgesetzblatt 1977 
-United Kingdom, Porous Pot Test, technical report 70/1978 
Principle: 
The confirmatory test uses a small activated sludge  simulation unit which  is fed with  synthetic 
sewage. Synthetic sewage containing the  required concentration of the  surfactant under test is 
supplied at a constant rate to  a vessel  in  which 3 I of activated sludge is aerated.  The mixed 
liquor passes  to  an  adjoining  vessel  where  it  settles  and  the  settled  sludge  is  continuously 
recycled  to  the  aeration  vessel,  while  the  supernatant  liquid  is  collected  as  effluent.  The 
percentage  removal  of  the  surfactant  is  calculated  for  each  sampling  time  from  the 
concentrations  in  the  sewage  and  in  the  corresponding  effluent.  The  concentration  of  the 
surfactant is determined by semi-specific analyses MBAS or BiAS. 
In the UK method the Porous Pot is used as an altemative_test system to the Husmann system. 
5.1.2  Other existing biodegradability test methods 
There exists other comparable OECD and EEC test methods to determine the biodegradability of 
chemical substances. Some of these methods use non specific analytical methods such as DOC 
to determine the ultimate biodegradation of a substance.  The biological test procedure has been 
adapted after years of experience with different chemicals. The biological part of the test methods 
described in the detergent Directive could be adapted in the same way. 
Screening Tests 
References: 
- OECD Guideline 301A, 
- EC, C4 A: DOC Die-Away 
For comparison of operating parameters, see table 3b 
Principle: 
A measured volume of inoculated mineral medium, containing a known concentration of the test 
substance (1 0-40 mg DOC/I) as the nominal sole source of organic carbon, is aerated in the dark 
or diffuse light at 22 ± 2°C.  The inoculum may be  activated sludge,  sewage effluents,  surface 
waters, soils or a mixture of these (30 mg
55/l,  10
6 CFU/ml). 
Degradation is followed by DOC analysis at frequent intervals over a 28-day period. The degree 
of biodegradation is calculated by expressing the concentration of DOC removed (corrected for 
that in the blank inoculum control) as a percentage of the concentration initially present. 
Primary  biodegradation  may also  be  calculated  from  supplemental  chemical  analysis  of the 
parent compound made at the beginning and end of the incubation. 
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References: 
- OECD Guideline 301E, 
- EC, C4 B:  Modified OECD Screening test 
Principle: 
A measured volume of mineral medium, containing a known concentration of the test substance 
(10-40 mg DOC/I) as the nominal sole source of organic carbon, is inoculated with 0,5 ml effluent 
per litre of medium.  The mixture is aerated in the dark or diffuse light at 22 ± 2°C.  Degradation is 
followed  by  DOC  analysis  at  frequent  intervals  over  a  28-day  period.  The  degree  of 
biodegradation is calculated by expressing the concentration of DOC removed (corrected for that 
in the blank inoculum control) as a percentage of the concentration initially present. 
The  degree  of primary  biodegradation  may  also  be  calculated  from  supplemental  chemical 
analysis of the parent compound made at the beginning and end of the incubation. 
Activated Sludge Simulation Tests 
For comparison of operating parameters, see table 4 
Reference: 
- ISO 11733: Water Quality- Evaluation of the elimination and biodegradability of organic 
compounds in an aqueous ·medium- Activated Sludge Simulation Test 
Principle: 
Two continuously operating test units (activated sludge plants or porous pots) are run  in  parallel 
under identical  conditions,  with  a  mean  hydraulic  retention  time  of normally 6  h  and  a  mean 
sludge  age  (sludge  retention  time)  of 6  d to  10  d.  The  test compound  is  normally added  at a 
concentration  10 - 20 mg/1  DOC, to  the  influent of only one  of the test units,  the  second unit is 
used as a control. 
The influent is an organic medium.  Synthetic sewage, domestic sewage or a mixture of both can 
be used. 
In  regularly taken samples of the effluents, the DOC or COD are measured.  If required the test 
compound concentration are measured by specific analyses. The difference between the effluent 
concentrations in  the test and  control  units compared with the  influent concentration  of the  test 
compound is used to determine the biodegradation and elimination of the test compound. 
Reference: 
- OECD Guideline 303 Proposal: Simulation Test Aerobic Sewage Treatment. 
Being revised as 303A, B, C. 
·Principle: 
Two continuously operating test units (activated sludge plants or porous pots) are run  in  parallel 
under identical conditions which are  chosen to  suit the  purpose of the test.  Normally the  mean 
hydraulic retention time is 6 hand a mean sludge age (sludge retention time) of 6 d to  10 d.  The 
test substance is  normally added  at  a concentration  10  - 20  mg/1  DOC,  to  the  influent (organic 
medium) of only one of the test units, the second unit is used as a control. 
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· The influent is an organic medium.  Synthetic sewage, domestic sewage or a mixture of both can 
be used. 
In  frequently taken samples of the  effluents, the  DOC or COD is  determined, together with the 
concentration of the test substance (if required) by specific analysis, in the effluent from the unit 
receiving the test substance. 
The difference between the effluent concentrations in the test and control units is assumed to be 
due to the test substance or its organic metabolites.  This difference  is compared with the influent 
concentration of the added test substance in order to determine the biodegradation, elimination of 
the test compound. 
References 
- EC method, Part C, Biodegradation: Activated Sludge Simulation Test 
{Directive 88/302/EEC O.J. L  133 of 30.05.88 p.1) 
Principle: 
For the  determination  of the  ultimate  biodegradability,  two  activated  sludge  pilot units  (OECD 
confirmatory test or porous pot units) are run in parallel. 
The  test substance is  added to  the  influent {synthetic or domestic sewage)  of one  of the  units, 
while the other receives the sewage alone. 
The  DOC  (or  COD)  concentrations  are  measured  in  the  effluents,  the  difference  in  mean 
concentrations between the test and the  control  effluents is  assumed to  be  due to  undegraded 
test material. 
The units may be operated following the " coupled units mode " by a transinoculation procedure. 
For the determination of primary biodegradation with specific analysis in the influent and effluent, 
only one unit is used.  Change in  the  concentration of the  parent molecule can  be  measured by 
specific analysis {primary biodegradation). 
5.2  OPERATING PROBLEMS: ADSORPTION, SOLUBILITY, TOXICITY 
5.2.1  Adsorption 
Surfactants  which  strongly  adsorb,  such  as  cationic  surfactants,  may  lead  to  false 
degradation/elimination results.  Therefore  it is  prudent to  determine the  amount of surfactants 
adsorbed on to suspended solids. 
The  shape  of the  removal-time  curve  can  give  an  indication  of what  is  occuring.  A  typically 
shaped biodegradation curve has a lag phase followed by a steady rise in removal over a number 
of days until it reaches a plateau,  but if adsorption takes place as well as  degradation a positive 
removal  occurs  initially  followed  by  a  decrease,  thereafter  a  normal  biodegradation  curve  is 
obtained. 
To  control  the  loss  on  to  suspended  solids  a preliminary test  can  be  done  or suitable  control 
vessels can be set up in the biodegradability test. 
Supplementary  information  can  be  obtained  by  determining  the  content  of the  surfactant  on 
sludge and on the suspended solids in the effluent , so that a mass balance may be made. 
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In  some  cases  pre-treatment  of  the  test  vessels  could  be  necessary.  Methods  for  the 
pre-treatment of the test vessels with the surfactant are developed by the manufadurer. 
5.2.2  Solubility 
Some cationic surfactants are not very soluble, so that they cannot be assessed by DOC methods 
or by the DBAS die-away method unless special measures are taken. 
To determine the biodegradability of poorly soluble surfactants a "ready" biodegradability test will 
be more appropriate. 
The ISO 10634 (1995) describes four techniques for dispersing organic products, which are to be 
subjected  to  biodegradability  tests  in  an  aqueous  medium,  which  are  not  enough  soluble  to 
perform the tests in the normal manner. 
The four techniques are: direct addition, ultrasonic dispersion, adsorption on an inert medium and 
dispersion with an emulsifying agent. 
These techniques are applicable where the  evaluation of the  biodegradability of the substances 
under test  is  carried  out  in  accordance  with  the  methods  by  analysis  of the  released  carbon 
dioxide or by determination of the oxygen consumption (OECD 3018, D, F). 
New  ready  biodegradability  test  methods  are  also  under  development  to  determine  the 
biodegradability of poorly soluble test substances. 
The  "Headspace"  C02  method  could  be  appropriate  for  testing  poorly  soluble  surfactants 
(see new test methods-ISO/DIS 14593) (Annex 9.3). 
5.2.3  Toxicity 
The  toxicity of the  surfactant to  the  activated sludge  can  be  determined in  an  activated sludge 
respiration inhibition test to  determine the test concentration to use in the biodegradation test.  In 
the case where the surfactant is toxic to the activated sludge a lower test concentration compared 
to that given in the method of the Directive has to be used. When using a lower test concentration 
attention should be paid that the semi-specific analyses can still be done (detection limit). 
Another possibility is to perform specific analyses or to use labelled carbon. 
To decrease the level of toxicity pre-adaptation of the bacterial inoculum can be performed before 
starting  the  biodegradation  test.  A  proposal  has  been  made  to  use  pre-adapted  inoculum  for 
"ready" biodegradability tests. 
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5.3.1  Screening test- Possible changes to the method 
Proposal from Dr. Painter to take following changes into consideration: 
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•  To  increase  the  inoculum  density  from  0,5  ml  effluent/1  to  not  more  than  30  mg 
activated sludge solids /I; only at much higher concentrations does adsorption to solids 
become significant. The test would be of shorter duration and results would be  more 
reproducible 
•  To acclimatise the inoculum (for no longer than  14 days) as  in  the SDA test,  again to 
shorten the test and to obtain less variable results 
•  To  bring  the  medium in ·line with the  medium included  in  the  revised OECD "readY' 
tests (  1992) 
•  Alternatively to add trace elements and peptone to the medium for greater consistency 
of results.  This  will  be  unnecessary  if activated  sludge  were  to  be  used  as  the 
inoculum. 
The  screening  tests  for  primary  biodegradation  have  stringent  conditions.  One  of  these 
conditions concern the low inoculum content of the test medium. It is reasonably assumed that if 
a surfactant is  meeting the pass value of 80°/o  it will certainly undergo primary biodegradation in 
the environment. 
Among the  proposals of modifications made by the  experts the  increase of inoculum content of 
the  test medium to  put it in  line with the  conditions of ultimate ready biodegradability tests and 
also to improve the reproducibility of results of the tests ;,as been proposed. 
One  could  argue  that  by  putting  similar  test  conditions  for  screening  test  for  primary 
biodegradability  with  those  of ultimate  ready  biodegradability  one  could  loose  some  of the 
stringency of the original primary biodegradability tests.  Th1s  may need to  be  considered for the 
modification of the detergent legislation. 
5.3.2  Confirmatory test: Possible adaptation of  the test method · 
*  Critical points (see table 4) 
-Nutrient solution: only synthetic (reconstituted) sewage is used. 
The use of synthetic sewage can give problems, when operating the system for several weeks. 
Bulking problems caused by the proliferation of filamentous micro-organisms in the sludge are 
currently observed. 
Practical inconvenience: the synthetic sewage has to be freshly prepared daily. 
-- Inoculum: 
No choice of inoculum, only secondary effluent, 3 ml is used 
- Operating parameters: 
•  Addition of nutrient solution: continually 
•  Exposure time: HRT(Hydraulic retention time): 3h, influent rate:  11/h 
•  Suspended solids: 2.5 g/1 
•  Air lift pump: continually 
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•  Proposal for adaptation (see table 4} 
The  EEC,  ISO,  OECD have  published a version  of the  activated  sludge  simulation  test which 
allows the choice of a number of factors, including Husmann unit or Porous Pot system, synthetic 
or domestic sewage, and single or coupled units. 
An adaptation of the existing confirmatory test could be proposed for following parameters: 
-- Nutrient solution: 
Proposal: The choice to use synthetic sewage or real domestic sewage or a mixture of both. 
The advantages are: 
*  Test performance during a longer period of time will be easier to handle 
*  This is a simulation test and will be more realistic referring to sewage treatment plants 
*  Practical: the  real  sewage could be  used during several days if the sewage is stored 
cool and if it is proved that the DOC has not significantly decreased during storage. 
--Inoculum: 
Different inocula cou.ld be used such as activated sludge, secondary effluent or soils 
-- Operating parameters: 
*  Addition of nutrient solution: discontinuously, bulking problems will be minimised 
*  Exposure time: HRT: 6h, influent rate: 0.5 1/h 
SRT: 6- 10 days (discarding sludge xml every day). 
The influent flow can be reduced by a factor 2 which means a flow rate of 0.5 1/h. 
This increases the hydraulic retention time in the reactor from 3 to 6 hours for vessels 
of 31. 
The  sludge  recirculation  rate  is  considerably  reduced  and  constant  sludge  wastage 
(500-300) mllday allows stable operation when operating with a sludge retention time 
between 6-10 days. 
*  Suspended solids: 1-3 gil 
*  Air lift pump: discontinuously (ex. 5 min every 2.5 hours) 
•  Reproducibility 
•  Reproducibility between  (simultaneous)  replicates  is  good  (within  10-15  °/o)  for test 
substances degraded by 80  °/o  or more, for substances less degraded the variability is 
greater.  With some borderline  substances disparate results  have been  recorded on 
different occasions. 
•  Little difference has been  found  in  results obtained by coupling  units or with the  two 
types of apparatus, Husmann unit and Porous Pot, the difference in test results is more 
dependent on the sewage.  Domestic sewage will initiate biodegradation more rapidly 
than synthetic sewage. 
•  To obtain information of the influence of the operating parameters on the 
biodegradability of a test substance using a CAS test, AIS/CESIO had organized a ring 
test in 1987. 
Results of this ringtest were not available. 
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5.4  NEW BIODEGRADABILITY TEST 
ISO test method: Head space C02 method 
References: 
- Draft  International  Standard  ISO/DIS  14593,  Water quality  - Evaluation  of ultimate  aerobic 
biodegradability of organic compounds  in  aqueous  medium  - Method  by  analysis  of released 
inorganic carbon in sealed flasks. 
This method is a "ready" biodegradability test which can  also be  applied to  organic compounds 
which are  poorly soluble, special measures may be  necessary to  achieve a good dispersion of 
the compound. 
Principle: 
Determination of the  ultimate biodegradation  of organic compounds  by micro-organisms,  using 
an aqueous aerobic test medium. The test substance, as the sole source of carbon and energy, is 
added  to  a mineral  salts  medium  inoculated  with  a mixed  population  of micro-organisms  and 
incubated in  sealed vessels with  a headspace of air.  The  concentration  of the  compound  used 
normally yields an  initial organic carbon concentration in the medium of 2 to 40  mg/1  (20  mg/1  is 
recommended).  Biodegradation  (mineralisation  to  C02)  is  determined  by  measuring  the  net 
increase  in  inorganic carbon  (IC)  levels over time compared with  unamended blanks.  The test 
generally runs  for 28  days.  The  extent of biodegradation  is  expressed as  a percentage  of the 
theoretical  IC  production  based  on  the  amount  of test  substance  (as  organic  carbon)  added 
initially. 
If a suitable analytical method is available, the primary biodegradation during the test may also be 
determined. 
Experimental French standard 
References: 
- Projet de norme experimentale: Agents de surface - Detergents. Agents de surface cationiques. 
Determination de Ia biodegradabilite. Pr, T 73-280 
Principle: 
The biological part of this method follows the same principle as that for the anionic and non-ionic 
surfactants mentioned in the existing French standard (T73-260 and T73-270). 
A solution of mineral medium is inoculated with secondary effluent after enrichment with nutritive 
substances. The cationic surfactant is added to the  mineral medium at a concentration of 5 mg/1 
and aerated. 
The  biodegradation  is  followed  by  DBAS  analyses  of the  cationic  surfactant  after  7  days  of 
incubation.  Thereafter  a  new  addition  of 5  mg/1  cationic  surfactant  is  performed  followed  by 
analyses on day 10. 
Validity of the test system is checked by running a reference substance at the same time. 
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Remarks on the test method: 
•  Apparatus with a capacity to contain a test volume of 20 - 10 I are mentioned on  page 5,  6, 
these volumes seems high for practical reasons to perform screening tests 
The figure on  last page needs more explanation (dimensions) and need to be in  accordance 
with the test description. 
•  The nutrient solution is quite different from the other existing screening tests 
A proposal is to bring the medium in line with that in the revised "ready" tests (1992). 
•  Confusion is occurring in the test by using "anionic" surfactant instead of "cationic" surfactant. 
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SCREENING TESTS 
Comparison of operating parameters 
TABLE3a 
DIRECTIVE DETERGENTS 
TEST  Act. subs.  inoculum  reference  test  duration  sampling 
mg/1  substance  (days) 
OECD  Die- 5  secondary  soft+ hard  19  day 5 and 8, 
AWAY  effluent  anionic  after  every  2 
0.5 ml/1 
± 1  0
3 cells/ml 
standard  days 
NFT73- 260  20  domestic  sodium  1-7  end of 7th 
anionics+  sewage  alkyl benzene  8-10 with  end of 10 day 
NFT73- 270  10
5-10
7 cells/ml  sulfonate  addition of act. 
non-ionics  substance 
Tens  ide  5  secondary  soft+ hard  19  day 5 and 8, 
verordnung  influent  anionic  after  every  2 
BGBI I,S. 244  empirically  standard  days 
determined 
TABLE 3b 
READY BIODEGRADABILITY TESTS 
TEST  Test subs.  Inoculum  Reference  Test duration  sampling 
mg DOC/I  substance  (days) 
DOC  Die- 10-40  « 30 mg/1 SS or  aniline  28  - sufficiently 
AWAY  « 1  00 ml effluent  sodium benzoate  frequently 
1  0 
7-1 0
8 cells/ml  sodium acetate  -duplicate 
(  diethyleneglycol) 
Modified OECD  10-40  « 0.5 mill  aniline  28  - sufficiently 
Screening  secundary  sodium benzoate  frequently 
effluent  sodium acetate  -duplicate 
10
5 cells/ml  (  dieth_yleneglycol) 
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TABLE4 
Operating  Confirmatory  ISO 11733  OECD 303  EC Parte  Confirmatory 
parameters  test  proposal  Activ. Sludge  test 
Simul. test 
Nutrient solution  Synthetic  Synthetic  Synthetic  Synthetic  Synthetic sewage 
sewage  sewage  sewage  sewage 
Domestic  Domestic  Domestic  Domestic sewage 
sewage  sewage  sewage 
Mixture of both  Mixture of both  Mixture of both 
(COD: 250-350 
mg/1) 
·Inoculum  Secondary  Activated sludge  Activated sludge  Activated sludge  Activated sludge_ 
effluent 
2,5 g/1  Secondary  Secondary 
3ml  effluent  effluent 
Composite  Composite 
inoculum  inoculum 
Test  20 ± 2 mg  1  0-20 mg/1 DOC  1  0-20 mg/1 DOC  1  0-20 mg/1 DOC  20 ± 2 mg 
concentration  MBAS/1 or mg 
(5 mg/1)  (5 mg/1) 
MBAS/1 or mg 
BiAS  II  BiAS  /I 
Operating 
parameters 
1.  Addition  continually  discontinuously  continually  discontinuously 
nutrient  or 
solution  discontinuously 
2.  Exposure 
time 
*  HRT  3h  6h  6h  3-6h  6h 
*  SRT  6-10 days  6-10 days  6-10 days 
3.  Suspended  2,5 g/1  1-3 g/1  1-3 g/1  2.5 g/1  1-3 gil 
solid 
4.  Room  19-24 oc  20-25 oc  20-25 oc  18-25 oc  20-25 oc 
temperat. 
5.  Air lift pump  continually  discontinuously  discontinuously 
5 min every 2,5h  5 min every 2,5h 
6.  Sampling 
MBAS/BiAS  every day  5/week 
DOC/COD  2/week  3/week  3/week  14-20  2/week 
determinations 
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It is important for the legislator and for the industry performing such primary biodegradability 
test to know the costs involved. 
The  information  provided  under this  chapter is  only  indicative  and  does  not necessarily 
reflect all existing situations. 
The following indications were obtained: 
. Analytical methods 
-semi-specific: MBAS, BiAS, DBAS, CTAS: 
- specific analyses: 
GC/MS 
HPLC 
more sophisticated techniques 
Not included:- sample preparation and extraction 
- validation of the analytical method 
Biodegradability test method 
- Screening test: OECD Die-Away test: 
- Confirmatory test 
- Ready biodegradability tests 
non-specific analyses included 
- Pre-adaptation of the inoculum 
(supplementary cost) 
Costs/sample 
45- 130 Ecus 
extraction included 
125- 150 Ecus 
50- 100 Ecus 
150 - 450 Ecus 
. Operation costs 
1 000 - 1 500 Ecus 
9 000 - 11  000 Ecus 
1 500 - 5 700 Ecus 
380 - 500 Ecus 
Total  costs  of the  biodegradability tests  as  performed  according to the  detergent 
Directive: 
- Screening test: OECD Die-Away test, 
19 days: 
- Confirmatory test, 28 days 
1 800 - 3 500 Ecus 
10 200- 15 000 Ecus 
Price  information  is  based  on  the  prices  indicated  by  different  laboratories  for 
biodegradability tests performed under G  LP. 
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7.1  ANALYTICAL METHODS 
To  make the  content of the  conclusions on  analytical methods more practical it is necessary to 
order the proposals or developments according to their "urgency". 
Development of  an analytical method for cationic surfactants 
Before an  analytical method can  be  introduced into the European legislation on  detergents it is 
suggested to use the following approach: 
*  To identify the cationic surfactants normally used in detergents 
*  To examine the applicability of the Disulfine blue method (DBAS) to all cationic surfactants 
including Esterquats 
*  To  discuss the  content of the  existing  DBAS  standards and the  French proposal T73-280 
and to prepare if necessary a new draft of an the accepted analytical protocol 
*  To  discuss  the  problem  of  separation  of  cationic  surfactants  from  other  interfering 
substances  · 
*  To carry out an intercomparison exercise between European laboratories experienced with 
the DBAS method to confirm the validity of the test 
*  To include the test method in the European legislation. 
Problem of  separation of  surfactants 
Depending on the outcome of "burden of proor the problem of separation/extraction of surfactant 
from the detergent mixture may need to be discussed by an expert group. 
Problem of  surfactants not responding to non-specific methods 
By using the summary of the table of applicability of non-specific analytical methods (Table 2a to 
d)  of this  report,  it is  necessary to  identify which  groups of surfactants will  require  the  use  of 
alternative  methods.  Priority  in  the  establishment  of  instrumental  methods  may  need  to  be 
discussed. 
Development of  the Orange II method for amphoteric surfactants 
Further developments of this  method are  dependent on  the  results  of the  study carried out by 
TEGEWA in Germany (End September 1997). 
Inclusion of  the Cobalt Thiocyanate method (CTAS) in the European legislation 
A discussion should take place between experts to find out if this method can be introduced in the 
European legislation taking into account its: 
•  Facility of use 
•  Sensitivity 
*  Reproducibility 
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7.2  BIODEGRADABILITY TESTS 
•  The  existing  biodegradability  tests  as  describ.ed  in  the  detergent  Directive  can  remain 
unchanged unless adaptation of the test methods as proposed for the screening test and the 
confirmatory test are adopted. The proposals for adaptation have to be considered for practical 
reasons and to be in line with other existing test methods. 
•  Existing •ready" biodegradability tests could be accepted for testing surfactants but taking into 
account difficulties such as adsorption, solubility, toxicity 
•  The development of new biodegradability tests, such as the Headspace C02 evolution test has 
to be considered, this would allow to test for instance poorly soluble surfactants. 
7.3  PROPOSALS 
•  Adaptation of the existing detergent Directive relating to the analytical and biological part of the 
test methods for practical reasons 
•  Introduce  analytical  test  methods  for cationic  and  amphoteric  surfactants,  validation  is  still 
needed.  Introduce  the  CT  AS  method  for  the  non-ionic  surfactants  as  a  supplementary 
analytical method 
•  To discuss surfactants for which semi-specific methods are not applicable 
•  Introduce the  •ready"  biodegradability tests to  perform tests  with  difficult surfactants  and  to 
develop a strategy for the .acceptance of surfactants in accordance with the legislation 
•  Discuss new biodegradability tests under investigation for possible inclusion in the directive. 
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DIRECTION  OE L.ENVIRONNEMENT 
METHODE  PROPOSEE  POUR  LA  DETERMINATION 
DE  LA  BIODEGRADABILITE  DES  AGENTS  DE  SURFACE 
UTILISES  DANS  LES  DETERGENTS  SYNTHETIQUES 
• 
ORGANISATION DE COOPERATION ET OE  OEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUES 
PARIS  1976 
·-----··- •.  --- ---· ..  ,  -. '  -· 
ORG.lU\ISA!IC:;  DE  :OCP!:!ATIOr: 
ET  DE  DI:VELOI'PE!:s!'l'T  :~GC~fC!·~Ct.~3 
12!.IDJSICI;  GE!:Er""'\L~ 
Paris, le 11  juiu  1:-~6 
I~T;.IOD!!:  P!:OPCSE::  ~'JU::  L.l, ~::~~:!:~:::~.'!0!-! 
DE  L:~  !3ICDEG:'.1.D::.BI~~~::; .:.G;:::!TS  D:::  s~:;-,.~ 
Le  rap:port prcsente  ~·e·s  resul  te.t·s  et ·conclusions  de  deux 
groupes  d 1 e::perts  de  l 1 CC1:·:~  sur  1~ standardisntion des  oet~odes 
an~lytiques et· la detercina~ion de  la biodegradabilite des 
aee~ts de  sur!ace  anioni~ue5 et no~ ioniques utilises QanS  les 
detergents mcnagers  synthetiques. 
Les  ~ethodes ~1alyti~ues propos6es  ont  ~ait l'o~jet d'~~ 
lare;e  acco:-d  de la part des  cleu;r:  6I"Oupes,  e"'t:  reflete11t 1.' etat 
des  tec~~ques d'analyse  cr~~que a l'epoque de  leur  ap~roba­
t~on. 
En  ce  qui  concerne la dete~ination de  la biodegra~abilite, 
0!1  propose une  methode  co~~e pour les deux  t1~es d 1agents  d~ 
surZace.  Cette  r..:0thoC:e  re'Oo~e scr' :Le  :hoiA dez  -:e·:h."'lic:'l.;as  de 
laboratoire qui  ont  jusquia  ~resent regu  l'accor~ le plus large 
partli les !lC!YS  I!eZJ'bres  en ,,.ua  d I eva.luer le co=:portement  des 
agents  de  surface en ce  qui  concer~3 leur de;radatior. dans  les 
stations d 1 eouratiC!l des  eaux  USeE:S •  ;..vee  2.a  aet::ode  Ch~isie  ~r:. 
ne  ~eut pas  s•atte~dre a ce  que ies resultats  si~ule~t des  cc~­
di  tion~ s;>eciales'  ou  sc:.tis::"as.se:r:  a des  e::iJanc~s  -oarti.c\.:.l:.~res' 
aussi  ~portantcs qu'elles puisser.t  ~tre localement: 
Il est certain que  les recherches  se ;>oursuivent et de-
vraient etre er.couragees  en  ,~~e de  ~ettre au  poi~t des  ~ethoces 
cor:::1unes  p~us  ap~ropri.ees sur lesc:uelles les pays I-Iecbres  pour-
raient ulterieureme~t se mettre d'accord. 
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1.1  Il y  ~ w1e  v~ngt~i~e d'n~~ees, l'utilisation croissa~te 
des·  dcJ~er~e::rts  :=yn-t:'l&ti.c:u.os  a  eu  ]Ot::'  co:1s6que::.ce,  c~ dehors 
des ,rot;Tes  rc3a2.iscs  d.~ns la tec:- ....  -::.c:,ue  du  l~vase et  d1.1 
nettoya3e,  C.c  ,er-::m  .. oer le  ::o~'lc-::.on."'le!:.ent  des  s·~ati.ons 
d 1 e,U4atio~ d'eau:: usces,  et de ,rovoquer une nouvelle  fo~e 
de pollution de  l'eau.  L'ei~et le ~lus visible en  a  etc 
l'apparition de  ~cusses,  en  quanti~cs parfois tres  i~~ort~~es, 
sur les  r~_vie:~:·es  dm1s  de  nomcr~u:: pays.  Cet  as::>ect  :p~!'ticul:.er 
des  nuis~1ces resulteit des  agents  de  sur!ace~:,  ~rincip~le~e~t 
des  abents  de  sm  .. face  a."'lio:liques  c:ui.  r~prcsente11t actuelle:lC!'lt 
environ les  t~oi~-ouarts des  tensioactifs. co:merciali.scs,  et 
egaleuent,  bien  ~ui~ un dagre  woin~e, des  asants  de  surface 
non ioniques  ( a~viron Ul'l  qua:-t  du  ::JC.l"'c:16) ·• 
1.2  D~ns ~~ ,reoier tecps,  en accord avec les pouvoirs 
publics,  l'L"'ldust~ie  ~ assez  rapide~ent ~is au ,oL"'lt  des  Qgents 
de  sur!~ce  w~ioniques 'bioder~c..C.ab:!..cs  ( di  ts  r:c..ou::"  par  o:pposi-
tio:;.1  ~u:: produi.  t:s  ,rcceder:u::ent '..lti.liscs,  2-~pelcs  adurs").  Ces 
nouveU:u::  :_JroC.ui·::s  so:;.1t  en  gr~nd.e pc.:-"":ie  cli::i.l"!cs  au cours des 
o,crntiOl'lS  d r e!;'Ur~-;:io:~  ~iolo;ique co::."'.J'e:-:·:::_onnclle  des  enu:: 
usees  j  U.."""le  ce:-·tc.i.~.le  6li~il1~-;;ion  ,~u~ cgc..let1e:r:  s 'cffectuer 
grfice  au procecsus  d r :.t.:toc"':l~c.·:io:1  dc..~s  les cours  d 1 eeu. 
L'  introductio:~ C.e  "':>rocitt:...:~s- de  ~  ... ~:-.:·ul:.:~::e:·r~  bi.odc:;ro.dc.bles  :1e 
peut,  ~ elle  seule~  rcsou~~ tous-:ez  ~roblb~es noses nar les 
,  ...  ,  .1:'  ...... 1 .  ,  .  .,  . ,:._  ...  - +'  , t-.  age:J.vS  ~e  sur.~ce Uv~  ~scs  ~~~z  ~es  cc~~~g~nvs  synw~e  ~ques 
(~igestio~ des  ooues  et  :.~f!uence  s~:- le  tr~~siert d 1 o:~zene, 
'9ar  e::ccple),  ::tais  elle a  co11C.ui -;;  ~ tt."'le  aLllclioro.tion ioportante. 
~.3  D~ns de  nowbreu=:  pays,  des  =esures  ont ete  ,rises ou 
sont sur le  ~oint de  l 1 ct~e ~ar les  ~ouvoirs "!jU~lics  e~ vue 
de  -nrol1i~cr i  'utilis:::.·::ion  des  'Ol"od.ui ts cui ne- ~resenteraie!'lt 
,as-~1 ta~: de~iode;r~~ation ~cce,~a~le. Ces  ~esurcs consiste::.t 
en  1~ conclusion d 1accords  ~nt~o  l 1 c..d=i::.is~ration et les 
::a::>ri.cm1ts  de  cleter~ents ou  en  l 1 a~nlication de  re~le=entc.tio~s 
ou  l~gislations.  --
1.4  En  ce qui  concc~1e les  c..~ents  de  surface anionic.ues, 
une  legislation es't  en \·i.;ueur  en ;.lloo2.c;1e  depuis  ~ S6~. 
Sur le pla11  intc:-ru:.t:.onc.l,  lLl  11L.ccorc4.  :uro,cen  s~  ..  la 
li~itation de  1 1eu,loi de  ccrtni~s  dcter~onts d~1s les produits 
de  lo.vage  et de  :-:.ettoy·c..ye"  n  etc  conc:u  on  "i S';60  d~.ns le cadre 
du Conseil de  1 'Europe  ll.ccorcl :-;>2-r-i;iel),  e~ est entre  en 
*  ~1 ~c  cons~derer~ ~cs  d~1s ce  ra~~o~ l~s effets eventuels 
( cutron:1isation,  ""Jar  e::c:.:nle)  C:us- =.  C.cs  co~sti  tuants  o.u1;res 




Vi ~'c'·- le  ;-1 <  ·("A"~~ er  .. r  7"'  UJ  ..;..~ ... .- C'•-"'\:,nnt  d 1 autrcs  .,.,~ys  o~ .. -..  "'-'  -'-' •  ,.&.  - t  ..  f  •  41  - '-'\.,.;•- .......,  V•••W  '  -., 
europe  ens  ont  · adopt-5  "'L1e  lc::;isl~-;;~on  si~1ila.i~~,  condu~~a."'lt  . 
le Conseil  des  Co~~"'lau~cs  :urojee~~es a  ~ubl~er une  direct~ve 
en ce docaine le  2~  nove~~re iS73.  -
1.5  En  ce  ~ui  conce~e les agents  de  surface non  i~niq~es, 
certe1i~1s  ":1ClYS,  do:1·~  1~  2ra~ce ct 1 1 ~·.11em1c;:e,  ont  env.!.s~~c 
des  1972  ia Qise  en  place de  leGislations·  ~~cciiiques.  ~u 
debut  de  1~74, la France a  ~visG la CoiF'ission des  Comowlaut~s, 
::uropcennes  de  son intention C:e  :?U'blier procheil1er:1e:'l"t  un arrete 
en lo.  ~tiere. 
1.6  Diverses cetaodes,  ayrult  chacmle leurs  ClVant~~es et 
leurs 1:1co11venients,  ant etc  ~ro:9osees en vue  de  coll·;;reler 
a  priori,  par determination du tau:: de biodegradation,  s! les 
agen~s de  surf~ce contenus  dans les ,rcparetions  deterge~tes 
oises sur le r.1arch6  ~resentent bien les que:.lites  re~uises. 
Ces  !:l~"Chodes  son-'-:  :Z'ondces  sur cles  processus biologi-ques  et 
sont 'Oar"Ciculiercr:1ent  soUEises  C.e  ce  .faiJ'  ~ 1 1 influence de 
nombreu::  factcurs  ;  les resul  tats  io~nis sent done  forccoellt 
dificrents d 1uno  nethcde a l'autrc et une  certaine variabilitc 
peut Otre  observec d 1un  labor~toiro a 1 1autre. 
1 • 7  Les  travau::  eff~c·;;ucs au cours  des  a."'l..'lces  1963-i  S70 
par W'l  groupe  d'e:~erts  ~e  1 1 CC~~ sous le direction du  Groupe 
Sectoriel sur la Gestio~1 cle  1 ::.:.c,  ont  c.bou·ti  ~ la i:!ise  au 
point  d 1un  systeoe  ~e  co~~role a u~iliser pour  esti~er la 
biodet;radabili·tc des  ~:en-:s de  scr::~.ca  s}'l'l:~:lctiques  du  t:,~e 
anio~1ique.  Cc  systeoe  co:.:,o:-·ce  C.ou::  .:·:=.,es  dii.feru:.1t  t~"'lt 
dans leur principe  q_ue  c;.::.ns  los  ~:1c.ico.:l:ionz  c:_ue  1 1 on  peut 
en tirer en  ce  C!Ui  co!1corne  1~  "J:..o~cc:;;radc.~il.::c6  C.es  agents 
de  suriece qui y  sont  so~~is 
U."'l  test statique du  ~e  "en flacon  ouvert" 
un  te~t dync.wique  fo:lde  sur la si:!lula·tion des 
conditions  e:~stant d~~s les stations d'e,uration 
biologique d' cau:: usees. 
Le  test stc.tique  (test  ~e tria~e)  o~~rc l 1 av~"'lt~ge 
d 1atre  rclativecc~t  siu~lc et  r~nide et de  ~ouvoir ~tre 
e!fectue sur m1  grand nocbre de ;roduits  ~ ia fois  ;  il pe~et 
d 1 ob·ceni:."'  aiser.1ent une  1)rcmi~re discrioination entre les 
produi  ts  e:~~1es.  • 
Le  test d~1amique de  sioul~tion (test de  confiroation) 
pr6sente.l'av~t~~e d 1 ~~~e  ~lus ~roche des  condition~ ruelles 
d'  cpurc.t!.on  d~"'lS  lcs  s·;;~:tio:1s  ~e- ·:;re,i  "CCi:.lent  cles  e~u:: U~ecs. 
!1 :-:.C:ccssi·;:;e  ccpcndc.n·~ lo recours a "'Ll  cn~~incc.ent nlus  comnle::o 
e"t:  U."'l  trav~iJ. S 1 etenclz.nt . S~ ,lusieurs  ser.mll'lC~ •  - • 
l..cs  dau:: "Cc::ts  s 1  o.p:1liqt.:.c~t  ~u:::  aGents  de  suri'3ce 
anioni~ues, soit  tel~ quels,  soit contenus  d~s los detergents 
!)r~ts a  1 1 c;:Jploi  ;  dc.:1s  ce  cler1-:.ic~  cas, il es·c  necess~ire do 
proccdcr  ~ ~'e  e:~raction proalable de la ~tiere ~ctivo. 
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1.8  Lcs  co~z~~cr~~~ons  ~ui  ~rcic~dcnt  on~ conduit lc Consei: 
de l•ocn=  ~ raco~~~~~e~ l'ap,llc~~~c~ de  ce  syst~~e de  con~rOle 
pour lcs e.gen·::s  d.~  sur::'acc  anio::.:.qc~s  cic.l'lS  les  cc~1C.i  tions 
sui  va."'ltes 
( i) utilizC!:tion du  tc~t  zi:~:ti~ue  co::=~.e  "test  d.~  "':rio.gc n 
ct  accc,~a-cion des  -orodui:";s  :lcr..~t  la '!Jiodcgraciaoili·.:e 
dctcr~i~cc ~ar ce test d6passe le pourcent~~e 
requis  ;  e-t-
( 11)  utilisation du  -~est dynacique  d~ si::1ulation  coi:lr.le 
"test de  coni"ir::l~tion"  uour les seuls uroduits 
n 1  eya.~t !'C.S  satis!'c:.!  t  au  11test C.e  triaze",  les 
resultats  C.u  test de  co~fi~etio~ et~~t les seuls 
a ~rcn~c en  conside~c:.tion  ~cur cc cui  co~ce~ne le 
refus ou  l'acce,~atio~ des ;roduits-non accoptos 
par lc test de  triage. 
Le  test d~~ique est considere  co~e n6thode  de 
refcre~ce ~~s la Directive des  Co~~~autcs =~o~6e~~es. 
1.9  Des  juillet  ~S72,  2es  t~~v~u:: or.t etc ,oursuivis  d~~s 
lc cut de  ~1e-=·crc  ~u ~o.:.nt uno  ::1ct:1oC:~  c: 1 cssc.i  co~une ":Jour  lc:. 
deterr.1inatio~1 de  lt.  ~iodc;:-::lda~ilitc des  a~ents de  surface 
non  ionioues.  Cos  t~~7~~= o~t  ~out d 1abord vortc  sur la ~ise 
au  poi~'lt -d 't::lc  "Cec:~-:ic:"..lc  c:-..::c2.yti~ua  s~tisialsante !JOur  doser 
ces :proc!ui ts  d~:'ls  las  -:::.u::,  ~~c tc!.lc  "'.:cc!~"liquc  n 1 6tc....,t  ::>as 
dis~o~ible. Des  eS$~is  c~~culci~es  ~~~~r-laboratoiros ont 
abouti a recoumandc::- :..:.  uct~'lodc  c:.u  ·;;ct~~-iodobis~uthate de 
::ic!:bold  ( vc:.::  c:1c.pi tre 6) •  Urle  ai.r~~"c  ·::ccl'll'liquc  ~'lc.lytiquo, 
basco  sur la  c:U'o:!c.tos:-~:;>:'lie  en  couc:1e  :..!i:1ce  (Llcthocic  de 
?atte~son)  ~:-,  a  ~calc::-.  em .  .~~  etc  co:1sic'i.erce  coi!l:le  utile,  not~n.':!c!':~ 
pour  e~ldicr les  ~roduits  inta~~edia~res de  la biodegrad~tion. 
1.10  L'adoption  de~~ tecru1ique  analytique  ~ percis  de 
COnmenccr  a etudicr lc  COwporte~ent des  asents de  surface  ~on 
ioni~ues da:.:s  lcs statio:ls  d. t e'Our~tion d' eau:: usees.  Les 
travau:: cf!ectucs  ~o~t~c~t ~ue.les  ~lcools  etho:~lcs sent 
facileoent  d~gr~des,  ~uellcs que  scient lcs conditions.  Per 
centre,  les  :.l~:ylphc::ols  ctho::ylcs ,euvent  ~1ccessi  ter une 
periodc  d'~d.:.p~at.:.o~  prolo~~6~ ct,  si ~~e oioclegr~dation 
satisiais~1te ~eut  ct~c obtcnuc  da~s  ccrt~incs installations, 
elle est  insuf~is~nte dans  d'c:.utrcs  cas,  notacLlcnt  dans  des 
conditio~s  ;cio~~'hiques at cli=a.t!qucs particuliercs  (les 
basses  ta~ncr::lturcs  0~~ not~m=bnt U:'le  i~~luencc ncgctivc 
icpor.~.=c::.:r~c) •  ~t::1nt  dor..:1c  que  los  cl~:ylphcnols  6tho::~lcs ont 
des  ap!)lic~tic::s :..:1dttstr:..clles  )o.rticulierc..s,  lE:!s  pro~leoas 
de  'Oollutio~ ;ouv~~t urove~i~ de  leur utilisation  so~t ~lutOt 
conc~~'ltrC:z  =-~!1s  cc~i:~l:lcs  =o:i.!.CS  et ,.,cuvcnt  Otre  rcsolus- c.u 
ooyen  d 1 in~tc::.llat:..ons  de  traito~c~t-~~~ropriees. 
----....-.....~  ...........  ._ .. -........ _. 
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1.  ~ 1  :so,,  ce  q_ui  conccr:'lc  lc.  detc~.-.~:.::c.-::.cn  C.u  tau:: de  biode-
gr~dation en  labor~toi~e, les  os~c.i~  ~ealiscs montrent  ~ue 
le test  s·::at!.a'L~a  :~rcc6dm:.::.:c:'lt  rcco:.::.:a:1C.e  ..,our  les  ~t;~nts  d~ 
surface  anioni~ces ~cut,  c~ ut!l~s~~t ~a  ~ec!~~ique  ~r-~lTci~uc 
do  :Jicl:Jold,  do~1:1cr m1e  ccr-::~:.:1c  il:c::.ic~·.;:.o:'l  qual'l-:  au  conpor-:c-
rlen·t  des  agents  de  s'L1.r::~.ce  11011  i0!1it:uc.::;,  e·~  ?Ourrai.  t  tlt~e 
utilize  cor.1:~~c  ·;:cs·;:  C:.  'o.ccc~:r:~-=.::.o!'l  c'L:..::.3  :ec :1c::1cs  li:.::.::os  q,uc 
cellcs qui  sent prcvues ,our lcs produits  ~~ioniques ~u 
paragraphe 1.8 ci-dessus. 
1.~2  Des  cssais  circul~ires  interlaboratoir~s ont egalement 
ete  or~a::iscs da."l.S  1~ 'bu·i;  de  vcrifie:" Si le test djT..a:liq_ue  -
reco:mc~de pour les acents  de  surfaca  anioni~ues pouvait,  e~ 
utilisant la tech."'liquc  a~:al~ic:uc de  ~!ic!:bold,  atre ap:plique 
au:: agel1ts  de  sur=:  ace  non  io:li~ues.  :'e:i.:ant  cor:pte  clcs  resul  ta'ts 
obtenus,  la ~ajorite du Groupe  d'e;~erts  ~ ete d 1avis  ~ue cc 
test ~ouvait ctre  rete~u co~e ~~t~ode intc~~tionnle de 
refo:'el1Ce  pOUl"  evaluer le teu:: de  biode  1.
4edation  c~es  ~Gel'lts 
de.surface non  ioni~ues. 
1.1J  Certains  ~ecbres du Grounc  d 1 o:~erts ont  ca~end~1t 
csti!:lc  que  !;;l  :::ethocle  prc:posee  11e  do:-..:.1ai ·;;  !las  e:r:i'e!'e  sa  tis-
faction du  f~it de la va~i~~il!t6 des  r~sult~ts obtenus,  d~ 
dii'!icul  tcs  co:1cer=.~:r'.:: la  fo~:~e..-::io~  d.es  ~cues, et ,arce  QU 1 cllc 
ne  teruli"t  p~s cowpte  de  1 1e:::et  C:.es  "Jc:.sscs  tc=peratcres. 
1.~4  Il est uossi~le cue  ~es  ~~l~o~~tio~s del~ re~roducti-
b; 1!  tc'  des  ,4e's;,, • ... -:-........  1 ,.rsst='l·-.•·  .~-:--~  a·  ...  .:.'"\~-.·uos  : o-...... ue  , -e~  l~bo- ....  •  ._.__ WW. vW  ..,..~.....,_  '-••..,  '-""  ..,. ""'  ~  W''w••  \i;i  .- •  .;;. \.j.  - ...,  c;a 
re.toi!'es  ~uront acc-uis  ...::.1e  e::nc;:  .. ic::c~ ·.)l"..!s  C.'T')T)rofondie  de la 
:lcthod~.  ::!.  e~t  co::seill~  c-:.:::- ::!i..;o~r..·:=ol:-"0:3  cui  u-:~lise:.~t lo. 
:.:tG..~~hode  ;>our  la  ,r~~.liare  ~ois,  cu  ~"....!~  t;rou\:cnt des difficul  -tes, 
de  consulter u.n  lz.boratoi~c plus  e:=?c:."i:'lc;lte. 
1.15  ·  Les  de~: ~csts  s'~''li~uc~t a~: c;ents  de  surface  ~on 
ioniques,  so.::'~  ·::els  qucls,  sci"'~  con-c~nus  d(:..."'lS  les dctcrbe11·ts 
pr~ts a l'ec,loi.  ~~~s ce darnier cas,  il est necessaire de 
:.:~roc6der  ~ u:1o  c::-::ractio:1 ':jrealablo  de la :1ctiere o.c·;;ive  et 
~ U."'le  scp::.ration des  aze~'lts  de  surface m'l!oniqucs  et l10n 
ioniques  (voir  Ch~?itre 5). 
1.~6  Des  institu~s de  recherche ryoursuivcnt  encore des 
etudes  sur la  ~ioc:e~r~dabili  te  d~s- ar;c=.ts  de  surface,  et ; 1 
es·t possible  que  <ics  pro~;;res  ir:1,ort~~-:s  scient faits  d.  ce sujet 
nu  coltrs  des  ,roc~~ines :::.;r..ee:s.  Des  cbz  ..  "l.Gei:lents  profonc!s 
pourraient  d 1 ::.ut:-c  ,~:-t i:1tcarvcnir  C:.z.:1s  les caro.ctcristi.ques 
des  d6tcrQents  ~is ultcrieurcwcnt su: lc  ~archc.  Le  critcre  a utiliser pour  ~uger tle  la  v~lidit6 c!'U..."'l  t~st de  l~coratoirc 
doi  t  e:1  clC:fi:1i  "'.::i  ~:e  c·~rc  cue le ·cest  c:1  cucs·c.:.o~'l  co:1ciuise  a 
·des result::.:ts  cor.ro~ra~les  ~ ccu::  otYcenus  c!:~1s  lcs conditions 
de  1 'epura·::iol1  'uiolo~i~ue des  cau:: usces. 
1.17  Les  ucthodes d6crites  d~ns le ,resent ra,port sent 
eonside~6s par  1~ ~njori~e du  Grou~e d'e:~erts cowae  vnleblcs 
dans las  circonstw~ces prcscntes.  ~ .. 
-
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2.  JER.lii:··oL~ 
Un  detergent est un  produi~ ~on~  l~  coo~o=ition pratique 
est specialenent etudiee  ~our conccur:..r  au  clevelop~)ement des 
phenomenes  de  detergence.  Il cocpr~nd des  coopos~~ts essentiels 
{agents de  ·surface)  et des  composar.~.ts conroleaentaires  (adju-
vants,  re~for~ateurs,  cl~rges et additiis).  Seuls les agents 
de  surface anioniouas et non ioniouas sent consideres  d~~s 
le present rapport.  -
•  Dans  le present contexte  ~~ agent de  eurface est le compo-
s~~t tenzio-acti! d'un deter3ent pr@t a l'emploi. 
•.  Dans  le !)resent contexte,  "~'ioclegr~dabilite" a  pour  s~gni­
fication la  ~ecom~osition d'~l coa,ose  organique  per des  ~cro­
organismes,  d~1s les  condi~io~s des uethoces d'essni,  avec  pour 
consequence la perte de  certai:1es pro-priei:es ini  tiales respon-
sables  de  nuisa."!ces  pour 1'  ellviron.:.leoe:i.~t. 
•  De.ns  le caz  C'.e~  agen"'.:s  de  su.r::ace  w~iO!'liques,  le deroule-
ment  de  la  biode~Tadabi!i  -t6  es~ zui  "."i  au co:" en d 'U.""le  tecr..nique 
analytique basee sur lc.  ::'or-&Jc:~ion  ?.vee  J.e  bleu de  :J.ethylene  de 
sels solubles  d~~z le  chloro~orce ;  o~ l'exnri~e en  ter~es  d'~~ 
produit  co~,u de  tetrapropyle~e je~=e~e sulfonate. 
•  Dans  le cas  des  agents  de  sur:ace non  ioniques,  le derou-
leoent de  la biodegredabilite est suivi au coyen  d'u.~e techni-
que  analytique  (cethocie  de  ·.;'ic::~o-ld)  "jc:.see  cur la formation 
d 'un p!"ecipi  te  avec  le  tetro.iodobis~uthate de  'bariuo.  Dans  sc. 
forme  actuelle cette  tec~~icue  s 1 a~nlioue essentiellement aux 
produits ethorJles et propoiyles soiubies  dans l'eau.  Ce  grou~e 
C.e  ,roC.ui  ts  coo~rend la i::la,jori te des  agents  de  surfnce non 
ioniques actuellecent utilises. 
• 




(Test cle  -t:-iase) 
,3..1  Donai11e  d 1 :.iJl)lication - T...i::t:..·:es  du  -':ost 
La  r11ethodc  s •  appliqu3  au;: agents  de  surface ru1ionioues 
ou non ioniques,  agents de  surface  e~:-wewes ou fornulations 
en  rc."l.fer::le..:'lt. 
Les  subctru1ccs  chi~iques (solutions  ou  gaz)  susceptibl~s 
d'inhibcr 1 1activite des  ~icro-organisues ,current  frei~cr 
los ,recessus de  biodccradation ct  do~c  influ~r sur les 
resul  tc.·::s.  Per.:1i  ces  su.bst~1ces,  11  convient de  ci·::ar 
notDw..~cnt los  coi:l:.JOses  iortemc~1t ~asiq_ues,  les scls  ~etal­
liques ".;o::iques,  les sol  vo.lr's  or~~"'liqucs et les produi  -'cs 
bactericides.  .  · 
Les  cbents  de  surface  e~=-~~ues ~euvent inl1iber l'acti-
vit~ des  oicro-or~~nisces lors~u'il~ sont  prescn~s a une 
concentration  s~fis~o~t c!cvee. 
Les  coo~oscs  ~lc~li~s ct d 1aut:-es  su~st~ces ~rcsentes 
dans les ;_::)rociul ts de  lnv~ge !)Ct:va:'lt  i:rco:-forer sur le ,a. 
C1est ,aur~uoi la oethodc  ,rcsc~it da  ~ravailler on  ~ilicu 
taopon."'lc  et sur des  e::t~ai  ts  :~uri::":.c~  content.:'lt les aGc:ri:s 
de  sur::z:.co  (voir Chapi·::re  5). 
3.2  Princine  du  ~est 
Une  quanti  tc5  de·terminc;c  de  1 1 agent  de  su:-facc,  ou  du 
produi  t  p:  .. cala~lc::e:ri;  e::trai-::'  corr~spondi::.l1t a 5  og/1 de 
subst~nce active,  est  d!ssout~ ~~~s w~c solution  mi~erale  (~.3.2). 
Cette solution-est ensemencce a l'oide d 1m1e  faible ouantite 
de  oic~o-orgm1is~es aerobies  rc~:-esentant w~c no~ulni~on 
~;~e, et ~ise en  incu~o.tion a 25°  C  +  ~  jusqura-C3  que  ~a 
conccl'l"tration  c:1.  subst::1nce  ac~i  ve  :-es~e n,.,nro::::inati  veoent 
constc.nte.  Les  age11·cs  de  sur::accs  ~"'lioniques  solrt detcrui:16s 
COI!lme  substal1Ce active au bleu de  o~·thylene  C:::B:.S)  .-::-:i,cs  a~ents 
de  surface l'lon  iol~iC'ues sent C.c·cerwil'los  co&me  subs·i:w"1ce  active 
a 1 I iodobis~uthc.tc  (::JI!  .. S)  en \.ttilisc.nt  1~ wethode  de  ~!ic!:';)old 
(voir  Chcp~  -=~e  G) •  L 1 efficc:.ci  t6 des  processus  bioloGiques  es-'.; 
co:1trOl6e  au r.1oyen  de  deu:::  su~stt.."'lces  stc:.~do.rd  ~"'lioniqu~s. 
Ftt.:E!cti!'s  • 
3.3.1  ~~u d6ionisce  (ou distillee) 
Coa~e  solva~t,  o~ utilise de  u~n~~re  g~nerale ~1c 
eau d.ciol1isc5c  ou dis·;;illcc exerlpta  de  subs·cances  to:::iqucs 
(cui  v'Te  not~~  ant) • 
.  .  .  ~·.  ....  ·- ..  ·. 
,~ >.:..~.: . .  '·':-- ~- '  . -~···· 
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On  prepare  ~~ milieu (].3.2)  re11farcm1t  1  ~  de 
ch2cuno  des solutions  suiv~ntes (a)  ~ (d)  p~r litre 
d 1eau 
(a)  p.a.  • ••••••••••••••••••••••••  8,5 
~2
H PO 4  p.  a •  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  . .  21 , 75  Ei 
lJa2  ~ Pol~.  2  P~  0  p.  a.  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3:), 4  c; 
Nli4  Cl  p.  a.  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 , 7  g 
eau  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 • 000 al 
La  pH  de cctte solution devrait §tre de  7,2. 
(b)  22,5  g  de !1g  so4.7H20 p.a. dissous  dans  1.000 I!1l 
d1eau.  . 
(c) 
(d) 
27,5 s  de  Cac12  p.a.  dissous  dt..."ls  ·: .000 cl d'eeu. 
0,25  ~ de  FcC1~.6 H20  ,.~. dissous  ~ns 
·j  • 000 ol.  d 1 ca.u~ 
Cet~e solution doit etre prcparce  icmedi~teme~t 
avar.t  usag~. 
3.3.3  Solutio~ de  c:ilorurc  ~c~c~r~cue 
Solutio11 de  I~gCl2  8.  1  :pour  cent dans  1 1 eau. 
St~~d~rds de  biodegradabilite  .· 
3 .4.1  Stc.."'ldt:.rd  ~.niol1icue  "do~n 
Il a  ete  decide  d 1 ado~ter lc r:arlon t.:.:,  un 
all~l-bcnzene sulfonate lincairc coccercial.  La biode-
gradabilitc de  ce produit,  dans les conditions du test 
propose,  est · d'  e11viron  S2  pour cent·:H{·. 
Un  all:yl-"ocn::e11e  sulfonat~ pcu  de~odablc, 
du type tctrapror:>ylene  bcnze~1e sulfonate raoiiie  (  ~s~=·) 
est  ccalcne~t ncccsseirc.  ~  biod~gradauil!tc ~e cc 
produi·i:,  cla:1s  les conditions du test !)rO!!OSc,  est de 
0  - ]5 pour  can~. 
*  Le  :i:S.rlon  !  ...  ct lc TES  sent -orodui  ts  "~r C!1eoische :rcrl:e 
H'Clls  A.G.,  1·/.)1  ::a.rl ::r.  Rcc!:.lil"lbllausc,·  :?ostfach "11CO, 
Rc,ubliqua  fedcr:l.lc  d 't.llanazna..  . 
**  La  biodc~t'.d::.bili  -:6  du  :~rlo!l I.,  dcter.li::.ce  :.t.t  cours  des 
essais  prcli.ili:l~i.res du Groupe  d 1 :::::pcrts  es·i:  da  ~~2,  L~  pou:-
cent avec  ~"'lc  devi~~ion stm1dar~ de  2,1. ~  -.10 
---- ---- ··1 
l 
i 
3.4.3  Sta~~ards ~on ionicues 
.  On  a  ex~inc la nossi~ilitc de  recoOQander 
l'utilisation de  ce:-to.i:7.~  ace::.11:s  de  sur!:Lce  nol'l  ionic:ues 
coooe  st~nd~rds de  Jiod~:radabilitc  ;  1 1 e:~erience dont 
011  dispose c.ctu.clle!:len·c  ~st  .i:1suifis~.nte pour per!lettre 
de  fa  ire un choi;:. 
3.5  Prenaration des  ecr~ntillons 
3.6 
3.5.~.  Les  agents  de  surface  ~euvent etre testes tels 
quels.  La  teneur en  ~:BAS ou  Bif~ doi  t  ~tre do see dans 
le but de  pr~parer la solution  (i~)  utilisce pour le 
test. 
3.5.2  Dans  le cas de  io~ulations, on  proceae a la 
dcteroination des  tau:: de  ~~.t'..S  et/ou DIJ".3  et de  savon. 
On  proc~de a une  extraction alcoolique  d~~s les 
conditions suivantes  (voir Chapitre 5)  : 
3.5.2.1  l::::tractiol'l c:.lcoolioue si le  t~u:: de  savon 
es-'c  infcrieur au t;:u::  d.e  ~:=,J:~S  ou  BIAS. 
3.5.2.2  Extrac·tion alcoolicue et eli::U.nation de 
sa  von si 1 1 echan-~illon  co:r~ient ,lus de  sa  von  que 
de  !  J3!~s  ou  3I.::.s. 
3.5.2.3  Seuaration  ~es  a~ents de  surface anioniques 
~~AS et  des-a~ents de  suriace non  ioniques BIAS. 
Prenaration de  la 'soluticn  util~sec ~our le test 
~'l utilise w1e  solution  (1)  conten~~t  ~  Gil de  :31~ ou 
3I:~ co~~e solutiou de  base.  ~ p~~tir ~e cette solution de  ~ase, 
on pre!Jare w1e-au·cre  solution,  co~"ter_a.~t  environ 5  ms/1,  qui 
est utilisce  ~our deteroiner  anal7i:iquc~ent le contenu en 
~3AS ou  ~IAS. Cette etape est  ~zcesseire pour s'assurer que 
la  concentr~tion est dans la zone  de  ~recision ~~~ale de  1:1. 
wcthodc  de  deteroi~~tion.  La  solution.(!) sert a prcp~er la 
solution utilis6a pour le test,  selon la procedure decrite 
a.u  paragrc.:9hc  3. j. . 
3.7  ~nsemencewent 
Zn  princi,e,  tout oilieu  renf~rmru1t des  cicro-or~anismcs 
aerobies-reprcsent~t ~~e po~ulat.ion oi:~e peut convenir.  Dens 
tous les cas,  le sta.nd2.rd  clc  ~iodc:;rc.dabili  t6  ndou:::"  doi·i: 
attci~1drc un  -:au:~ de  biodegr"-da·i:ion  d r env!ron S2  !)OUr  cc~'lt  et 
le  sta~1dard "dur;•  Ul1  tau:: de  biod6Grodc.tiol1  de  0-35 pour cent 
(voir  ~.l~.~).  La  ~~ntitc ~·.i~ocul~ neccssaire pour obtenir 
cettc  condi~ion dc,end  princip~leuent de  l 1activit6  ~iolo~ique 
du milieu choisi. -l 
11 
Il est essentiel oue  l'~ctivitc de  1 1 inocul~~ soit 
prccisce  c:~cri~entale~erit lorsqu~ la ~ethode est utilisce 
pour lo -orcr.lie:-e  iois, ,ou  lorsqu  •un  cha."'lgeoe:lt  quelconque  est 
ap'OOl"t6  a ln :1a ture de  l  r inoculw::l.  De.."'ls  ce  out,  et au ::Joye::l 
d ,·  ...  ~  -..  :1.:--.:.,..,;~~  J!'  i  ... ~-"'  t  ~  .. e  .... ;- des  qu...,nt.:•cco  ess""-s  '~  ~  -·--··--· t,;S  _:;.  sc:...•..  _n  c. .  ··-·  .....  ~..  w 
variublcs  ~c  l 1 i:locul~~ choisi,  on  ctudie le  com~orteoent des 
de~= stcnd~rds  ~ui ont eto  d6fi~is en  3.4 ci-dessus.  La  ouan~!tc 
~  1 il'loculttJ.  cui  ~eruo·~ d 1  o"otcl"lil  ..  uour les  sta."1d~rds des  tiu:: 
de. biodugrt.dc"'~ion qui  rcpondent au::  conditions def!.:'lies  au 
para~~p~c 3.1~  doit atre  consi~cree  co~~e etant  a~propriec. 
Gc;lch  .. :.lc:lcl::.t,  m1c  quo.nt:.te  de  0,5 ml/litre es·t  suffisante. 
Il est  rcco~~1~6 de  co:~!.~er de  te~ns en  temos  ces  rcisultats, 
surtout si des variations sont  OQserv~es conce~lt la vitesse 
et le tau:: de  bioC.egrc.detion des  stc:.ndal"'ds. 
L  r cnseuence:nel'lt  sera de  urci'crc!!Cc realise au  moyen 
d'~"'l effluent secondaire  de  bo1i~e  ~ualite ~re1evc dc:.ns  une 
station  d 1 ~pura~ion biologique  trai~~~t ,rincipalecent des 
eau:: usees  d 1  oriGi::.e  do:1ectique.  L •  efflue:1t c!oi t  Otrc ::aintenu 
dans  des  cor.;.di·;;io.L:s  aerooics pendant la periode precedent  son 
utilisation.  Pour  ,rc~arer l'i~ocul~,  1 1 ec~"'ltillon est 
filtre sur  fil~=c  c~ ,~~ic~ (filtrc en pepier oou a filtration 
rapide)  ;  oa  ~~:.:.:-.:i::.,  lcs  2GO  !)re:licrs tll  ;  le)  reste est 
oain·;:enu  ~l'l  c.~rc..-:io~1  j'l!~Cj_U 1 au  i.JO:lc:1t  C.c  11 ~!:l:p1oi.  Cet  inoculw:.1 
doit Otre  u~ilis~ le  jo~ ~Ooo ou  il a  ete racueilli. 
• 
Lgitatcur peroettant  l'utilis~tion d'Erle~eyers 
de  2000  ~  avec  ~~blllation eventuello de  tc~perature. 
f.u  cas  oi1  1 1 agi  tatcur l'l' aur~.i  t  ,!'&S  sa uropre r6gu-
latio~, local a teoperature constante {25°  c =  1° :). 
I 
=r1enocyers  de  2000  ul a ouverture  p~s trop etroite  • 
Les  fl~~o~s doivent  ~tre soigneusecent laves at rincs3 
~ 1•alcool,  et seches,  av~:t usacie  ~ib1 d 1eviter la contaoir.at!.on 
pOUV~"'lt  Otro  due  ~ des  res.idus  d 1essais precedents. 
3.S.1  Lgc~ts  d~ =urfacc  a~ionioues 
Los  ecllW'ltillons  t:  c::c.:1iner  et les standards 
sont  test~s sL""lul  tw1cr~e!1t en douQle  e::ecplaire.  l-.  2000  cl. 
de  la  solu·~iOl'l 1:1inC::-ale  (3.3.2)  on  ajoute 10 ;:11  de 
la  solutio:~ ( ., )  - echaJ.'lti1lon  ou  stc.."'ldnrd  - ct la 
qti~,tit6  appro~ricc d'inocul~ dctor~in~e selon le 
pnrc.G=-~~llc  :; • 7.  I~c~  zo1ut!ons  C~) utilisces pour lc 
test C.oi  V~:'lt  ct~"'C  e::c:.!!)·;:es  cle  :lOUs::;e  j  on  precede 
a tme  dou".Jl~  d~tcr..li:i.'lU"i:ioa  de  leur conccl'ltra"Cion  en 
~AI~. ~  ~~le~r ooyol~'le obtenue  est la concentration 
.. -·--. ····--·-' -·.  -·· -······-- ·- ···-- ·-·- -··- ·-· ··-·  ---- ·-··  ----- . ---·-·- ·--·--···-··- ·---·--·-·-----··----···---1 
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i:u~!~le : 0  ;  cctt~  conce~t~~tion doit etre coo,rise 
c::;.tre  4'  5  c-:  ::,:;  DC  :  ~::..S/1,  et doi  ~  ~-=ro  d~t~r=i~ce a 
O, 1  r.1g  :=A'AS/1  ,res.  O:.l  !:1t;rociuit  900 ::11  dans  ci13.CUll  des 
dcu:=  :rlc::.=c".rcrs utilises nour 1'  essai.  Lcs  clcu::  ::"lacons 
so::  t  ":.Jouc~C.: z · 2.  l  t  :.i~:c  ~c co  '"Co:~,  de  tclle scr-ee  que 
l'cc!~n:c d'nir  c=t~c lc  ilccc~ ct  l'~t=os~herc 
cnviro~:..:.::t~  ~1c  soi-:  '0~=  :..l:clt:::c::-t;  co:·.:.·;;:.-~:-i.e  ; lcs 
:flacons  sont  c~~ui  -:e  ::is  e:!  .incu~c.tion  .~  25 °  C  +  1 °  sur 
1 1 cGitat~ur ,rc~~ ~ cct oi1ct.  La  tcopcratur~ d3  25°  C !  1° 
doi-:  ctrc  ~.:c.intCrlUC  CO:'l:it~:'lte  nendant toutc la durce 
d.u  test  c~ lcs flc.cons  doi  ve:1t- atre  d.  1 'Clbri  d~ la  lu:.ti~rc 
dirccte  •·  :.. 1 c.ir  .:.."'1'Jic.::·;  doit Otre  e::eo-ot  de  rJati~res -
pollua~tes ct  to:~qucs  (solv~1ts chlores,  etc.). 
Da.is  ch:::.cu:.:  des  flaCO:lS,  011  nrocade  cu dosage 
des  1~AS au 5euc  jo~ d 1i:1cuoatio:1,-au 8ace  jour,  puis 
tou~ les  de~~ jours,  jusqu'~ cc  que la  di=~crel'lce 
COrrC:ivOndant  a 2  'OreleVCl:.lC:ltS  SC'O&rCS  'Oar  unc  -ocriode 
deL:.  jours  soi~ inf6rieure  b.  0,~5-::1~  :.~f.  .. S/1.  Le-dosc~e 
correspo~d~nt ~u yrecicr de  ces  deu::  ,releve~cnts est 
~dont6 coW3e  debut du  ~clier de la courbe  du  ~ourcent~ge 
de  de~~d~tion.  On  tr~ce la couroe  du  ,ource~t~~e de 
~,  .  .......  ...  t'  d  t  (  .  ......  ,.'?  ... 
Clc~aaa  ~.o:.on  e~~  :: o~:.c  ~o~1  u  enps  vo~r r .l.GU=e  . ; •  :  .... e 
pro~ran=~ ~e ,rclev~nent peut etre  ~odific si la 
debu-:  du  ,~.lie::  C.e  la couroe  de  biodo~cd~tion est 
etc.b!i  O."leC  )r':Scis!.on  ;  =ai!:i  la durcc  du test ne  peut 
en  c.ucu.~  c~s  d~p~sser  ~S jours.  Pour las dosa6es, 
on  ~vi·:=er~ d' effectucr des  ,r~leve~~e:::;;s trou  i=~orta::t~. 
/.U  ciJbut  de  1 I essai  1  des  pr61cvar:entS  de  ·: 0-a 20  ~1 . 
soat  su:.:::.:.so.:;.-;;:;  ;  leur voluoe  peu~ s r ele~:er a :  00 ol, 
en  :i~ ~'oss~i.  c~ ~roc~de:-a  ~  1'6li=i~a~ion de  lo.  =oussc 
!)UiS  a 1  1 ~'lO!.~O~~::~is~;i;ion  de  !~ solutio:;.  •  .::;i,  les  0C~lan­
tillor.z  :~c  so::-'~  :Jas  ~:~l·u·slGs  :!.a:1s  les 3  heurcs  sui  V'&::lt 
lc .,..,rel2:vc:.:.1e:1·:,  ilz sero:'1t  co::.scrvcs  "1cr  acidi·cion  d 'u..."1e 
So ,;.l.·-.;o~"\  ~e chlo~,"l"e:·~~c,,.,..;~,,e  c:-:  ~  ':""'  -~r':"''e-'-.J- ......... ..;- --'- ,.,,.  ....  ~  - ~ -.....  __ ....,._  '-~ -\..i,.••  .,· • ..,.:.;)  ;,_J\,;;  - '-' '-''--•" 
d' obtenir "U:'le  concc:'ltra·c:.o::.:.  de  50 :Jg  f-!zCl2  ~ar litre. 
Les  cc::2..::-:illo::s  ~  e::~i~:er e·::  les  st~:1dc.rds 
(  sta::C:~:  .. C::z  ~::.:..c:::·.ques,  vail  ..  :. •  L~)  so~1"t -testes sioul  ta-
ncEc:r::  e~:..  =.o-:.:::·10  c::c~rolaire.  :'our lcs cchall·cillons l10n 
io:1:.q,ucs,  cl.  50  GO  cl de  lc:l  solutio11  :.:;i:'lcr~le  3. 3.  2 
on  ~joute 25  ~1 de  ln solution (i) et  1~  ~uantitc 
appro:Jrice  d.' i:1oculurJ  ci.(;-:cr~Ji:ilce  selor. lc  !'ara~aphe 3.  7. 
Pour les z·;;c.nclards  u"'lio:::iques,  a 2000 :-ll  clc  la  solutio~l 
oincrcle 3.3.2  on ajoute  iO  ~de  la solution (1)  et 
1~  ~u=.z:.ti  t..:  2.:JP~0!:1l  .. i~e d 1 inoculu:1  C.e"'-=~~ in6e  selon lc 
p:-.ra:;rc.phc  3.  7.  Les  solu-i:ions  (:l)  ut:..lisecs !)Our  le  -'~es·c 
doivc:1t  c"'.;:-c  c::e!:ptes  de  :'lOU=sc  ;  O!'l  ,rocedc a U..."'lC 
clot~~lc  d6tc:r-:.1inat:..on  de leur concentration  c1:.  3!J.S  ou 







ini  "tiale C  0 ;  :e~-tc c~nce::-::-~.-:!on d.oi "t  8-trd coi:Jprise en'trc- .:., 5 
(;t 5,  5~-r:~/l '  r:·t :1oi t  ~tre c  etE:::::.i~ee ~ 0, 1mg/l :>res (voir cha-
t'li  't:r.H 6).  cr..  5.n::-'.:'clu1 t_1 280 ::ll :ie  la solt~ticn :1inere.le  con-
tenant  l'~che~~!llcn ~on io~!~~c da:s  ~~acu~  d~s cuat=e 
Erler~eyerz util!scs ,cur l 1essci.  De~: aut~cs :~ler~eyer~ 
sont  n~ccssaires ooUl~  c~acue  stand~d ;  on  introduit 
dans  chcc~~ 900 ~  de  solut!on.  Las  :~aeons sent bouches 
a 1 1aide  de  co~o::,  de  ·:::elle  sorte que  l'jc~~l~e d'air 
entre le :!"lacoll  et 1 r.nt::os"Jhere  envi:-olma.~-te no  ~oi  t 
paD  ind1loe:r::  co11t:-aric  ;  les flacons  sor.t enzui  te ::is 
en  incu~ation u 25° c  +  ~
0  sur  l 1 abit~teur prevu a cet 
e!fet.  La.  -'.:ew,)C:reture  ae  25 ° c  +  1 ° doi  't  ~tre maintenue 
const~-rce :l(;:ldc.:r:=  toute la durc5e  de 1 1 essai,  et .les 
flaCOllS  dol  vent  o·cre  ~ 11 abri de 1a lt.miere directe  • 
L1air  atl~i~:rt cloi·c  toujours  ~tre  e::e!:l~t  de ::1atieres 
polluan:'_;es  et to::iques,  sol·v-c.~ts  chlorcs etc • 
Pour les  ccruu~tillons non ioniques,  afL~ da 
disposer du volume  n~cessaire pour  1 1 ~~alyse,  on 
eiiectue le  dosa~e sur  ~~ ocl~~ze obtenu en prelevant des 
volumes  cgau::  da:;.1s  dcu:: ila.cons..  Les  dosages  sent 
effectues  nu::  5er.:e  e·c  ~ Seoe  jours  cle  1 r essai,  les 
VOlmleS  urclcvcis  d~lS chacue  ~1~CO~ ctant resnectiveoent 
de  2CO  et 500  ~  ;  l'~~alysc porte uir.si  sur des  volu::cs 
co=bL~cs C.e  L:.oo  ol e·c  de  1000 !Jl  ce  qui :Jerne-t,  co::1pte 
te11u  des lit!i  ... .:es  d.e  la  -".;ech."li~ue  a:'l.alytique,  de  C.etcr=i:1er 
des  tau:: de  ":)iod~;;r~dClt.icm da.:1s  la  gn~,~e de  S'5  ::.  Da:1s 
lc cas  de  subst&~lces ayc..'"lt  UL"'l  t~u:: de  biodcuraC.atiol'l 
infcricur a  GO  ;z,  le voluoe  ~releve nourrait  ~tre rceuit 
( 600 L1l) •  Pour lcs  st~~C.~rds  :.  on  ei'tectuc lc dosage  en 
sui  vc::rt;  la i)roccdure  i:1C:.iqu6e  pour les agcl1ts  cle  suri~ce 
a11io:1iqucs  1:; •  S •  ·: ) •  · 
On  -::>roc ~dcr~ a 1 1 cli::!.i::lt!.tion  de la :.lOUSSe  'OUiS 
a.'  1 1 bo::o:::5:1C:i:i~·cio::  des  so~utions. Si les 6ch.:mtii1ons 
no  sont  p~s  w'"lalys~s  d~"'ls  lcs  troi~ ~cu~os  suiv~'"lt le 
prc~~vc~nt, ils  scrc~t consc~lcs i~~ ~ddition d'une 
solutio~ de  c:llorure  =c~c~~!c~c  c~:].3)  ~c~~tt~~t 
d r  •  ... ·  ....... ; - •  .., '"'  ........ ""-·-- ..~....;  •  ..,  =- ~  0  ,..  ·.: ,_-1- ~  , ; t.,...  o  ... -,; ... ·"'-·  u::. _  cO---..... ""•  c;,;.  ..  _  o..  e:.c  :;  :lu  ••  0 ·...  2  !'~r -- • e. 
Le  :>O\.~c:::ta:c  C.c  dc~d~"';ion  (l~)  de  1 f echantillon,  et 
lo  pourcc::t.:.~e de  dc.:,~cclz..·;io:l  U.s)  des  standards de 'biodegra-
dabilite,  so~t calcul~s en  a~~l!quant la formule  suiv~~te : 
co - ct  • 
A  =  iCC  ~:. .. 
"'  co 
ou, ..  ,: 
=  conco:-;tr~ti~~ i:'li  tiale  =oycr..:l~  dct~~~16c sur 
ln  solutio~l (I1),  e:=!.Jriruec  en :.-:b  :.:B.ta.S/1  ou :ng  BIAS/1 
= concentr~:i:ion deteroince sur ln solution  (::) 
au ter:,s ·c,  c::,r!:..!ce  c:1  :1~  :~:.S/1 ou  i:lg  Dil~/1. 
Dans  le cc.s  des  Cl~en"i:::  C.c  su:-::':.ce  ::.::io~'licucs,  le 
~Ol.::'CC!1tc.ze  de  d~G:"adc.t~o~l p.ou:  u:.:  sew.  essz.~  li.cJ  est obtenu 
pour Lt = ~e  at Ct = Ce,  pour lequcl Cc  re~r6sente la  conce~­
. tration obtcnuc pour le pre::1ier  pr61evcrJen·t  cor~es'!J011dan·i;  nu 
1 •  '  •  •  d '  d  '- •  (  • •  _. .  .3  '  ..  4  •  •  - 0)  T  - pa  ~c.!'  a.c  o:.o  cgra  a.·  ... ~o:l  cona.l.~..::.o~1  ~..~.c.::. ..  ~e en  ;,; •  _,  •  .we..~. 
noyenna  c.r:.·;:hr.l~tique  des  dcu:::  Yaleurs  corrcspondantcs  (l~e) 
est lc tau:: de biodegradation  (~)  de  1 1cchantillon.  Pour les 
prod~ts qui  ~e prcsentcnt pas  ~~ ~alier de biodegradation, 
Ce  est la concentration obtcnuc  ~ ln  ii~ du test,  c 1 est-~-dire 
au  19e~e jo~. Lcs rcsul'tats sont calcules  ~ 0,1  pour cent 
pres,  et la v~lour  l"l"cnC:~c.le  des tau:: de biodegradation est 
nrrondi~ u 1 1mlit6 {lcs rcsultats  cor~es,ond~t a 0,5 etant 
ramen6s  d  1 1 ~litc ini'crie~c). 
Dans lc cc.s  des  E!;:c:1ts  ·de  su:-::ace  no:1  ioz:.icues,  dans 
:!. 1 ctat ac·::\.:o:  d.es  COl~la.:ss~::ccs,  J..e  ,om.  .. c~::·.:e.;c  de  acgradc!tion 
sera calcul6  ell  sc  ~~smr;;  u:li.~uc::.e:'lt  st.T la :1oycl1."'le  des 
col'lccntrc.tions  ob·i:cr:ues  au  'i S'eme  jour  ( Ct = Ci  ~) •  Le  closnge 
ef~ectuc au Seoc  jour sert a ve~ifie~ ~ue la deGrecation 
s'effecJ~e ~ u.~c vitcsoc  s~"i:isfnis~~ta. 
3.11  Valiei~6 ccs  rcsul~~~s 
Les rcsul  tc·::s  so::·:  va:!..c!Jles  s! le -::alt::  d~ biodegre.detion 
du  sta:1d~rd "ti.cu::",  ce'..lc'Ltlc  salon  ~~s  conci·~1o:1s dcfi:1ies  ~u 
paragr:?.phc  3.  ~,  est co=pris  e::-:ro  ~0 et  S'-5  :pou:- cent  C.c.:1s  le 
COU:"C:1t  d 1U:1e  pe:-iode  dc  ·;  L~  jours  (  ti."lc  durcc  de  7 a 10  jours 
est en  ~cncral :1~cessaire)  ;  et si le stru.:dard  "dur11  n 'est 
pas  d6~;red~  h.  plus de  35  po~ cant a:.:viro:1. 
Si ces conditions ne  sent  ~~s  r~oplies, il est necessaire 
de rcconncnccr la sorie. 
• 
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(Test de  conii~tion) 
4.1  =auinenc~t nccessei~e 
La otthodc de  oesure est basec  sur  l'c~~loi d 1Ulle_instal-
lation de  boue_activce  schc~tisoe d~1s ln risure 2  et dccrite 
de  maniere plus detaillee dans la Figure 3. 
L  1 equipement  se cocpose  d 1Ul'le  cuve  A  pour  stocl:er les 
eau:'  residu~ires  SYllth6t~qucs,  d 1une ,oope doseuse  D,  d 1 u.~c 
cuve d'aoration c,  d 1 u..~  dccallte:ur D,  d 1Ull'e  po:::'Oe  a air corJ.,ri:lc  2 
pour recycler la ~ouc activ6e,  et d 1w1e  c~vc F  ~our r~cueiilir 
l 1eiflucnt  trc.it~. 
Les  c~~es A et F doivent  Otre  en verre ou  en metierc 
plc:.stique  ~ppropriee,  e·c  co11t~tir au moil1S  24 li  tres.  La 
pocpc  E  doi·:=  assurer Ulle  ali:.1c~tatio:1  l""C~ierc clc  la cuvc 
d 1acration en effluent  SYl'lt~c~i~uc  ;  en  cours  de  fonctio~~cccnt 
noz-...al,  cet·::e  cuvc  doi  t  co.-1tenir  3 li  tr~s du  o6lcu""lcie.  Un  vcr:-e 
frittu G destine a  l'ccr~tio= cs~  sus~e~du dans  le cuve c,  au 
sot:Jet du  cO::le  i~'l!"cric~ cle  cctto cuvc.  :a aum1tit6  d 1 air 
insui'flce par lc d!s3>ositif- d ·~crc~~Oll  ~oi·:: -ctrc  contrOl~e 
par  u-~  dcbi~etre. 
4.2  Tcchnicues  ~~clj~~oues 
Les c.cents  de  surfc:.co  e::iol'licrues  (::::l:.:J)  sent C:.etcmi.."'lcs 
selon ~e technique  ~alytiqu~ appropriuc. 
Les  nscnts  de  suriace  ~on ioniques  (BI!.S)  sont  dcte~in~s 
selo11  1~ tech.."'lique  cle  ~!icl:bold (voir Chapi  tre 6) • 
4.3  :tflue~t  sj~1th6ticue 
Pour  ef:cc·=uer  co test,  o~ se scrt d'Ull  effl~cnt 
synthct-iquc  Cll  prcp~rent 2l~ l.i·::res  ( c£bi  t  !)ar  jOU!")  d ru.~c 
solution qui  coutien·~,  p~r lit:-e d'eeu de ville, los  clc~ents 
ci-ep~es 
ou 
150  tlr-" 
tJ  de  pcp"'.:one 
110 :Jg  d 1eAtrait de  vi~"'ldc 
•  JO  ~  .... 
\:)  d'urcc 
7  ~s do  chlorure de  sodiun 
4  og de  chlorure de  c=.lci't.UJ,  2  :~o 
2  mg  de  sul:fatc  d~ t'Ul.Gilcsiuw,  7  ~!20 et 
20  +  2  n1r;  clc  :  :EAS 
10 !  1  CG  de  ~~-S  • 
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On  e::tra:.-: lo ::3..:':.=.;  ou le  ~L·.s du  ~roC.ui.t  faiso..."lt  1 'objet 
du test au ooycn de la ~~thode i~di~u6c ~u c:~,itre 5. 
L' effluent  synt!1~·;:ique est prt:!)are  chaque  jour. 
4.4  Prcnarc.tion des  cc:"l:::.l'l-:illons 
4. 4,1  Los  orodui  ts  d~ :,cse  r~nict'!:l:ll'lt  U..""liaucr.1cnt  des 
l~S ou  3L~S peuven~ ctre tastes tels quels,  La  teneur 
en  i-~/  .. 5  ou JL\S  doi  t  Otre  do see dens  lc "out  d~  'CrC:fo.r~r 
les effluents synthctiques utilises pour le "tost  (  ~~.3). 
4.4.2  Dens  le cas de  foroulations,  on  ~recede 3 la 
dt5teroi::.a.tion dez  tc.u::  de  i:B.~S  ct/ou z;r:.s  et de  savoll. 
On  precede  ~ une  e:~raction alcoolique dans les  co~di­
tio?s  suiv~""ltcs  (voir  Cl1a~i~re 5). 
L~  .l~. 2.  ~  ~~raction a 1 I !soprO!)e.l'lOl  si le tau:: 
de  savo:.1.  est i:Ucrieur au tau:-:  de  ::Bl.S  ou BI.t.S. 
4.L~.2.2  E::traction a l'isopropa."'lol et elioination 
du savon si 1 1 6ch:l.'1.tillo::.'l  contient !Jlus  de  sa  von 
que  de  Il:f.S  ou  :SI.t:..S. 
l~.4.2.3  Sc!)aration C:u  ~Il  .. S  et du  ~J3l.S. 
On  'Oroc~dc a 1"- d~·tcr-.:!illc.-:ion  de la tcncur  er.. 
rzar..s  ou  c~1-:r..·.s  en vue  C:c  ,rcpo.~er lcs ef.flue:i::.ts  synt6-
tiques utilisus pou= le test. 
Au  depart,  on  re~~lit 1~ cuve  d'acrat:.on C ct le  dec~~­
tcur D avec  de  l'ef~lue~t s~~thcticuc.  Le  cuc~~tcur D doit 
Atre fix6 a ~~e hau~eur tcl~c  ~ue  i~ cuve  d'o.c~ation C 
contic4~~a 3  l~trcs.  Cou~c ensecenceocnt,  on introduit 3  ul 
d 1u.""l  cffluor:.t  seconci..ai:-e  de  bore1c  ou::1li tu  rccc:.!r.:ent  T.):"~lav:5 
du1s  une  st~tio:l d'  c!Juratio4l  biolo~iqt.tc trai  -:e.:1t  ,rii1cipaler.1e~.1; 
des  eau:: usces  d 1 origine  do~estiquc. L' effluent doit 6trc 
onintCl'lU  dens  clos  CO:.lcli·c!ons  aerobics 'T)Cnda.""lt  lc.  Oc:"!OdC 
~reccdant son  utilis~~ion.  ~'l met  ensultc en  ~~rche lc dispo-
si  tif d 1 adr.lission d 'air, la powpe  a cir coopriiile  E  c·t  le 
doseur B.  L'ctiluont  sJrnt~uti~uc doit passer dans la cuve 
d'aoration c  a un deoit horaire de  1  litre,  cc qui  donne  u.~ 
temps  moye:l  de  retention de  l'ordre· de  3  he~cs. 
Il faut rcglcr le r"]thr..lc  cl' acr::!tion  ..  de tcllc fac;on  que 
le co:1tcnu  de  lo.  cuvc  C  ros~c con:;t:-r.:u·lcn"'t  en su:;pension ct que 
la tcnaur en  o;:y~enc dissous  soi  t  au ::1inir.ru:.1  de  2  1:1~  !J::t:"  litre. 
~  forT~tion de  ~oussc doit atre  c~pechee par des  moyens 
ap!)roprics  ;  on n•utiliscra ccycnda:lt  p~s d 1asents  ~1ti-cousse 
qui  ont  ~1c action  i~~u~it~~co sur lc  bou~ cctivvc  ou  ~ui 
conticnnol'lt du raA  .. s  ou  du  BI1..3.  La  pocpc ::  doi  t  otre reelee 
do tellc sorte qu 1il y  ait dans la cuvo d'aeretion C un 
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rccyc1n~e continu et  rc~icr de  1n  Jouc activec iszue du 
decanteur.  Lc  ~cue qui s 1cst nccuculce  ~u somnct  de  la cuve 
d'aeratio~ C,  ~u !ond du  d~c~teur D,  ou  ~ans le circuit de 
circul~tio11 doi  t  ~tra  ~  .. coisc  c~1 circulation c.u  ::oil'lS  t.U"'lC  ::"cis 
par jour par bros  sage  ou  tout  nu·~~a ::oycn  appro,:-ic  ~  Qucnd  lc. 
bouc  nc  dccc:ltc ,as,  o:;.  :;>cut  c~1  ~u~-::c:1·:::cr  1~ dc:'lsi tc  ..,~r 
addition,  rci~ctce si nccessaire,  de  portions  de  2  ~  d'u.~e 
·solutio~ a 5  pour ccn·c  de  chlorure :f'errique. 
L'cau  sortu~t du  dccantcur D est recueil11e dans la 
cuve  F  pcnd~t 2L~ hcures  ;  au  bout  de  co  to~ps,  o~ prcleve  u.~ 
echantillon  a~res avoir  ~rocedc·a l'hooogcneisation du  cel~,gc. 
La  cuvc  F doit Otre nettoyce soiGncuseoent. 
4.6  Contr8lc  du  dis~osit~f de oesure 
La  tcneur  e~ :IB!.S  ou  en  BI!.S  (en og/11  tre)  de  1 'effluent· 
synthetique est dcter.uinee  imocdiatement evant usage. 
La  tcneur en ! :S/'  .. S  ou  en  DL~~s  (en mg/li  tre)  de  1 ' e3u 
rcsiduaire collectee  nc~dant 24 hcures  dans la cuve  F  doit 
atre clu·i;cr::.li!'lce analytlcucoent 'Oar  les mOwes  ccthodes,  aussi  tOt 
apres le ~r~leveocnt ; -si cela-n'est ,~s possi~le, les  6c~,­
tillons doivc:rt  o·~re pr6sorvcs,  de  preftSre~cc par  co~geletion. 
Les  concentrations doivent  ~tre dete~L~ces a 0,1  mg/1  pres. 
Pour verifier le bon  fo~ctior~e~ent du  systecc,  on 
rJesure  au ooi11s  deu::  fois  p~r seoaine la DCC  ou  le  tau:~ de 
c~rbone  org~1i~ue dissous  des  ea~: residuaires  acc~ulccs 
d~~s la cuvc  F,  ci~si  ~ue  ce~~ de l'c!!luent  s~!theti~ue 
stocltc  dons  la cuv-e  !'  ...  Ces  dcter:ti.nations  sont  e~!'ectuocs 
apres  filtratio~. 
f 
La  diminution de  la DCC  ou  du  carbone  or~~~que dissous 
doi  t  sc stabiliser lorsque  1~ dc~c.dation joun:aliere du ::B:.s 
ou  BIJ~ est u pcu pres rcgulierc,  c'est-u-di~c ~ la fin de  la 
,eriode initialo indiquce  sur la Figure  4. 
La  tencur en maticrcs  seches  de la ~ouo ~ctivee contenue 
d&~s la cuve  d 1 acr~tion doit Otre dcter.cinoc  deux fois  ~~r 
semaine  (en 5/litre). Si  e1le d6passe 2,5 s/litre, 11  faut 
~lirll.ner 1 1 e:::ces  de  boue  active  a. 
Le  ~est est effcctue a la temperature aobiantc  ;  cette 
tempcrn·i;ure  doi  t  Otrc reguliere et doi  t  t!tre  cocprise entre 
18 et 25° c.  • 
4.7  Calcul de  la biodegr~dabilite 
Lcs  pourcent~Gcs de  degrad~tio!l du  I:EAS  ou  du  BIAS 
doivent  @trc  calculcs quotidicnncocnt  ~ partir des teneurs 
en  Ir:Bl  .. S  ou  ~I!.S  ( c::pri:Jces  en Llg/li  tre)  de  1 'effluent synthe-
tiquc et de  l
1 c~u rcsiduaire  corres~ondru1te recueillie  ~ans 
la cuve  F. 
--·-------·--·-· ------------- - ...... ·---- -- --·-·- -·--:-· - -----·-·----·--· -----_______ , 
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Les  chi!!rcs de  degradation  a~~si obtenus  doivent Otrc 
prescntcs graphiqueoent,  coOQc  sur la Figure 4. 
On  calcule ·les  biodcgrad~bil!.  tcs du  r:n.t  .. s  ou du BI!.S 
comce  ctant la ~oye11ne  aritl1ecti~ue des  chiifres obtanus au 
cours  des  2~  jours  suivw."'lt  la pcriodc !:li·:=ialc,  dcl~i pendant 
lequel lc:.  dc~~datioll doi  t  avoir etc  rc~ru.li~re et 1 1 installat!.on 
doit  ~voir  fo:lc.~.:iol'llt~.  so.ns  aucune  pal~!e.  En  aucw1  cas,  la 
duree. du  te~ps d 1adaptation no  dcpasser~  s~~ se~incs. 
Le  calcul des· tau:: de  deb!"adation  journ&liere doi  t  a.tre 
effectue a 0, 1  ~~  pres.  Le  tau;: de biodcsrndation final sera 
arrondi a l'~"'litc. 
Dans  certains cas,  la frcoucnce  des urelevecents  ~eut 
Atre  dimin6e.  Four  CGlculer la moyenne,  on  utilisera  cepend~"'lt 
los rcsultats d 1au moins  1l~ prelevemants ·journaliers,  rcpartis 
sur la pcriode_ de  21  jours qui sui·c la p6riode initiale. 
• 
---------·---------·---,.._·  ....  ----~  ...............  ,...,  ...........  ..c.--·  ........ _..,/ 
.. 
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1 
Tablc~u rcsunc 
·  Traitement des  agents de  surface et des detergents 
prAts a l'emploi,  pr6alablem€nt a l 1essai de  biodegradnbilitc 
des agents de.surface selon le test dynamique  de  siculati~n ou 
le test statiquc. 
.  ... 
Produits  ·. 
1.0  Agents-de  surface anioniques 
Agents  do  surface 
1.2  Dcter~en~s pr6ts a l 1amploi 
conte~n~t ooins  de  savon  oue 
d 1abents de  surface  ~~ioni~ues 
1 • 3  D6t;ercients  ,rOts a 1 'et:ploi 
. conte:'!~"lt plus de  savon que 
·d'nzents de  sUl~facc  ~~ioni~ues 
2.0  Agents  de  surface non  ioniques 
' 2 •  1  /  .. gen"'cs  de  sur  foe  c 
2.2  ~etcr~ents prOts a l 1coploi ne 
co~teruu1.t ni suvon ni  n~ents 
de  surfece  ~~ioni~uas 
·  2.3  Detcr~a~ts prOts a l 1cmploi 
contcnant du  sovon at/ou 

















sui  vie 
d'oehnnge 
d'ions  • 




5 .1  E;~\IT !..LCOOLICUE 
Le  but de  1 1 e:~raction est  d'el~incr des  ~roduits 
cot:mlercialiscs les  co~1nosants insolubles et  inorg~1iques qui 
peuve~t, le cas  cchcm1~, perturoer lc test de  de~adation. 
Une  cli:!in~tiO:i.l oua:1ti  tat!.vc  ~rest ;as  ~lus ncccssaire 
.qu •un  trc.'"ls:fert  quanti·::atif da:ls 1'  e::-=rait-des  ... sucstc:.nces 
actives de  lav~Ge. On  devrait  cepend~~t  conccntr~~ dans  l
1 ~~c~cit 
au coins  SO  pour  cen-~ des  i:E:  .. S  et/  ou  3I.:".S  p~csentes da11s  lc 
produi  t  a e:~miner.  0 
Deu::  methodes  peuvent  ~trc utilisces pour rcaliser 
1 1 e:~raction alcoolique,  l·~~e ~ l 1 et~~ol et  l'autr~ a 
1 1isopropanol.  ~~~thode a l 1iso,ro,anol conviel1t particu-
lierement lorsqu'il s'agit d'e:~raire des  qua.~titcs  i~port~tes, 
cocoe c'est lc cas pour  1~ test dynacique  de  siuulation. 
5.1.1  Z:~raction a l'ct~~nol 
5.1.1.1  Pre~a~ation de  1 16chantillon 
(i)  Produits  en  noud~e : 
Pr6parer un  ~c~tillon rc~rcsentatif de 
250  0  enviro~, soit ~cr la-=cthode des 
quarts altcrn6s,  soit  suivw~t la recowcandation 
:so rl
0  607. 
Passer cet  och~~tillon da~s  u.~  ~roycur a 
couteau::,  type  ;.:e1~~er,  C.e  ca;.1i~re  (!Ue  la 
poudre  obtenue ne ,resente ,cs Qe  gr~ins 
d 1une  GTOSseur  supcrieure a 200 microns. 
!!olllogeneiscr  collVe:lablcoent la poudre,  la 
placer  d~~s u.~ poudrier. 
(ii) ?roduits licuidcs  : 
Pescr,  a  0,~  ~pres, e:1viron  /;.0  g  du  produit, 
prualableoent  ~ocogencisc.  Les  ~laccr dans 
le ballon d6crit en 5.1.1.2(1iiJ. 
Ljouter 50 cl d'cthanol L?.1.1.2(iil7. 
~vaporer ~ sec au bain-warie,  et en  aspirant 
sous faiblc dc,ression les vapeurs,  jusqu 1Q 
ce  oue  dcu:c  pcsccs consccuti  ves ne different 
pas  ... dc  plus de  0,~  ~·  ~cs pes6~s pcuvent  , 
Otrc  effcctu~es  s~~ toute balance approprice 
donnant m1e  precision de  0,01  g. ... 
____ .. __  ~1 
• 
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5 •  "i .1 .2  Prc,arat:.on cle  lo  solutiO~'l  rj·i;!lal10l~.OUC 
ac  uasc 
(i)  Pr.inci~a  : 
E::tractiOl1 T)ar  11 ethanol  d 1uno  Otmllti to  de 
nroC:ui·~ su.ffist?.!lte  ~our entr~ure:1dre las 
dosa~cs de  savo~,  diu~io~qucs ct/ou non 
ioniqucs,  ainsi que  les cssais bioloGiques. 
(ii) ncacti! 
Et~~ol 95-99  pour cent. 
(iii)  ~noareilla 0e  : 
:.ratcriel courant de laboratoire,  ell  :particul.ier 
- ballon fond  rond  1  litre, col court, 
rodaze  fe~elle 29-J2, 
refrigerant droit 400  ~. rodage  ~~le 2~-32, 
filtre verre  f~ittc norosite 10-20 microns 
(I,ro  4), !iole jau;ee- 1  11  trc. 
5.1.1.3  I~ec  ou6ra~oire 
Placer 40! 1  g  de  produi~ L?.l.1.1(i)7 
dans lc bnllon de  ~  litre,  ou  pr~n~c lo bQ!lon 
conteru:.:1t  1 1 e::trai  t  sec pre  par~ en  5 .1 .1 •  ~ ( 11) • 
Soit  ~ la ~sse en  gr~~nes de la prise d 1essai. 
11.j ou-'cer  500 ru  d 'c·thanol L?. 1 • 1 •  2 ( 1117  ; 
adapter le rofrig6rant,  'PJu!S  !'aire bouillir 
15  cinutes a refl~:, passer sur verro frittc lc 
couchc  d~c~ntoe,  sous faible depression et a 
chaud.  rr~p~ter l 1opcretion sur le rcsidu du 
ballo~ 2  fois avec,  cha~uc fois,  200 ~  d 16tha.,ol. 
Rasscoblcr  a~~titativeoent los extraits et 
lo lnvc.Gc  du  f'il·:=re.  :tassecbler quanti  tati  voment 
los  c:~r~its et la .lQV~~e dU  filtre et cvnporer. 
Redissoudre lc residu a l'eau distillee at 
complutcr a ~  litre. Dftorminer le contenu en 
l~.s et/ou D~.s. Uno  q~,tit6 appropriee est 
utilisee  co~e solution de  base  {~)  conformc~ant 
au  parngr~phe 3.6  (C~pitre ~).  .  . 
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5 .1 .2  E::tractio~l a 1 r isonronanol 
Calculcr  1~ oucntit6  ~ ~cttre en  oeuvre a oartir de  ln 
tencur en  ~·:E4'..3  et/ou DL~ du  nroc!uit  co~-:lercial,  de maniere 
a obtcl'l.ir  un e::trc.i  t  de  50  :;  environ'  sufi'isa."lt pour deux 
tests dynaciques  ~o  s~ulction. 

















R~cinients, 3 a 25  1  de  capacite,  par  cxem~le 
fioles a col  l~GC·et recipients ccaillus. 
Broycurs  ~.  turbine  ou  brQycurs a b.illcs  • 
~tonnoirs !iltrants (Buch."ler),  jusqu'a Ull 
diametrc de  30  c:ll •. 
Fioles a vide,  jusqu'a 20 l  de  capecite • 
~~oules a·  decrultcr,  jusqu'a 20  1  de  capacitc • 
Ballon de  d.isti1letion,.  jus(!u 1a -:o  1  de  cept!.ci·~o • 
nocipicnts rcccpteurs,  jusqu12  10 1  de  c~pacitc  • 
C~psulcs en  porce1aL~e,  environ 20  c~ de  di~et~c. 
Colo~,e ~ distiller,  rc!ric~r~:ts, bains-oaric  • 
=:cactifs 
Eau  distillcc,  ou  do  purot6  c~uivaler.to  • 
!sopropcnol,  pur  • 
Carbone  de  potnssiuo  (K2C03),  chioiqucment  ~ur  • 
Hydro::yde  de  potassium  (I{Ori),  solution a 
10 pour cent. 
Sulfi  tc de  sodiUIJ  (  ~!a2SO;>) ,  pur,  anhydrc • 
Hodc  on~rntoirc 
(i)  Traitc~cnt nre~lcble 
•  Produits solidcs  :  d61nyer  ~ l'cc.u disti11ce 
~.~.2.4(il7 jusqu 1 ~  octc~tion d'~~c p~tc fluide, 
af!n do  d6truirc les  ~cins (cgitcr pcn~t 10 uinu-
tes).  Pour  100 G d 1ceu  u~ilisue, cjoutcr  ~0 g  de 
carbo:tcte  C:.o  potassj.Ul!l  ot ae;i tcr jusqu'  ~ dis:;olutio:l 
( i 0  oinutcs). 
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Produi  ts liC!uides  ou  p~tcu::  :  "!=r~i  "ter,  en principe, 
de  la ~c  !~90~ cue lcs nroduits  solidcs.  La  partie 
li~uide distill~blc ou  ~~in-~crie,  dcte~i~ce ~u 
cours  d 1 u.~ cssai  prc~l~~le sur  ~C ~ de ,roduit 
environ,  doi  -c  etl"'o  co::siC.C:rue  co~.lc  C.:t:;,.:rc  lo.  tenetlr 
en  eau,  eeoc s'il y  a  encore  des  solv~~ts organiqucs 
volatils. :;n .::'o:lctior..  de la tc:1cur  ~::.:  ecu trouv6e, 
lo.  prise  dtcss~i doit 6tre additiomtue de  carbonate 
de  pot~ssiuo. 
Produi  ts acides  :  :teutrc.liser lcs  susncnsio11s  ou 
solutions acueuses  "!Jcr  la solution a  ~ 0  nour cen·i: 
d •hydro;.."yde ·de potassiuc avrutt addition d.u 
carbonate de  ?Otassi~. 
Produi  ts  co:r~ell:l.."lt  du  cr..lore actit :  dctruire le 
chlorc  en ajoutant du  sul:Zi  tc C:.e  sodiU!J a leur 
sus'Oension ou  solutio~,  avan·~ la :teutralisation. 
u~ leger excas est  s~~s  i~port~~ca. 
I:::trac'tion 
Ensuitc,  o.jouter rlc  l'iso,rop~~ol et agitcr le tout 
:?Cnda:tt  .:;o  tli:tutcs.  Puis fil  trcr sous  vide le oclange. 
Laver  ~lusieurs ~ois le rcsidu  rest~~t sur le 
Ducl~1cr  ~vee des  ~ctites  ouan~itus  d 1 isoryro~anol. 
Transferer lc tiltro.t,  qui doit  ~n tous co.s-se 
scparer en  de~: couches  dans  la !iole a vide,  dans 
une  acpoule a dcc~tcr.  RL~cer avec  de  1 1isopropnnol. 
Soutirer et rejetcr la couche  ~queuse. r:'il·i;rer  sur 
fil  tre a nlis la  couc~·lC~  alcooli.C'uo  suncrieurc at 
la placer· de."'ls  1~ ".:>ellon  de  distillation. Dis·:iller 
l'isopro,onol  (;.~.2.!~(~ii)7 au  baL~-ncrie,  le plus 
complet~~ent possible.  :ra~s!c~cr le  ~csidu ~e 
distillatio~: (!uantitati"."~t:cllt  da..~s  Ul"le  capsule  on 
porcclai~o et  rinc~r a l'isoprop~tol.  Co~ccntrer 
lc  ~ontel'lU de la  c~nsule au  o~ill-!:.larie  en  ~gi  tant 
fr6(!Uei:.""lc:lt.  Lo.  co~cel'!tretio!'l est tcr:lincc  :lU :Jonent 
OU  de~: ;lCSCeS  rc~liSCC~ a tlllO  :1eure  cl I i."'lte:-valle 
different de =oins  de 1.c  ~· Dissouci:'c  l•e;rtrcit 
da.~s 1 1 eau au bai4t-r.tarie.  JJctcr:1ine~ la te~eur en 
::nt:.S  et/ou :3!1.5  da  cc·ttc  solution. 
Appli~uer la forcule  suivante  : 
G  • •  l'~  dans  ltl solution d 'c::trai-: 
....  100  =  ~S  ••  AS 
c;  • •  LS  dans le :produi·;;  cou:lerciclisa  rcndcce:1t  de 
1 'c::trac·cion 




5.1.2.4  Rcrnaroues 
Lors  do  1 'c::~cution de  1 'extraction,  tenir coopte 
des indications suivantcs  : 
(1) Etant  do~c la variate des produits de  lavage ct 
da  nct"Coy·agc,  11 · est i=,ossible d 1 i:::diqucr ur.c 
proportion llt!!lC:"iquc  fi::e 56neralccent  val~ble. 
pour la quantite  d 1eau et  d 1 isopro~m1ol  qu~ p~sso 
6tre utileaent oisc en  oeuvre vour 1 1essai  d'~, 
produit donn6.  Par  e:~crience,·on sc:.it  que  lcs 
quantitcs neccssaircs varicnt dans les ,roportiar.s 
{en parties)  ci-dessous  :  ·  .·  . 
Produit de  lavage 









Cependru1t,  en principe,  11  n•y a  pas·de licites 
superieures pour 1 1ec:.u  e-c  1 1isopro,anol. 
Plus la  ~asse  s'agglo~erc dans la suspension,  plus 
grand est le besobl en  cau.  Il convie~t d 1ajouter 
aut~1t d 1eau qu 1il en  faut pour qu'il n'y ait pas 
trace de  depOt lors de  l'a;itation. 
La  quantit6 utile d'isopropar.ol ne  devrait pas 
atre infcrieurc a la proportion suivrultc  : 
Produit do  lavaGe  et de  nettoy~ge/isopro~anol = ~/1 
Une  qua~titc superieure  d 1 isopro~anol est nccessairc 
ouand la teneur  e11  :zt.S  du  nrodui  t  coc::1ercialise 
depe.ssc  l~rGClJent  ·J 0  pour cent ou  si,  au  cours  de 
l'agitation,  on  co~statc ~,e separation ra,ide des 
delL":  phases. 
(ii)  L'cau doit  ~tre saturee de  carbonate de  potassium. 
Un  cxces. ~ini=c de  ce dernier est sans  im~ortance. 
Si la concentration en  carbonate de  potassiuo est 
trop basse,  ou  bien la sc,aration des  couches nc  se 
produit pas,  ou bien la phase isopropanol restc 
trop hydratce,  ce qu! pcrturbe le  ~ouvoir d 1 c:ctrac~ion. 
(iii)  L 1 isopr~!)~ol distillc  contient~dc 1 1cau ct peut 
Otre  saturc  ~vee le  carbou~~c de  ~otassiurJ.  La  couchc 
infericure qui  so  scparc  ~lors·dolt  ctr~ clDaince. 
L' 1sopropa.l10l  restant ,eu·c  e~re UJ~ilisc pour t.Ule 
nouvelle  pr6,ar~tion d'c=~~~ction.  Les  produit~ de 
distill~tion e~1  proven~nc~ de trai  tee1cnts  de produits 
liquides qui  sont susceptibles de  contonir d 1autres 
solvnnts  SOil"C  a rejetcr. 
~---------·-·-..  ·~--------------------~------·-------- ... -... -------------·-----__,.,.-..----- ..... -...  -'  _, 
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.§I:P:~~~.T;:O!·!  DU  S/.VC~r  (  -~ot.::  ..  ~s:::c.!  de  C.c£;l":tdc.bili te  d~s 
nnioX.oUC.§) 
L'ess~i de  biod~gr~d~bilitJ d 1m1  dctcr~ent  co~ercicl 
~eut se trouver faussc,  meoa  si  o~ ut~l!sc ~~ ~=~~rait & 
1 11sopropanol.  Lcs  courbes  de  dc;r~cc~.:.o~ d'un produit facile-
~ent oicdcigrc.d~blc prcsen~c~t ~cr:ois  ~~e  ~llurc  si~~l~irc 
a celle obtcnue  d:'.nS  lo cc.s  d 'U:1  :;JroC.~.!i  "t  C.i!ficileoent dCGl"'ada-
ble  (TBS).  !.v:!!lt  clc  contrOl  or lc.  bioC.e;:'c.daiJili te il est 
alors necessa!.rC  d I CnlCVer  Ce  1 I c::tra.!.  't a : t isc;:-o;z::::J.  ...:.."'lC 
gr~,de partie du  sc.von  qui peut  G~ner. 
La presente prescription est ~revue afin de uouvoir 
separer de  gran~es  qu~tit6s de  seven de  1 1 c:~~rait a 1 1isopro-
p~~ol, par m1e  cethode de  laborctoire.  L'e:~rait ai~si obtenu 
ne  sera utilise que  pour l 1assai de  d6gr~cc.bilit6 et non pour 
d 1autres  separ~tions ou  deterLiinetions  cn~lyti~ues. 
5.2.1  P!'inci:)e 
Dissolution dmls.du  =c~~ol d'tL"'le  ouantite 
suffisant~ d'cxtrcit  ~ 1 1 iso,ro,a~ol pour  dis~oser 
. de  25  b  do  ~3A3 c.u  r::i.ni:~u=. •  .:.:::~C.i.f!catio:l  de  ia solutio:1 
av~c de 1'  tlCide  chlorh:rdriquc  c.!  in de  libcrer 1es acidc;s 
bTas  du  savon.  Ld~t~on d 1 c~u ~USQU 1 ~ ce  ~ue  1~ 
proportion  C:.u  r-cthtu1ol  c"'~  d' c::  ..  ~  c-:tci~~ CO  C.  20,  puis 
extraction des  acidcs  ~7~s  ~vee de  l 1hc:2ne.  ~ejet de 
1 1 e~~rait ~insi  oote~u.  Reclcalinis~t.:.o~ de la  ~l1ase 
neth~~ol-cau, ,uis  co~c~ntr~tion ,cr  cvcpor~tion 
jusqu1a dessication co=,letc. 
Utilis~tion du  rcsidu sec tel que1  pour 1 1essai 
qe  degradation apres  d6te~ination ~e sa tencur ell  !~AS. 
5.2.2  ~ode ondratoi:-e 
D~~s une fiole  co~ique de  2  1,  dissoudrc  dans 
100 ml  e11viron  de  :1cth~~o~ U."'le  C:~""lti  t~ d 1 c:~::r:li  t 
a 1 1 isopro,anol  contena~"!"C au  w!::~imULl  30  b  cl~  :  ~'..:; 
en  chaui'~o.nt t!oderuwel'lt.  ~~,:-as  ev·oir  ~joutc e:1  tout 
800 ml  de  ~ct~~o1,  ~jouter 5 a 10  00Uttes  ~ 1 m'le  solution 
de  blou de "oromoph6:1ol  (  ~ 0  04 pour cent)  et arJcner 
le p3 a J  (coloration  ja~,e~ par addition d'acide 
chlorhyc!ri~uc 2  !! /Solution clc  Jlcu de  broBO!::Jhc5nol  : 
dissoudrc o, L~  g  deolcu de  brouophenol dans  200 ml 
d 'ctlul.,o1  3.  S'G  ~our cent et ajouter d.o  l '-eau  distillec 
pour  porte~ lc vol~e a iOOO  ~17.  Co~pl~ter avec  de 
l 1eo.u  di~t~llce nour ":)Ortcr  C.\.1-i:O":c.l  l~ VOlu:lC  a 
1 000 ul,  conpte  tel'lU  du  vo1U!'.le  d 'acidc chlorh:'drique 
njout~. 
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Pour e;:traire los  ~ci.d.cs  gra.s,  placer la !:elution 
dans  ~~e ~poule ~ d6cru1tcr  de  diucns~on app~oprice, 
et l  1 t:t;i  "'~er Wle  ::ois avec  300 ml  at deu::  fois  avec  200 ol 
d'n-hc:~~e.  L 1 c:~r~ction ~eut ~ussi s 1cf=cctuer  d~ns 
plusieurs  p~titcs ~poules u dcc~~tGr.  ~ 1 !1 se  !cr~e 
des  couches  L··ri:e!"l:ediaircs troubles, les :J.jouter  ~ 1:1 
phase  ir:f~r:.c~:  .. c  lo:-s  des  dcu::  ::,Jr~:::.~:  .. :: c::·::r:1c'tio:1s, 
et  ~  1~ phase  sup~~ie~a lors  ~e lo  ~e~iere e:~roction. 
En  c~s de  t:-es forte tencur en savo:l,  si le 1folu:Je  de 
sol  VC'.nt  ne suf.fi  t  pas pour assurer ln dissolutio:.l ct 
l'extrac~io~, utiliser des  ~u~~titcs plus  iEport~~tes. 
n~sseuQler les  fr~ctions d 1 n-he:~~~e et les laver 
avec  200 ml  d 1 u_~  mel~!ge de  octh~~ol et d'ecu  (cc~s la 
proportio~ de  CO  a 20).  Lcisser les couches  L~tcroediaircs 
troubles  da~s la phase  d'n-he:~~c et lcs jetcr. 
fi6unir les fractions cetl1anol/cau et en norter 
le pH  a S''  p~r acidi tion.  cl.e  lessi  ve  de  soucle  ·i r;  en 
v6ri:tiant a  la nhcnolnhtalcine.  Co:'lcentrer la solution 
aU bain-marie  jUS(!U I a- ~Ve3)0rC  tion dU  Dct:lC:lOl. 
Dissoudre de  11ou·1ec.u  1 'c::trc.i  t  d~,s 1• eeu  cu'l  bain-carie. 
Dotcr=iner la  tene~ en ::!3:..3  de  cctte solu'tion  ~c.r la 
methode  precedc~ant dccritc. 
• 





5.3  SEP!-TV.T!O!T  DES  :.GI:I!TS  D:  SUR!'.~~.C:C  r·:o1~  !OI;IaUZS 
5.3.1  Princi..,e 
Ce-'.:te  :.1ctllode  s 'appli(!ue diffcremment selon qu 'il 
s • agi  t  de  dctor~ents !.iquides et  :p§:tcu:~ d 1une  ~art,  et 
tie  detert;;c:.1ts  c:.1  :pouc!.rc,  c: 1 au.:.:re  par.·i;.  ..~pres adjonction 
dC  IJetho.nol  OU  de  :Je"ChclzlOl  et d I CC.U,  et aprCS  e.::tr~CtiOn 
du  pr~cipito de  sels  L~or~~~i~ues et do  deriv&s  de la 
cellulose  C!ui  a  pu cventucllciJont  se :toroer,  les produits 
liquides et pdte~: sent souuis'a un 6chnngcur d'ions. 
On  peu·t  auss5.  sC:~arcr tous lcs consti  tuc.nts  ioniques 
du detergent.  Le fil  trat conticnt les  ale!JC:l'l:~s  ll04l 
ioniqucs  que  1 1on  rccu:pere per evaporation. 
On  prepare,  tout d'abord,  un  e:~rait a 1 1isopro-
panol a parti:- des  p!'odui~s Cll  poudre.  Cot e::trait est 
COrlCCl1tru  par eVC.!)Cration,  eddi·i;iOm1C  de  octha.~ol et 
L~troduit· dzns  1 16changeur d'ions.  L•ethanol peut  ~tre 
utilise au lieu de  wet'~~ol  • 
5.3.2  ~~.,arcillage 
5.3.2.1  bechers  de  ~.ooo cl 
5.3.2.2  bechcrs  do  GOO  ul 
5.3.2.3  agitateur a pales 
5.3  .2.l~  i'iole a vide  de s.ooo  ol 
5.3.2.5  Buchner  en porceleine de  185  em  de 
diaoetro 
5.3.2.6  flacon a large col de  5.000 cl 
5.3.2.7  aopoule  3  decanter de  5.000 ~ 
5.3.2.8  6cha-~geur o colom1es  : 
5.3.2.8.1  pour  1 1 6c~~gcur de  cations 
colo~~e stn11dard  de  l}Q  Iil:l  de 
·  diaoetre  c"'.:  500 nm  clc  hauteur 
cnu1ie  d'une  eobouchure  conique 
et  d'~1 robi~et d'arr~t. 
5.~.2.8.2  pour  1 1 cc~,bcur d 1anions 
de  oOoc  qu 1en 5.J.2.S.i, 
Iilais  50 ~  do  clisetre. 
5.3.2.9  bain-Qarie 
5.3.2.~0 evapor~teur rotatif 
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5.3.3  Ree.ctifs 
De  l'eau distillce ou  d 1 ~~e qualitc  c~uivalente 
doit atre utilisce. 
5.3.3.1  ~:ethanol,  qualitc  cocoercio.le 
5.3.3.2  Isopropanol,  qualit6  cor~erciale 
5.3.~.3  Carbonate de  potassiuu,  quzlit6 analytique 
5.3.3.4  Rosine :pour  echangc  de  catiOl1S  Doue:::  50, 
l:Y~,  rmille 50-'i 00 
5.3  .3 .5  Resinc pour echange "cl I a.""lions  Do'\·:e::  21,  K, 
me. ill  e  5o-~  00 
5.3.3.6  Solution d'acide  chlorhydri~ue a 10  ~~ 
(1  volu:2c  d•&cide  co.ncentre  pour 
2  voluoes d'ee.u) 
5.3.3.7  Solution  ccthanoli~ue d'acide chlorhy-
dricu.e  2.  '1 0  ~~  :  250 cl d 1 acide 
chlorhydriquc  concentre  +  750  ol cle 
oetho.nol 
5.5.3.C  Solution de  soude  c~ustique a 5  ~~ 
Prenar~tion des  colo~1cs d'cc~~~e 
5. J.  4.1  Colo:~,~ c.' 6cl1~n:;e  C.c  c~tioi1S 
Fairc Pelsser  Ull  nouvel cc!lantillon de 
rcsinc-t.:chz..nGeUse  de  la foroe  Ira+  a H+ 
au·ooycn d'acide chlorhydriquc  comme  suit. 
Ajouter 1.000 ~  d'cc~~~cur de  c~tions 
a 1.000 ol d3  solution ~ethz..nolique 
d 1acide chlorhydrique  dans  U.!  becher 
et egiter pendant 50  minutes.  Dcccntcr 
la plus grru1de  ,artie du liquide,  le 
remplaccr par 1.000 ol  d'u.~e solution 
d 1acide chlorhydrique et agiter de 
nouvecu  T)e::.1d~n.~c  30  !!linu:tes.  fil  trer lc 
rosine  SUr  :uc~1er,  en utiliscnt  U.~ 
filtre en ryanicr a filtr~tion ~apide 
et rinccr  ~ l'eau  jusqu•~ ce que le 
produi  t  ob-to::u.  ne  co:1tic!-::.1c  &uct:.nc 
trace de  chlol~re. 
Trru1s!6rer par  cntr~L~c~ent au octhanol 
500  :.11  de  rcsi•le  d:J'lS  1~ COlO:U"'lC  de 
l 16changeur de  catio~s, prcalablement ,j 
i 
IilWlie,  a sa 'OC!.r'tie  illi'erieure d 1un tC!:"'On  d~ 
lnino de verrc.  ~ver a ~ouvc~u avec  500 cl de 
methanol.  Lc  lit de  rcsine doit Otre  cons't~WJent 
~ecouvc~t de  liquide. 
Faire passer ·un  nouvel  oc~~tillon d~  rcs~~e 
echangausc  de la fo~c chlo~e a la force  OH  a 1 1aide de  soudc  caustique cocme  suit 
Pour purifier lo ~roduit obtenu,  ajouter 750  o1 
de  solution  oethz.~olique d 'ccido  c!:2.C'"":"!':~p.."l~  .. :.quc 
a 750 ol de  resi~e dans  ~~ becher et agiter 
pel~de.nt 30 ::inu·tas.  Sout!rer 1 'acide,  le 
remplacer per m1e  solution d'acide chlorhydrique  et  cgitcr a  nouveau  ~en~,t 30  oL~utes. 
Apres  dec~nt~tion,  tr~1sferer la resine  d~~s  1~ 
colom1e  d 16change  d'&~ions au  ~oycn d'eau, 
laver nvec  1.000 ~  d'ceu et rcgcncrer  1~ rosine 
a 1 J aide  de  2 • 000 :ll de  SOUC~~  C.:lil.3·;iaue  ~ 5  ;;. 
Rineer ensuite le  ~roduit ootenu a liaide d 1eau 
jUSqU I u_  ~eU"'\:!:~~f  te•  ~  ~a !'h~=Ol~htalc~J.le 
(incolo.e).  ~.-_n,  ~~~rodu~~e  ,.000 ~de  ~ctr2nol 
Wu~s la colonne  ~c  l'cch~~Geur. 
Le  chcn~ement.da sol~1t, en particulier lorsque 
l'on  rc=pl~ca 1 1cau per  ~u ~cth~~ol,  provo~ue da~= le 
lit de  1 1 6cl~~geur la  for~ctio~ de  bulles d'cir qui 
ueuvcnt atre  !acile~ent cli~nces co~~e suit  :  f~~~er 
ia colo1u1c  de  !'cch~~geur des  que  1~  qu~~titc de  uci~~anol 
ajoutqe est telle  ~uc lc lit de  l'ecr~~eur soit 
recouvcr·t d 'u."le  couche  de  -olusieurs  cen·cicetres de 
solvant, -agitcr vigoureuseocnt ct reto~er la  colo~~e. 
ne~eter cetto  o~e~ation ~lusi~urs !cis. Les  bulles d 1air 
adf1erant  au::  u~:-ticules d.e  r0sinc sc de"'.::J.chent  et 
montent a la surf~cc.  Ltc~nlication de  cette methode 
est  rccour..1~1dcc pour les d.cu::  colo::::cs  de  1 r  ccl'lC...TJ.~cur. 
.  Uno  fois  e!!cctuccs les preparations decrites 
ci-dcssus,  les colO:l.;."1Cs  sonJc  alors prctes  ~  :o~'lc·tioruler. 
neunir solidcoent lcs ecu::  color-~cs uar des bouchons 
.  en  caoutc~ouc,  1~  color.~c  d'ec~nce d'anions  et~t 
·plncee au-dessus  de la  colon.~e  d'ec~~gc de  cations. 
OUvrir  en  ~end le robinet de  1~ colo:u1c  d 1 ~"1ions.  Le 
contrOle  clu  clC:)i t  zc  fc:.i t  uniqueocn·c  ~u ::1oyen  du  robinet 
de  ln  colo~~1e de  cntions. 




5.3.5  Procedure 
5.3.5.1  Produits.licuidcs et ndte~: 
L'ec~ntillon doit contenir 30  gr~es 
environ d'abent de  sur!cce non  ionique. 
Dans  le cas .de  ,,~  .. odui·cs  liouides, 
ajouter 2.000 mi  de  octhnnol a 1 1 ec~­
tillon dans  ~~ becher de  5.000 ol et 
asiter le mel~1ze pend~~t 30  mL~utes. 
D~~s le cas de produits  ~dtew:, delay9r 
1 •.echantillon en  aj  ou·i:ant  u.~c quanti  to 
d 1cau  chaudc  aussi faible  que  possible. 
Ajouter ensuite 2.000 ml  de  methanol  et 
nsi·i:er lc ocl~~ge pendant 30 minutes. 
Scperer le precipitu (sels et derives de 
la cellulose)  qui ,eut eventuellecent 
se  fon~er.  F~ire ~asser le filtrat 
dans  1 1  cchc.n~cur ~ raison de  1 0 ol par 
·minute  environ.  nincer los  colo~~es 
avec  1.500 cl de  ccthanol eu total et 
los laisser p~rfaitc~ent e:outter. 
Rcduire lc vol~c du  filtr~t (J  ou 
4 litres) au  bain-~~ri~ ou  ~s  l 1cva-
pornteur rotatif  jusqu•~ cc qu 111 puissc 
~t:-e place,  epres  rin~c.~c au  oE3thc:..~ol, 
dans  uu,  becher de  600 ol ou  il est amonc 
a sec.  Secher dans  1 1etuve a 100° C 
jus~u 1 a cc  que  les posccs  da  contrOle 
ef.fcc-'cu~es  toutos los hcures ne  different 
que  cie  1  grar.:rJe  au  i:la.::imlrl. 
Produits  en  noudre 
Dissoudrc Wl  ccnantillon de  dcterscnt 
contcnant )0  gr~r,~es environ d 1e5ent 
de  surface non  ioniquc dm1s  u.~  fl~con 
d'~lc  c~pacit6 de  5.000 =1,  en  utilisan~ 
~~o quantite d'eau tclle que  le o6lcnge, 
une  .fois agi  t(, ait m1c  faiblc viscosi  tc. 
Utiliscr a cct effet 2  a 3 litres d'cau 
environ.  Lc  vol~e e~t not~. Agiter 
pe!lda.""lt  15  cinu"i:cs,  ajou·i:er  1 • 500 cl. 
d'iso,~opanol ct a~itcr a nouveau 
lc ucl~,~c pc1-:.G.:.:rJc  ~ 5  ::i~1.utes.  :  .. joutcr 
alors 6C  ~~es  de  carbonate de 
potassiuo  p~r ~00 nl d 1cau et agitcr a 
nouvc~u pcnd~1~ 30  ~inutes. 
Filtrar le  o6l~1Ge sous vide a l'aide 
d'un filtre a filtretion rapide.  nincer 
le .flacon et  1 1 ento~"1oir avec  ~4e petite 
q~~tite d 1isopropanol.  ~rrOtcr 
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l'oucr~tion s~  o~  o~ticnt ~~e tro,  ~ande 
'qu~;titc de  !i:t~~t ct vidor !a contenu 
du  fl:J.con  ll.  t:.:·;rer dans  1 1 aonoulc a 
·  ·  decanter de  5 •  COO  cl.  Conti~ucr la fil  tro.-
.  tio~l,  si  nGcc~::.:.il""e  a"re::i  1~ :-.:!z..;  ell pla\:c 
d'~, nouveau  ~iltTe. Transferer le  filtr~t 
d~.::> l:  o.w,,ou2..c  :.  c!.6c=.:::·::ci"',  sou·circr la i")i:.:.so 
L~erieure ct 61!=incr cellc-ci.  ~cdui~c 
le voluce de  1 I i!j01J!"Opc.!10l  :Jar  eVc:!.pOr:~:~iOll 
ju~qu 1 a 300  ~1 environ.  Laisser  d~ns la 
. solution  1~ preCi:?i  ·;:6  qui  :_:lCU"t  cventuc~­
le:le:l";;  se for:Jer.  l:..j outer  ~ • 000  :.11  cle 
ecthanol et e.;;i ter'  pencl~nt une  cour·i::e 
durce,  la solution ou  1~ ccl~ge ootenu. 
Traiter cnsuitc la solution ainsi qu 1il 
est dccrit au  ~~rnGr~phc 5.3.5.~ 
ci-dossus. 
..... f"sa;  de  1 r  ....  ~c·.,  ....  dn  s,~  ......  _"':-<c~  :'on  io:lioue is  ole 
~~  - ..:...., a  ·•.,  - ...._  - - ·• 
: Cet  essai interv!cnt lors de  la ~rcnaration de 
. la solutio:l  cl 1 a~cnt cle  surface  (  ·: 0  'p!:!f qul est nccess=.irc 
,our 1'  cssai de  =>iodc~adaoil:.·::e5.  !..c:.  solution est  a."l~lys~c 
·cor~o~~coent a la ~~thoce d'~~lysc des  t!"aC~S UtiliSCC 
pour lcs aGC::lts  :10:1  !oniques  (voir  Cll.:.~itre 6). 
5.3.7  ~ 
Les  ~uantites  d~ rcs~~e utilisces ont une  capacitc 
eifecti  vc  de  :iOO  ::eC'  e:nviro4:  :c qui pcr:1et  d 1 ~lioiner 
I 00  gr:.tlLlcs  d' al!:ybenzer.e  sl.!l::'o:la·ce  ou  SO  crac::es do 
savon.  Dctor=incr  ~a~ ~~alysc  ~cs  dctcr~cnts dcv~~t 
faire l 1objet  ~os cssais de  :~od6~radnoilito si la 
capacitc  di~~onible est  suif!s~tc ~our 1~ ouan~itc 
d 1 ~gent de  sUrface ionicuc  cc~~~~u~·~~~s lc-d~tergent. 
5.~.c  ~e~cncration ~es  ~es!~es ~tilis~es ~our 
I  le,...LUl."•,ri'Q  ..  I~ o~""s  w  ..... ?- ...  - ... 
Les  CC!'l:l~lGCurs  ,euven-:  atr~ rc:cncres o.pres  usage. 
Se~o.rer les  de~: colonnes et traiter chccu.,c  d 1elles 
co!JL'le  suit  : 
5.3.8.1  Colo1~1e de  c~t:ons 
La  colo~1e clc  c~tio~~  c~outtce ainsi 
qu  1 il  cs·~  d~c~i  "'.:  c.u  ::~o.:~acr~phc 5.  3.  5.1 
ci-dess~ est  ~c~~lie d 1 ~lc solution 
d t C.CidC  c:'ll04"'!:jC:4"'lque  a 1 0  :  ~  d IOU  11 air 
est  cli~~c ~n rctour:1~1t  1~ colonnc 
fer-1ce  selon 1:!  ::1cthode  dC:cri te au 
paragraphe 5.J.L;..2.  L.J.ver  la coloru1e  U. 
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-l'aide de  1  litre d'acide  chlor~ydriquc 
environ en utilisant un  d~bit de  10 nl/cinute. 
Laver la COlOlUle a 1 1ecu distillce  e~ Utilis~t 
la  ~Ollie vitessc de  filtration  ~us~u 1 a cc  ~ue 
lo liouidc sortcmt soi  t  e;:c~t:>t  de  chloi"U.:"'e. 
/i.joutcr  500 !Jl  de  wct2mnol  d~:'ls  1~ coloru1c  <!.fi:'l 
d 1obtcnir u.il  nouveau  solv~r;;,  :.:s ";Julles  d'c.ir 
sont  cli.l:li:J.~es  de la iago1:  ~u.:ri  te au para-
graphe 5.3.:;..2.ci-dessus. 
5.3.8.2  Colo~~e d 1 ~1io~s 
La  colo~'"'le  d r anions  cgoutt6e  de la  :fa~  on 
decrite au  parasr~phe 5.3.5.i  est  rcn~lie 
avec la solution ~ct~~olique c1acide chlorhy-
drique a 10  ~~.  L  I air  ~st  cli:lin~  C:.c  la oe!ne 
fa~on que  pour  1~ colo~"'lc  cle  c~tio:'ls.  Verser 
1  litre enviro~l de la solt.:-'.:io:'l  rJeth.anolioue 
d 1acide chlorhydrique  d~lS la colotu'"'le  0  raison 
de  10 cl/Dinutc environ.  ~i~cer e~ utilisant 
tout d •  ai.Jor~ u:: li  t:-c  de  t:lc·c~-w..-:ol  "Ouis  de 1 1 cau 
jusqu 1 ~  eliuil~tion de  toute  tr~ce-de chlorurc. 
Transferer a ~1 do~it co~s~~"'lt  1  litre de 
solution cle  soudc  cc.usticuc  Z..  5  :~  d~.ns la 
colo~"'le,  puis  lav~r a l'e~u jusqu'a ce  que  1~' 
nrodui·i:  l~e  co~1tie::nc plus de  scuclc  c~us"tiquo 
\la phcnol-p~'ltalci;le doit  ~·i:re  i~ccl:!"'c).  Pour 
changer le milieu,  vcrser 1  litre de  :1ct~"'lol 
d~"'lS le  colon:.1~.  Les  'bullcs  ell ~ir doi  vc:ri:  a.:.:rc 
~li~inees de la  fa~on d6crite au  Jara~ap~a 
5.3.4.2 ci-dcssus: 
La  durce  ~a vie de  l'oclun:geur d'anions est 
lir.li  t~c lorsC!uo  la  l"'csi:~c  se  1Jroscn·~c sous 
la Zone  C:·:.  -Les  rcsil1es  1~e  doi  ve:1t  -oas 
deoourel"'  sous  cotta  Zorr:le  ..,en~"l·i=  "Olus  de 
de~: jours.  ~~ cas  ~c  stoc~aGe ~e ;1us  lo~gue 
dur~3, il est  rococ:~~~d6 d 1utiliser la for.oc 
plus stable du chlorure. 




6.1  Pri:1ci  no 
Lcs  accnts de  surfnce  so~t  e:~aits du  cilicu et isolcs, 
ln prise  d'~ssai  ccv~~t contenir de  250 u 000  ~crogr?nces 
d'agents de  surface non ioniques. 
Las  aGents  de  surface sont  ~issous dru1s  de l'acetatc 
d'ethyla. 
Apres  sepa:-atioll des  phases et evaporation du  solV:l.l"'lt, 
les agents  de  surface  no~ ioniques =is  en  solutio~ ~queuse 
sent  prcci~itcs par le renctii de  Dragendortf  ~oCific 
(KBi  I4  +  Bc.Cl2  +  acic!e  acutiqPe). 
.  . 
~  Le  pr6cipit6 est separe par filtration,  lave a 1 1acide 
acetiquc,  et dissous  d~~s le tartrate  d'~;,~,oni~.  Le  biscuth 
en  solutio~ est ti  -::re  'Oa::'  note:1tioructrie a u}!  4  - 5  ,~r une 
solutio~ de  ryvrrolidi~e - dithiocaroa:a~e evcc  une  electrode 
indic~trice c;  ~lati~e noli et u.~e reference eu calooel  ou 
a  l'aree~t-chlorurc d'a~~cnt. 
La  rcsult~t de  la titration est  ~tiplie ,ar le 
facteur  empiric:uc  54,  correspondtu"lt  au  !Jrodui·~ ctalo:1, 
nonylphcnol  etho::yle a i 0  ~oles d'  o:cydc  d t ethylene·::·. 
L~s  c~cnts de  su~f~c~ non  ioniques qui  o~t des  grou~es 
hyclrO!JhOJC:S  C:i.ffcrel'l  ...  CS  OU  des  lO~lglt~UI"S  de  cr.a!~leS  et:1.o::yl~CS 
diff~ren--ces l:lCUVCll"'c  ~voir d'  aut!'"os  fc:.c·~eurs  eo~iriques, par 
e::eoplo  GO  !JOu:'  lc :1onylph6nol  0.  S  CZ,  et 48 pour le produi  t 
i  ~0 OE.  On  utiliscr~ ccpendm1t  systG~atiquement le  fecte~ 5L~ 
dans les cas  o~ 1~  struc~~e rcelle  ~u 3IhS est  ~lcOl~~ue. 
6.2  Do~ine d'~unlic~tion 
La  aC:thoclc  es-t  aonlic;:.'~le  ~ des  ~Gents de  surface 
comtlcrci~u:: non .. ioniques- do  types  elkyln~1~nols 6tho:cyles  ou 
u.lcools  etho::ylr;s,,  contl3nal'lt  de  6  a 30 groupes  d t o::yde 
d 1ethyl3:le. 
Zlle convicnt pour doscr les ,roduits 
--introduits dans les disuositifs  e:~crimenta~: 
biolociquos  sclon les  a2thod~s  ~!'"oposees pnr les  , 
tests de  biocle~adc.bili  tc  da  1 r OCDE,  .  .  ... 
*  Lc  produit etalon  l~rlophen 8~0 est disponiblc  chez 
Cher.lische  ~!er!:e  r-Ials,  I-:arl  :JnD. - -· 
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prcsc~ts a 1 1 entr~e et a la sortie des  stations 
d'~puration biologiques, 
contenus  dC.!lS  los ea.u::  de  surface at lcs eawc 
rcsiduaires. 
Lcs  accnts  de  sur~ccc cr~oniqucs, pr6se:1ts  d~!s ees 
propo~cions  jus~u·~ 10  ~cis supcrieures  ~ celles des  non 
ioniques nc  60nant pas.  Lcs  agents  de  surface cationiques. 
ti  tre11t  e4l  oe:.1c  taops.  :i:ls  doi  vent,  le cas  echec..nt,  O·i:re 
clioincs :par  des  rcsi:i.lCS  echtmgeuses  d 1 iOl1S • 
6.3  ~e~ctifs et uatericl 
Tous  les rcactifs doivent  Atre de ·purete  ~lytique. 
Le~s solutions doivent  ~tre prcparees  avec  de l•eau  deio1us~e. 
6.3.1  Acetate  d 16thyle pur,  evcntuelle~ent 
fra!cheoe!'lt  dis~ill~. 
6.3.2  Cnrbone  acide de  sodium  He  HC03. 
6.3.3  Acide  chlorhydrique diluc  (20 ~  HCl  p.a. par litre). 
6.3.4  l·:cthanol nur,  fra!cheoent distille,  conserve  en 
flncon  de-vcrre • 
6.J.5 
6.3.6 
~elution de  pou.~re de  brococreso~ ~ 0,1  z de 
colorant dissous dans  100 ul de  mut~~ol pur. 
n~ac~if de  ~r~ci~itation :  le reactii' de  nrcc1-
pi  tation  es~ ttn  nclal'~Se de  dew: volUDes  de 
solution A ~vee un voluce de  solution 3.  Le 
DelanGe  doit etre  co~scrve  d~'s un flacon de 
verre.  Il est utili  sable pendent m1e  se4::laine 
.. enviro11. 
~-.,.,.  Slt"  ~ 
0  e :J • U  e  I  ..2_!;!_1;2!:-!: 
Dissoudre  ~.7 g  de  nitrate de  bis:::1uth*  (BiO.HO;;.H20) 
d.cu"1s  20  :.ll  d 1 acide acctique et cocplcter d.  I 00  uJ. 
e7ec  d3  1 1eau.  Par ailleurs dissouere 65  ~ d'iodure 
de  potassiUE  d~!s  enviro~ 200  ul d 1eau •.  Rcw1ir 
les  de~: solutions  d~"1s  ~"1 ballon  jau~ci  de 
~.coo ml,  ajou~er 200  ~1 d 1acide acctique 6.;}.7 
et coDpleter avec  de  1 1ec.u  jusqu'~ la ~arque. 
·On  a  ainsi prepare la  zolu-ti~n A. 
*  Spccific~tion aller.w.."1de  "Dasich,  reL"1st  DJ.D  7". -~ 
'  l 
! 
. -
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6.3.6.2  §2!~~!~-2 
Dissoudrc 2SO  G de  BaCl2.2H20  dons 
un litre d'e~u. 
6.3.7  f.cidc  acctique SS-100  :~~:- (ne pas utiliser d 1acidc 
do  co:;,lce:'lt:'at.:..on  i::iuricure  Z,.  SS  :  ~  c~i riscue de 
dissoudre p&rticllement le prcc!pitc).  · 
6.:;.e 
6.3.9 
Solution de tartrate d•'a.smo:li.uw  :  uclai1~ar  12,L~ g 
d 'acide tar"t:rique et  "i 2, 4 cl de  solutioll 
amooniacale  p.~.  (d =  0,~10) ct porter a 1.000 wl 
· evec de 1 1 eau.  · 
Solution ~oniacale dilu~e (40 al de  solution 
~oniacale p.a. par litre)  • 
6.3.10  T~pon acetate  st~eard :  placer 40  g  d 1 hydro:~dc 
·  de  sodiu= dans un bellcn jaube  de  1 litre et 
·:  >·  . dissolt.dre  avec  500 cl e:1viron  d 1eau. Ajouter 
·  .-.:~  . 120 w.  d'~c1de e.cetiqu_e  (6.3.7). l.pres cclange 
et refroid1ssecent,  co~pleter a 1.000 ml. 
5.3.~1 Solution 0,0005  n  de  dithiocarbauate de  pyrrolidine 
(abrcviation  "car~:!  to").  DissouC:re  1  OJ.J 0  og  de 
pyrrolidi~lc di  thioc~:'bar:1atc  C:.e  soU.iun  ,r:ercl: 
csP~rr:as2.2E20)  d~~s environ 500 ol d 1eau, 
ajouter 10 ol  d'~lcool acylique  no~~-1 et 
0,5· g  HaH  C03  et cooplcter a 1.000 cl. 
6.3 .12  Solu·i:ion otalon O, Q005  n  de  suli~tc do  cuivre 
(pour contrOle de  ~~c~cur p~ra~ap~c 6.3.1~). 
§2lti~!gn  ~ 
_Dissoudre  ~.249 G de  sulfctc do  cuivra  p~ur 
analyse  (Cu304,  5220)  d~~s &nviron  200  ~  d 1eau 
ajouter 50  !:1.1  ~=2504  nor:1~l e·c  cconlcter a  ~ •  000 nl. 
He  pas utiliser de c:;:istaux effloi
4ascents. 
· §~luti~E! etalon 
Placer 50, C r.U.  de  solution 1  et 10  tU.  H2S04  nor-al 
d~lS un bollon de  1 litre. Coopleter a 1  litre 
avec  de l'ee.u. 
6.3.13 Chlorure de  sodiuo.  • 
6.  3.  ~ '•  !:.pp~rcil d' e::trcctio11 pour los  ~gents de  surfc.ca-!:--::-
(voir Fi~e 5).  ~e diametre du frittc doit 3tre 
le oOce  que  oelui de  l'acpoule  • 
*  Spccific~tion alleo~~de D:~ 7. 
i:··!:·  L 1 C!'!'~rcil est fabriquc par la Stc niCH!.F.D  :crr&J  !:.G.,  Paacan, 
~:estphcllie,, Jacerstrc.ssc 32/JJ a. 






l.:Jpoule a d~canter de  250 :ll. 
Systei:le  d 1 egi  -tation  :la.Glle·~ique avec  ~arreau de 
25-30 nm. 
Creuset de  Gooch,  di~etre de  la  s~!ace perforce 
25  ow  :  t~e G 4.  . 
~iltre rend  en  fibre de vcrrc,  diacetre 27  um 
(~i 0  6  de  Schleicher ct Sch'Cill  ou  934  !J! de 
_  R1 eve-lu'"'lgel) • 
2  fioles a vide avec  tulipe et c~~chetta de 
caoutchouc pour creuset filtrant,  voluoe  500 et 
250 ml. 
Potentionetre enregistreur avec  chn1ne  d 1 electro~e 
platine poli avec  reference au caloccl ou  a 
l•argcnt-chlo~tre d'ar~ent,  zone  d 1utilisation 
250  nV,  burette  automa~ique 20-25 cl, vitessc 
de titration 2  QI/~~.  ou  ca~eriel  correspo~dant 
pour titration oanuelle. 
Colonne  echan~euse d'ions,  ccuecite  ~0 cl, 
avec  Doue;-:  50,  ~::2,  :Jaille  50-~00. 
6.  4  IIoc.e  o~cr:.toire 
6  .L~ .1  E::trc.ction et recuncr::.tion  de  1 1 agent de  surf~ce 
Filtrer la ~rise d 1essai sur papier filtrc  r~pide. 
Il1t~oduire dans  1 r C.TYoereil  d t  c::tro.c·cio~ un volu:..!c 
'de  solution  co~1tecr.:.1t  de  2SO  0.  GOO  ::Jicro(;l  .. atJDes  d 1 agent 
de  sur.::~  co  ~1on  io~~:.quc • 
... 
Ljoutcr  ·: 00  Gr~-"!:'Jes  de  chlorure de  soC.inn  et · 5  e 
de  bico.~boneto de  SOdiL~ pour aocliorer  1 1 e:~~action. 
Si le voluce  de  l&  ~rise d'essai  dc~~ssc 500 wl, 
~jouter lc sol sous  fo~e solido. Il se dissoudrc cu 
cours  do  1 1 a~ra~io~. 
Si le vol~e est inforiour  ~ 500  ml,  dissouere 
lo scl  d~~s  c~viro~ 400 wl  d'eau,  ct  ~jouter la  solutio~. 
Completer le Yoluwe  jusqu 'cu.  robinot de  vid~'"'lge 
_superieur. 
Ljoutc~ ~~~cau~io~~1eus&ccnt 100 cl  d 1 acct~te 
d 1cthyle sur la-couchc aqucusc 
Re!:plir au::  2/3  enviro~l avec;  de 1'  acetate d I ethyle 
lc flacon lavcur de  ~c.z• 
~-·-·-···------- ··--·  ---··-···------.. --.- ... ---------·  -------·----·•--w·-~--····-··-·  ~-·-.  ·• ------ --- ----- - .. 
l 
l 
&.'"'lvoycr  U.'"'l  court1nt  ,3azeu:~  (  ci~ ou  =.zoto·l  dans 
1 1 app~oil ~ un  dc~it de  50-60 1/h (le contrOle ,ar 
debit-r;!etre est  r~CO~-wlde)  •  :.u  debut de  l  1 oocr~:CiO!l 
le debit de  gaz  ~cit Otre augcentc  pro~essivement 
puis  rc~l~ pour que  los  ~hcscs rcstc~t visi~le~ent 
separces.  On  ~ini~ise ~i~si lc ccl~;c des  ~r~scs et 
la ,dissolutio~1 de  1 '~c6tate d' r.:t!'lyle.  l'.~r~t~r lc courant 
gazcu:: o.pres  5  ::1i:.1ui:os. 
Si plus de  20  ~~  du voltme  de  le phase  orgal1ique 
sa sont dissous  dru1s  1 1eau,  recommencer  l'essai en 
!aisant  · 1)articuliereoent attention au deb!  t  de 
gaz.  -
Transferer la phase  organique dans 1 'acpoule 
a decanter.  Scparcr lo  pl~sc acueuse (il ne doit  ~as 
y  en  ~voir 'lus do  quelques cl) et 1a  rep~acer d~!s 
1 1 e:~racteur. Filtrcr la phase  orz~,iqua a  t~avcrs un 
iiltre ra~i~e sec et la ~ccueillir ~4s Ull  b~chcr de 
"250  cl.  . 
Reco~cnccr l'e:~ractio~ '-!Vee  iOO  21  d'acctate 
d '6-~h~tlc  e-'~  e~"lvoyer  ~  :"lou~leau 1 'Clzota  ou  1 1 air nendant 
5  !lint.r;;es.  Trc.nsierer la p~~se  o~:;~!iq_ue  ci:l..""ls  1~ ~~ce 
ampoule  que  prec~dec=ent,  jeter 1~ p~se a~ucusc ct 
fc:irc  p~ssc:- la phase  orG~nique sur lc :·.1ezne  :::'il~~e. 
Rineer  l'e:~r~cteur,  l'a~~oule at le filtro avec  enviro~ 
20 n1  d 1Clcctate  d 1etnyle.-
Evc:poror la pi~se  orci~~iquc  ~u bcin-caric sous 
la hot~  a,  jusq_u 'a  sicci  t6.  I:!.  est  recoi::.l~ndc  d 1 c::vo~rer 
penc~o...""lt  1 1 6v~.,oration Ul'l  legcr  cour~1t d r air sur la 
surface du  soiv~1t pour o.cc616rcr llcvaporation. 
6.4.2  S(]narc.tioll  des  a~cnts de  sur:~c~ cationioues-!:· 
Les  agents de  surface  c~tior.ioues  interfe~ent 
dz.ns  la prccipi  tat:.  on  c·c  se  compor·:;crit  co~e des  non 
ioniques.  De  ce  f~:.t,  ils  doiven~ 6tro scpares. 
Reprcndro  l 1extrait sec par 20  ol de  methzno1 
~,viron. Fcirc passer cette solution sur une  colo~~e 
echangcuse  d 1 io~s  rc~p1ic de  10 ml  d'cc~"lGCur 
catiOllique a lc.rces poras Doue::  50~!::2,  !orne H.  !lcg1er 
la vitesse du  ,assc.ge ,our  ~voir un :outto  ~ gouttc 
rnpide. Il!ncer avec  50-60 tll de  :Jcth2....,ol-:;-~:-• 
• 
*  ~ ~pp1iqucr un!quc~cnt  e~ ,r6scncc d'agcnts de  sur!acc 
cationiques. 
-:H;.  Si  o~ s~i  t  que  1 1 c;c:rc de  surface contient 25,  ou  nlus  de  25, 
gi'OU!?CS  d I o::ydc  cl 'ctl'lylsl'lC'  rer:r.>lc:cer  le !:lCtLlm"lol  pe:- U."'l 
mc1:m~e de  00  :~  clc  :Jct:tanol et 2o  ~;  de  chlorurc de  :lcthylene. 
Ce  :l~lo.n.;c  cz-:  plus  cf!iCQ.CO  que  le ocJ.;!U:,:'lOl  scul. 1 
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:Vauorcr  ~ sec  sur  b~in-oarie la solution 
:1ethanoliquc. 
Rcgenercr 1 'ccha::.gcur  de  c~-:io:'lS  aVa:'lt  chaquc 
ennloi  ~vee U.'"'lc  solutio:l d r c.ciC.c  c:'llor!'::'rd:-icuo  ~ 5  :; 
d~;s lc nethznol.  hincar au  ~ethanol  jusqu'~ absence 
do  renctio:1 acidc  D.U  ::-ou:;e  de  ::l~"Chylc.  Co!~S~rvcr 
la r6sj_ne  ~'ls du ::J.cthanol. 
6.4.3  Proci~itctio~ et  ~il~ration 
Rcprc11drc  lc residu sec 6.L  •• ~  ou  6.4.2 avec 
5  m1  de  oet~nol. Ajout~r 40  ~  d'eau et 0,5 cl d'acidc 
chlo'::h¥d.ric:ue  diluc  ;  abiter la solution e.vec  lo systc::tc 
rJ.2.Gl'let~quc •. 
D~ls la _solution ainsi prcpar6e,  verscr JO  Dl 
do  rcacti!' de  p~ccipitation ( 6.  :i.  5)  places  dz.l'ls  unc 
eprouve·c·tc  gradu~c. Lc  p:-~cipi  tc  se  .for-~c  en pour  sui  V:lnt 
l 1agitation. ArrOter  l'~Gitation au bout de  ~0 ~, 
et laisser reposer encore au  ~oi:1s 5 oinutes. 
Filtrcr sur crcusct de  Gooch  (G.3.17)  barni 
d 1un filtrc  en  ~ibre C.e  vcrre  (6.J.1C)  nrealcblc~cnt 
hUDect~ de  2  ::!1  d 1c.cide  cce"i:iquc  (6.3.7)  et essorer. 
Ril'lce~~  soii,":'lcuso:::cnt  le bccher,  lc ba:-reau · 
cagncti~ue et le creuse-,  avec  40  ~ 50 ::ll  d 1 o.cide 
ac6tiqua  ( 6.3.  7).  !1 n rest pas ::6cessaire  d.e  tra."'lsfercr 
q\Ulllti·::a~.:i  veoer..t  lc l':  .. ~cipi  i;e  ad:1.~ra::.t  au  ~cc!1cr,  cta.."lt 
do:u1c  quo  :!.a  ti  t:-c·cion est !ai  tc  C.~"1s  co  :lC:lc  occ:1cr, 
et que le :?rScipi  t~  rest~1"C cs·;:  alors dissous. 
5.4.4  Dissolutio~ du  ~r4ci~itc 
... Trru1sfe~er le creusct sur la fiole a vide de 
250 ::ll.;  :~=!.n  d 16vi  ter les -orojectim-:s  de  solution, 
le !Jlaccr dc.:.1s  u."1.e  t1llo1:~e· clc  vcrrc.  ?ou::- cYi ter les 
·errcurs  dues  ~ des  ~~ports de  rc~cti~s de  pr~cipitation, 
ne pas  cL-,ployer  lt1  ::n.l'lchctto  de  caoutchouc utilisee 
pour la  ~iltration  (6.L~.:)).  Tcl'lir  ·coujours  scparccs 
lcs  ~"1.c~cttes utilisccs nour les stedes de  ur~cinitation 
e.J~  de  dissolutio:l.  - ·  ..  -
·  Dissoudre le ~rcci~it~ en  ajout~t une  solution 
chc:ludc  clc  tc.rtro.te  (~.J.8J  c:1  t~"ois fractions  de 
10 ~  cl~c~1e.  Trans~6:-er le contenu  de le !iolc  ~ vide 
dn11s  lc bccllcr de prccipi  tc.tio:'l.  !  .. jCJutcr,  c~  ~aisc:ri: 
coulc~ lc  lo~G de  sos ucrois,  20  ~  de  solution de 
tartrate ,oUl"  dissoudre lc rcstc du  prccipi~c. 
Rineer  soiw~eusc~c~t lc crcuset,  l'allo:lGC et 
ln !iolc a vide  ~vee iOO  - 150  ~  d'eau,  et Verser 





Agi tor la  so~ution ~vee le  syst~~e d 'a~i-~ation 
cngnetiquc  (G.~.~6),  ~joute~ quelques  ;ou~~os  ~o pour:,~e 
de  bro~ocr~sol ct ln solution  ~r~oni~c~le diluco 
jusc;.u 1 o.u  ·;ir:.~c cu violet  (  ::..~  :iOlt;.;.::.c:1  ·::r~s  ~cic!i..:i.t5c 
nar lcs rcstes d'acidc acct!auo  ~roven~~t du lavase 
doi  -'~  a·'=:-c  rtmence a lll1e  ici.bie  ~cidi  t6) • 
Ajouter  iO  ~  de  tnu,on acetate  st~!card, 
int:-oduiro los electrodes ou  le  clis~03iti::" do  dosaca 
(6.~.20) et titrer, la pointe do la burette  ct~lt 
irJ:Jerg6e, par  po·~cl'l"Cionetrie avec  lo.  solutio11 de  · 
"c~rba·i:e  n  ( 6.3.  '1 1). 
Vitcsse de  titration 2  ml/~~,  a~~ce du papier 
environ 2  c~/ol. 
Utiliser co~e vvint  f~l  le ~oin~ d 1u1tcrscction 
des  ta."'l~entos tracees sur les deu::  bra.~ches de la 
courbe  c:lo  poten·i:iel.  Zi  1 1 on  observe uu  a~latisscrJant 
du ,a:..nt d'  :!.l~le::ion,  on revient au::  co:ldi  tio:."ls  norrJalcs 
pal"  U."":.  ne·'=toyagc  SOibl'lCU::  clc  1 1 elect:-ode  tie  platine  • 
6.  4.  6  !~ssai  .J.  bl;:.::.c 
Parcll~leocnt ala dete~ination (6.4.3), 
effcctuer un  essai a blanc  de la nroccdure  co~pletc, 
avec  5  :11  C:.e  u6t!1C...'"':.ol  e-t  1~0  rJl  d •cau,  salol1 lo :9rocessus 
i..~dicuc.  Il doi  t  t.:t:..liscr  :.1o:..~ls  de  1  ol de  solu~:!.on. 
titrcSe de ucsure sinon la pure·i:G  des  reac~i!s S.3.;i  -
6.3.C - 6.3.S - 6.3.~0 doit· Otre  vcir~fi~e,  sp~cialeoe~t 
'=!11  ce  C'Ui  cone  erne les  ~6~u:: lourds.  La  con.so~ation 
de recc·i:i!  C  in·i;erviCl1drCl  d.a."1.S  le calcul~:·  • 
6.  4.  7  ~o::ltrOlc  C.u  :!'nc·ccur  de le  solu·;::.~n  cle  c"-.roa.te 
Au  debut  de  ch&que  scric ou  che~ue jour,  avm1t 
d'cifectucr las  do~aso3, titrer sur 10 ~  dc  solu~io~ 
do  s'Ltli'e.tc:  de  cuivrc  (6.;J.·iZ.),  ~!)res aC.C.ition  de  100 cl 
d 1 c~u et 10  ~de  tennon  a.c~tatc  st~1dnrd (6.3.10).  Soit 
a  ul  conso~cs. C~lcuier alors le fnctcur  f  selon 
1 'cqua-'cion 
t  = 10  - a 
• 
!rul~i~licr taus lcs reaultats de  titrct:..on per cc 
factcitr f. 
* Zl a  etc  incli(iUC  (!UC  les  rcsul~a-~s do  1 r cssai Q bltu"'lC 
pouvaic:1t  Otrc  :.~cisscs :;JC.r  c:1~uf!a.:;c  des ::1:  -tres  en fibre 
de vcrrc a 500°  C pen~1t ~  ~inutas evant ut:..lisation. 
···----·----··  ~-·- -· -·  ·------- ..  ··-- ---·-- -·- ··---·- ---.. ·- -· -------- ........... ----·---... ----·-------·-. ./  40 
C~lcul des resultats 
Etant  don..~c  ouc  chnquc  c.~ent de  surface non  ionique a 
un !actcur  co~rcc~~f qui  dc~e~~ de  la lo~;ucl~ de la chaine 
O::=lrdc  d I ethyl~nc,  SC  rapportcr a U."1a  SUbsta."lCC  de reference  • 
Lc  :1onyl'h~:lol nv·cc  1 0  o::ydcs  d 1 ~th;rlbne  ( aiJrcvie-'cion !:I'  ~ 0) 
a  etc  ci'loisi.  Pour ce  col"1's,  on  a· oi,jto11u  c:l,iriqucocnt un 
facteur de  correction de 54.  On  obtient  ai~si la  qu~"1tite 
d 'accnt cle  sw.fc:.cc  en oicroc:-orJJes,  e::pritl6e  en HP  1  O, 
contcnue dans la priso d 1e&sai.  On  a  ainsi 
:ticrogratmlcs  cl 1 agent de  surface non ioniques  =  SL~  (b - c} f. 
me  d 1agent de  surfncc non ionique = 0,054  (b  c) f. 
ou  b  c  ~  de  11carbate11  consou:ocs -·. 
c  = Dl  de  11 c~rbaten pour 1 'essai a bla.~c 
f  = facteur du  11carbate11 • 
6.6  I:;::Jrcss!Ol'l  des  rcsult::.ts 
E:=!)rincr  los rcsul  tats  Cll  tlG  de  produi  t  sttU'lcl~rd par 
l!trc cle  solution,  de la nru1iera  suivnnte  : 
lioins de  ~  og/1 avec  deu:~ doci:llales 
Lu-dessus  de  1  mg/l  avec  m1e  decicalc  • 
• 



















































































































































































A.  Storage •vessel  E.  Air  lift  pump 
Recipient de  stockage  Pa.pe a air  compri•e 
B.  Dosing  device  F.  Collector 
Pompe  doseuse  Collecteur 
c.  Aerarion  chamber  ( 3 I. capacity)  G.  Aerator 
Bac  d' aeration  ( capacite 3 1.}  Aerateur 
D.  Settling vessel  H.  Air  now  meter 
5eporateur  Debitnaetre a air 
• 
···-··--··-------.. -·-·-·-··-&·-----····· --------------... -·  ----- ... ---~· -·-· ·-- -·-----·-·---..........-~----~·,------......,.-------·· -·.-. 
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Figure  5  . 
GAS  •  STRIPPING  APPARATUS 
APPAREIL  D'EXTRACTION  DES  AGENTS  DE  SURFACE 
Spherical  connection 
Joint soheriQue 
Ethyl acetate 
· Acetate d'ethyte 
Test  sample 
Prise d'essai 
·---·--#·----.... :.,...- ....  ~-:--·  •':. ..) 
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FRENCH STANDARD PR., T 73-280 •'  •  < 
PROJET  DE  AGENTS  DE  SURFACE  - DETERGENTS  Pr 
NORME 
;  AGENTS  DE  SURFACE  CAT!ONIQUES  T 73-280 
EXPERIMENT ALE  ~E!ERMINAT!ON DE  LA  B!ODEGRADABILI!E  -
AVANT-PROPOS 
A la date  de  publication de  la  presente  norme  experientale,  il n'existe 
aucun  document  sur le meme  sujet en  proven~nce des  diverses -
organisations  internationales concernees. 
L'AFNOR  a  estime  souhaitable  que  la presente  norme,·· dont  l'essai.biologiqu 
est base  sur la norme  NF  T 73-260,  soit mise  en  experimentation afin  de  · 
confirmer_objectivement  la validite  de  la methode. 
Les  observations  que  pourrai:  susciter  la  presente  nor=e  doivent  etre 
adressees a l'AFNOR  TOUR  EUROPE  CEDEX.7  92080  PARIS  LA  DEFENSE 
~vant :  •••••• 
INTRODUCTION 
La  determination  de  la  biodegradabilite  des  agents  de  surface  vise  a 
reconstituer  en  laboratoire  les  phenomenes  de  degradation  telles qu'ils 
peuvent appara!tre dans  l'environnement  ou  dans  les  stations d'epuration. 
Le  processus  de  la· methode  faisant  intervenir  entre  au~res  des  actions 
biologiques  n'a  pas  un  caractere  rigoureux. 
Dans  la mesure  ou  la  validite  du  syste::1e  biologique  est  verifiee,  les 
r~sultats  obtenus  per:nettent  d' evaluer  la  biodegradabilite  de  1' agent 
de  surface. 
1  OBJET 
La  presente  norme  experimentale  a  pour  objer- la  descri:>tion  d' une 
m~thode  statique  permettant  de  determiner  la  biodegradabilite  des 
agents  de  surface  cationiques  tels  quels  ou  eontenus  dans  les  produits 
de  lavage  et de  nettoyage.  Elle  se  compose  de  deux  parties,  la  premiere 
concerne  l'analyse  du  produit  a  examiner,  et  la  seconde  l'essai 
biologique  prop=ement  dit. 
2  REFERENCES 
NF  T 73-000  Agents  de  surface - Vocabulaire 
NF  T 73-009  Agents  de  surface - D~tergents - M~thodes de  -division  d'un 
~chantillon 
NF  1'  73-258  Detergents - Determination  de  la teneur  en  matiere  active 
anionique  (Hethode  par  titrage direct  dans  deux  phases). 
NF  T 73-260  Agents  de  surface -·  Detergents - Agents  de  surface  anioniques  -
Determination  de  la biodegradabilite 
Surface  active  agents  - Detergents - Cationic  surface  active  agents -
Determination  of  biodegradability. 
Tenside - !J~sch~ittcl - Cationischen  oher~lachenakriven Subtanzen -
"!' ,...,  - ...  J  - ._ •  •  ,-.  ,.....  .J  - r~  ~  ./  - "'l  - ...  I  ..- ·- - .t.  \..  ~ _  .....  ,  •  ......  ...,  - ~  ...  r""  .:  ,. - 1  -
3  PRINCIPE  GENE~~ 
Apr~s  extraction,  si  n~cessaire,  de  la  mati~re  active  sur  Ul 
echantillon  representatif  du  produit  a  examiner'  deten:lination  de  la 
teneur  en  agent  de  surface  cationique.  Puis  essais  biologiques 
simultanes  par  ensemence~ent  bacterien  d'une  solution  d'essai  de 
concentration  connue  en  agents  de  surface  cationiques,  d'une  solution 
etalon  de  biodegradabilite,  et  essai  d'une  solution ·;emoin  du  milieu 
ayant  servi a l'ensemencement  bacterien. 
D€termination  du  taux  de  biodegradation  par  mesure  de  la  teneur  en : 
agents  de  surface  cationiq~es  presente  a pres  sept  jours  d' incubation · 
avant  addition d' une  meme  quantite  d' agents  de  surface  anioniques  et  en  /f 
fin d'essai  apres  dix  jours d'incubation  • 
. \.  4  ECHANTILLONNAGE 
4.1  Agents  de  surface  cationiques  en  l'etat 
Prep~rer un  ~chantillon pour  essai  d'environ 20  g  selon les 
prescriptions  de  la NF  I  73-009. 
4.2  D~tergent (*) 
• 
4.2.1  Produit  en  poudre 
Preparer  un  echantillon reduit  de  250  g  environ  selon  les  prescriptions 
de  la  norme  NF  T  73-009.  Passer  cet  echantillon  dans  un  broyeur  a 
COUteaUX  de  type  menager  I  de  maniere  a  Ce  que  la  p0udre  Obtenue  ne 
pre.sente  pas  de  grains d' une  grosseur  sup~rieure a 0,  2  mm.  Homogenei-ser 
convenablement  la  poudre,  la placer dans  un  poudrier. 
4·.2 .2  Produit  li.guide 
Prelever  un  echantillon  pour  essai d'environ 500  g  de  produit 
prealahlement  homogeneis~. 
5  EXTRACTION  DE  LA  MATIERE  ACTIVE  ORGANIQUE  ET  PREPARATION  DE  LA 
SOLUTION  D'ESSAI 
5.1  Principe 
Extraction  par  1'  ethanol  d' une  quantite  de  produi  t  suffisante  pour 
entreprendre  les  dosages  des  agents  de  surface  cationiques  ainsi  que 
les  essais  biologiques~  Evaporation a  sec  de  la  solution  ethanolique, 
puis  obtention  de  la  solution  d'essai  par  mise  en  solution  aqueuse  du 
residu sec. 
(*)  - Terme  defini dans  la norme  NF  T 73-000 
...  / ... 
t· 5.2  - Reactif 
Au  cours  de  !'analyse, 
analytique  reconnue  et 
~quivalente. 
Ethanol 95  - 96  % (V/V) 
5.3 - Appareillage 
utiliser  uniquement  des  reactifs  de  qualitl 
de  l'eau  distillec  ou  de  l'eau  de  purete 
Materiel  courant  de  laboratoire. 
5.4 - Mode  Operatoire 
5.4.1 -Prise d'essai 
Peser,  a  0,  1  g  pres,  dans  un  ball  on  de  1  .1  1  40  g  :!:,  1  g  de 
l'Echantillon  reduit  de  produit  en  poudre  (4.2.1)  ou  prendre  l'extrait 
sec  du  produit  liquide  (4.2.2)  prepare  comme  suit  :  p~ser,  a  0,1  g 
~r~s.  dans  un  ballon  de  1  1,200  g  environ  de  produit,  y  ajouter  50  ml 
d'~thanol  (5.2),  ~vaporer a  sec  au  bain  d'eau  bouilla«te  en  aspirant: 
les  vapeurs  sous  faible  d~pression jusqu'a·ce  deux  pesees  consecutives 
faites a 0,01  g  pres  ne  different  pas  plus  de 0,1  g. 
5.4.2 -Extraction 
Dissoudre  la prise d'essai  (5.4.1)  en  ajoutant 500  ml  d'ethanol  (5.2) 
dans  le ballon  de  1  1,  y  adopter  un  refrigerant droit,  puis  faire 
bouillir a reflux-durant  15  oin.  Filtrer sous  faible  depression  sur  un 
filtre  en  verre  fritte de  porosite_ P  16  (10 a 16  JUm)  NF  B 35-016  la 
solution  surnageante  chaude.  Repeter  deux  fois  !'extraction sur  le 
residu demeure  dans  le  ballon avec,  chaque  fois.  200  ml  d'ethanol 
(5.2). 
R~unir  quantitative~ent les extraits et !'ethanol de  la~ge du  filtre 
dans  un  ballon de  1  1. 
5.4.3 -Solution d'essai 
Eliminer  par distillation la  majeure  partie  de  !'ethanol afin qu'il  ne 
reste que  100  a 150  ml  de  solution dans  le ballon. 
Transvaser  a  chaud  dans  une  fiole  conique  de  250  ml  prealablement 
taree,  rin~er le ballon a !'ethanol  {5.2)  et ajouter  les  solutions  de 
rin~age au  contenu  de  la fiole  conique.  Faire evaporer  sur  un  bain 
d'eau bouillante la majeure  partie du  solvant.  Terminer  le  sechage. a 
· 103° +  2  °C  jusqu'a masse  constante. 
.  .. / ... - 3  -
Dissoudre  dans  l'eau le  residu  de  la  fiole  cor.!que.  Chauffer  au 
voisinage  de  !'ebullition,  jusqu'a dissolution complete.  Refroidtr et 
transvaser  quantitativement  la  solution dans  une  fiole  jaugec  de  1  1. 
Rinc;er  la  fiole  coni  que  et ajouter  les  eau."<  de  rinc;age  a la  solution. 
Completer  au  volume  et homogeneiser.  Soit  (L1)  la solution ainsi 
obtenue.  · 
6/ - DETER~INATIO~ DE  LA  TE~reUR E~ AGENTS  DE  SURFACE  CATIONIOUES 
Effectuer la determination de  la  teneur  ~n agents  de  surface 
cationiques,  selon la methode  specifiee dans  l'annexe II, directement 
sur  une  partie aliquote  de  la solution  (L1). 
7/ - ESSAI  BIOLOGIQUE 
7.1 -Principe 
Ensemencement  bactetien d'une  solution a 5  mg/1  d'agent  de  surface  i 
cationique,  enrichie  en oatieres nutritives.  Aeration.  Mesure  du  taux· 
de  biodegradation  par  dosage  de  la matiere  active  au  bleu disulfine 
apr~s 7  jours  d'incubation puis,  apres  addition  d'une  meme  quantite 
d'agent  de  surface  cationique,  en  fin  du  10°  jour  de  l'essai 
biologique.  Verification  c~ la validite du  syste~e biologique  par essai 
simultane  d'un  produit etolon de  biodegradabilite  connue. 
7.2  Ensemence~ent bacterien et  incubation 
7.2.1  -Materiel  biolo~ioue 
Milieu de  culture,  obtenu a partir d'une  eau  d'egout  contenant  entre 
105  et 107  micro-organismes  par millimetre  cube.  Le  stock  bacterien 
ainsi constitue  n 1est valable  que  24  h. 
1.2.1.1 -Preparation 
Utiliser  de  l'eau d'egout  prelevee a la sortie d'un  grand  collecteur 
urbain.  !1 est  indispensable  d'aerer constamment  l'eau d'egout  si la 
duree  du  transport est superieure a 3  h.  • 
D~s  r~ception au laboratoire,  ajouter 0,5 g  d'extrait  de  viande  et 10  g 
de  peptone  par  litre d'eau ~'egout. 
Placer ensuite  dans  un  r~cipient en verre,  muni  d'un dispositif 
d'aeration assurant  le passage  de  0,5  1  d'air par  minute  au  travers 
d'un  tube  muni  a sa  partie inferieure d'un verre fritte de  porosite 
P  160  (100 a 160  ~c) NF  B 35-016  plongeant  jusqu'au  fond  4u 
r~cipient. 
Mettre  en  incubation  dans  une  enceinte  thermoregulee a une  temperature 
de  25  °C  ~  l  °C,  cette enceinte etant celle  ou  s'effectue  l'essai 
proprem~nt dit.  Il est egalement  possible  d'operer a une  temperature 
constante  comprise  entre 20  °C  et  26  °C.  · 
....  1  ... .... 
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Apr~s quelques  jours  (g~n~ralement  ~  A  4  jours)  la  population 
bacterienne  dolt atteindre  106  a 10  micro-organismes  par 
millimetre  cube.  Cette  valeur  peut  etre  verifi~e par  denombrement. 
1.2.1.2 - Denombrement 
Une  methode  de  denombrement  est decrite  en  annexe  I. 
1.2.2 - Reactifs 
1.2.2.i - Eau  de dilution 
a)  - Preparation d'une solution d'oligo-elements 
Ajouter 1  de  l'eau distillee ou  de  qualite equivalente  les  quantites  (*) 
suivantes  de  produits  de  qualite analytique  reconnue  : 
Molybdate  de  potassium 
Borate  de  sodiu: 
Sulfate de  cobalt 
Sulf  a'te  d' aluminium 
Sulfate de  cuivre 
Sulfate de  cadmium 
Iodure  de  potassi~ 
Bromure  de  sodium 
Chlorure  de  zinc 
Sulfate- de  manganese 
Fluorure de  sodium 
o,s  g 
0,2  g 
0,2  g-
0,1  g 
0,1  g 
0,1  g 
0,1  g 
0,01  g 
0,05  g 
0,01  g 
0,01  g 
Amener  1e  volume  a 1  1  avec  d~ l'eau distillee. Porter  ~ ebullition et 
fi1trer. 
b)  -Preparation de  l'eau de  dilution 
Ajouter 1  de  l'eau distillee ou  de  qualite equivalente  les  quantites (*) 
suivantes  de  produits  de  qualite analytique  reconnue  : 
Chlorure de  calcium 
Monohydrogenophosphate  de  sodium 
Sulfate de  magnesium 
Nitrate de  potassium 
0,220  g 
0,010 g 
0,010  g 
0,050  g 
~jouter 0,5  ml  de  la solution d'oligo-elements  (7.2.2.1.a)  et  amener  le 
volume a 1  1  avec  de  1'eau distillee. 
Ajuster le  pH  final a une  valeur comprise  entre 7  et 7,2,  puis  filtrer 
sur papier filtre et maintenir cette eau  de  dilution  ~ la  temper~ture 
·de  1'  essai. 
1.2.2.2 -Solution etalon de  biode~radabilite 
Solution de  produit  etalon dans  l'eau distillee a 400  mg  de  matiere 
active  par  litre. L'etalon doit etre  prealablement  titre  selon  la 
methode  specifiee dans  la norme  NF  T  73-258·  •. 
(*)  - Les  masses  indiquee~ correspondent  aux  sels  anhydres 5 -
L'agent  de  surface etalon  {*)  est un  alkylbenzene  sulfonate  de  soc!iurn, 
de  formule  gene~ale R  - C6H4  so3  Na,  ou  R  represente  des  cha!nes 
de  longueur  moyenne  c1,. Il est constitue  par  un  lot particulier 
caracterise par  son  analyse  physico-chimique.  Son  taux  de 
biodegradation  determine  par  la  presente methode  est  superieur a 87  :. 
7.2.3 - Appareillage 
7.2.3.1  Description 
- Flacons  ou  cohtenants equivalents a col large de  capacite d'environ. 
20  1,  munis  d'un bouchon  (dimensions  indicatives  :  diametre  exterieur 
250  mm,  hauteur  du  corps  400  mm,  hauteur  du  col 80  mm,  largeur  du  col 
100 mm).  -
- Tubes  en  verre  (par exemple  diametre  interieur 5  mm,  longueur  500  mm) 
prolonges  par  un~ pastille en  verre fritte de  porosite P  160  (100 !  160 
pm)  NF  B 35-ol6 
- E""nceinte  the~oregulee 1  25  •c  +  1  •c  ou  pcrmett4lnt .d' obt~ni:- cnc 
temp€rature  constante  comprise  entre 20  •c  et 26  •c,  ~clairee en 
lumiere diffuse. 
- Dispositif d'alimentation d'air non  pollue  permettant  un  debit 
de  0,5  1/min par  flacon. 
7.2.3.2- Nettoyage 
Tout  le  ~teriel en  verre doit etre nettoye  avec  un  melange 
·sulfochromique"  (melang~ a parties  egales  d'une  solution  saturee  de 
dichromate  de  potassium  et d'acide  sulfurique  concentre),  suivi d'un 
rin~age abondant  avec  de  l'eau. 
~ 
L'utilisation de  tout  agent  de  surface est 1  proscrire. 
7.2.4  -Mode Operatoire 
7.2.4.1 -Preparation de  la solution d'essai  (L2) 
Diluer  la solution t 1  (5.4.3)  avec  de  l'ethanol  jusqu'l obtention 
d'une concentration en  agent  de  surface  cationique  de  1  g/1.  Soit 
(L2)  cette solution. 
(*)  - L'agent  de  surface etalon est  disponible 1  l'Institut National  de 
Recherche  Chimique  Appliquee  91710  VERT  LE  PETIT,  etant  donne  ses 
proprietes  hygroscopiques  prendre  les  precautions  d'usage  pour  sa 
conservation. 
.  .. / ... : 
7.2.4.2- Pre~iere periode d'incubation  (7  jours) 
lntroduire successivement  dans  trois flacons  de  20  1 
Flacon Y  Flacon E  Flacon  Z 
Temoin  du  milieu  Essai  Etalon de 
d'ensemencement  proprement  di  biodegradabilite 
(en litres)  (en  litres)  (en  litres) 
Eau  de  dilution 
(7.2.-2.1)  .  9  9  8 
Milieu de  culture 
(7.2.1)  1  1  1 
Solution d'essai  (~) 
(7.2.4.1)  0,050 
Solution etalon 
I  -
(7 .2.  2'. 2)  0,5  . 
Eau  distillee  0,5 
• 
L'  eau  distillee  ajoutee  en  dernier  est  eventuellement  1' eau  utilisee 
pour  rin~er les  recipients ayant  servi a contenir  la solution etalon. 
Placer les  trois  flacons  dans  !'enceinte thermoregulee  et aerer  avec  un 
debit d'air de  0,5  1/min  par  flacon. 
Apres  1,  2,  3  et  7  jours  d' incubation,  hocogeneiser  soigneusement  le 
milieu  apres  avoir  ....  detache  mecaniquement  les  depots  p~esents  sur  les 
parois  internes  des  flacons. 
A  la  fin  de  la  periode  d'incubation  de.  7  jours,  effectuer  un 
prelevement  de  500  ml  en  vue  du  dosage  de  la  matiere  active  au  bleu 
disulfine  (voir Annexe  II). 
7.2.4.3- Deuxiece  periode d'incubation  (8°  au  10°  jour) 
Apr~s le premier  prelevement  effectuer en 7.2.4.2,  proceder  de  la 
maniere  suivante 
Flacon Y:  Ajouter 0,5  1  d'eau distillee.  ' 
, 
...  / ... - 7-
Flacons  E  e t  Z  :  en  vue  du  rin~age,  prelever  respec ti  vemen t  200  cl  '· 
solution  des  flacons  E  et  Z  et  les  placer  dans  des  r~cipient~ 
appropries.  Ajouter alors  dans  le  flacon E  50 ml  de  la  solution  d'ess~i 
(L2)  (7.2.4.1)  ct  dans  le  flacon  Z  0,5  1  de  la  solution  etalon 
(7.2.2.2).  Rineer  respectivement  les  recipients  ayant  contenu  les 
solutions  d'agents  de  surface  avec  les  200  ml  precedemment  mis  a  part 
ct les  reintroduire dans  les  flacons  correspondants. 
Homo gene iser  _ le  contenu  de  chacun  des  trois  flacons  et  pour  sui  vre 
1'  incubation  _et  1'  aeration.  A  la  fin  du  10°  jour  homogeneiser  le 
contenu  comme  indique  en 7.2.4.2 et  effectuer  un  pr~levement de  500  ml 
en  vue  du  dosage  de  la  matiere  active  respectivement  au  bleu  de 
methylene  (voir  7 .3)  et . .au  bleu  disulfL1e  (voir  annexe  II).  Si  les 
dosages  ne  sont  pas  effectues  immediatement;  il  est  possible,  pour 
quelques  heures,  d'inhiber  l'action  bacterienne  en  conservant  les 
pr~levements 1  4  •c. 
7.3 - Do:::1gcs 
7.3.1.Dosage des  a~ent~ de  surface  cationiaues 
Sur les  prelevements  correspondants  aux  flacons  Y et E,  effectuer  deux 
determinations  sel9n la  methode  decrite  en  annexe II. 
7.3.2 -Dosage des  agents  de  surface anioniaues 
Sur les  prelevements  correspondants  aux  flacons  Y et  Z,  proceder a la 
determination des  agents  de  surface  anioniques  selon le chapitre  6  de 
la norme  NF  T 73-260 
8  TAUX  DE  BIODEGRADATION 
8~1 - Calculs  preliminaires 
En  vue  de  calculer la biodegradabilite des  agents  de  surface 
cationiques contenu dans  l'echantillon sounis a l'essai, calculer au 
prealable divers  taux  de  biodegradation selon les  donnees  indiquees 
ci-apres. 
8.1.1  - Definitions 
Les  parametres  resultant des  determinations  analytiques  sont definis  de 
la maniere  suivante  : 
T  est la  teneur  en ·agents  de  surface cationiques  en  milligra~es 
E,O  · par lltre de  la solution contenant  la matiere  active  cation~que 
so~mise a l'essai biologique,  au  debut  de  l'essai. 
T  est la teneur  en agents  de  surface cationiques  en  milligra~es 
E,7  par litre de  la  solution  contenant  la matiere  active  cationique 
soumise  a l'essai biologique apres  7  jours,  avant  nouvel  ajout  de 
matiere  active  cationique. 
: .. / ... r 
T  est la  teneur  en  agents  de  surface  cationiques 
~,7,7  en  milligra~es par litre de  la  solution 
contenant la matiere active  cationique  soucise a 
l'essai biologique apres  7  jours,  et  apres 
nouvel  ajout  de  matiere  active  cationique. 
T  est la  teneur  en  agents  de  surface  cationiques 
E,lO  en  milligrammes  par litre de  la  solution 
contenant la matiere active  cationique  soumise  a 
. l'essai biologique  apres  10  jours. 
T  T 
0  7 
et T  sent les  teneurs  en  agents  de  surface 
10  cationiques  de  la solution  temoin  du  milieu 
d'ensemencement  :  au  debut  de  l'essai, 
apr~s 7  jours et apres  10  jours. 
C  et C  sent les  teneurs  en  agents  de  surface 
Z,7  Z,lO  anioniques,  en  milligraQmes  par litre,  de 
la solution etalon de  biodegradabilite 
~pr~s 7  jours et apres  10  jours. 
C  et C  sont les  teneurs  en agents  de  surface 
"2,Y,7  2,Y,l0 anioniques,  en  milligrammes  par  litre, 
de  la solution  temoin  du  milieu 
d'ense~encement bacterien  apres  7 
jours et apres  10  jours,  dete~inees 
par rapport a la  courbe  d'etalonnage 
de  la solution etalon de 
biodegradabilite. 
Les  taux de  biodegradation sont definis  de  la maniere  suivante-: 
B  est le  taux  de  biodegradation de  l'agent  de  surface  cationique 
F.,7  soumis a  l~essai biologique ala fin  de  la periode  de  7  jours. 
B  est  le  taux  de  biodegradation du  produit  etalon de 
Z17  biodegradabilite  soumis  a l'essai biologique  i  la  fin  de  la 
periode  de  7  jours. 
B  est le  taux  de  biodegradation de  l'agent de  surface_cationique 
E,lO  soumis a l'essai biologique ala fin de  la periode  de  10  jours. 
B  est le  taux  de  biodegradation du  produit etalon de 
Z,lO  biodegradabilite a la fin de  la  p~riode. de  10 )ours. 
'  _.., 
, - ....  -
8.~.2- Taux  de  bioder,radation  d~la fin de  la~periode de  7  jours 
Les  taux  de  biodegradation de  l'agent  de  surface  cationique  soum!se  a 
l'essai biologique  et du  produit etalon sont donnee  respective~ent  par 
les formules  suivantes 
!  - 100 
E,7 
B 
(T  - T  )  - (T 
E,O  0  E,7 
T  T 
E,O  - 0 
Z,7  •  100  - S  (C  - C  ) 
Z,7  2,Y,7 
- T  ) 
7 
8.1.3 - Taux  de  biod~gradation 1  la fin de  la periode  de  10 jours 
Les  taux  de  biodegradation de  l'agent  de  surface cationique  soumis  1 
l'essai biologique et du  produit  etalon sont donnes  respectivement  par 
ies_formules  suivantes  : 
(T  - T )  +  (T  - T  )  (T 
B  E,O ·  0  E,7,7  E,7  E,lO 
E,lO  •  iOO  (T  T  )  +  (T  E 
E,O- 0  E,7,7  - E,7) 
B  •  100  - 2,5  (C  - C  ) 
Z,lO  Z,lO  2,Y,l0 
8.2 - Taux  de  biodegradation  pondere 
8.2.1  - Produit  soumis  1  l'essai 
-T 
10) 
Le  taux  de  biodegradation  pondere  D~ des  agents  de  surface 
cationiques  soumi~ a l'essai est catcule par la formule  suivante 
0,5 B  + B 
D  E,7  E,lO 
E  •  1,5 
; 
8.2.2 - Produit  etalon 
Le  taux  de.  biodegradation pondere  Dz  du  produit etalon determine  au 
cours  de  l'essai est calcule par la formule  suivante  : 
0,5 B  +B 
D  Z,7  Z,lO 
z - 1,5 - :c-
8.3  - Validite  des  essais 
Les  resul tats  de  1' essai  biologique  sont  def1n1 ti  vement  re tenus  dans 
les·deux  cas  suivants 
1•  - pour  un  produit  dont  le  taux  de  biodegradation  au  10°  jour  est 
inferieur  a  60  lorsque  le  taux  de  biodegradation  pondere  Dz  de 
-l'etalon est superieure a 87  :. 
2•  - pour  un  produi  t  dont  le  taux  de  biodegradation  au  10°  jour  est 
·sup~rieur  ou  egal,  i  60,  lorsque  l'ecart  entre  les  taux  de 
biodegradation  du  produit  Soumis  a l'essai a 7  jours  et  10  jours 
ne  d~passe  pas  6  e t  lorsque  le  taux  de  biodegration  pondere  Dz 
de l'etalon est superieur a 87  %. 
Dans  le cas  contraire,  l'essai sera  repete deux  fois  au  plus. 
9/ - BIODEGRADABILITE 
La  biodegradabilite  des  agents  de  surface  cationiques  contenus  dans 
1'  echantillon  SOU!IliS  a  1
1 essai  est  exprimee  par  le  taux  de 
biodegradation  pondere. 
10/ - PROCES-VERBAL  D'ESSAI 
Le  proces-verbal d'essai doit  mentionner les  indication~ suivantes  : 
a)  - tous  renseignements  necessaires  a  1' identification  complete  de 
l'echantillon 
b)  la ~ethode utilisee  (reference i  la presente  norme) 
c)  - les resultats  obtenus 
d)  les conditions  de  l'essai 
e)  tous  les details  operatoires  non  prevus  dans  la  presente  norme  ou 
facultatifs,  ainsi  que  tous  les  incidents  susceptibles  d'avoir  eu 
une  influence sur  les  resultats. 
; 
............ / ... 
: DENOMBRE~!E~T DES  !iiCRO-ORGANISMES 
1. Diluant 
Eau  distillee  recemment  preparee  additionnees  de  1  ml  de  solution 
d'aldehyde  formique  a  30  % (V/V).  Cette  solution  doit  etre  exempte  de 
micro-organis:nes  et  de  particules;  dans  le  cas  contraire,  la  filtrer 
sur  une  membrane  de  0,2  um  de  parasite. 
2.  Appareillage -
La  verrerie  et  le  materiel  utilises  doivent  etre  rigoureusement 
propres,  mais il n'est  pas  indispensable  qu'ils soient sterilises. 
Microscope  binaculaire  et accessoires  per~ettant des  observations  en 
fond  clair,  eventuellement  en  fond  noir  et  en  contraste  de  phase  a 
des  grossisse:en~s  per:ett~nt  d'i~sc~i~e ~  rectangle  de  quadrillage 
de la cellule de  ~~lassez dans  le  champ  microscopique  (grossissements 
400  A 600).  -
Pipettes  5/A et 10/A,  NF  B 35-305. 
Fioles  jaugees  100/A et 1000/A,  ~r B 35-307  contenant  une  vingtaine 
de billes de  verre  de  5  mm  de  diametre  maximale. 
Cellule a  n~eration de  Mallassez  comportant  un  quadrillage  de  100 
rectangles  dont  25  sont  divises  en  20  carres.  Deux  butees  laterales 
permettent  de  supporter  une  1amelle  speciale  optiquement  plane  et 
~uffisamment epaisse  pour  ne  pas  se  deformer.  Dans  ces  conditions,. le 
volume  compris  entre  le  quaarillage  et  la  lamelle  est  de  1  mm3  pour 
la totalite de  la cellule,  soit 0,01  Qm3  pour  un  rectangle. 
3. Dilution 
Effectuer  une  dilution  pe~ettant de·  compter  100  A  300  micro-organismes 
dans  la  section  de  volume  ayant  pour  base  1  rectangle  (0 ,01  m:n3). 
Suivant  le  cas,  realiser  les  dilutions  au  1/50,  1/100,  1/200,  ou 
exceptionnellement 1/500. 
Pour  augmenter  la precision de  la methode,  utiliser la dilution la  plus 
faible  compatible  avec les .possibili  tes  de  denombrement. 
Selon la dilution desiree,  mesurer  avec  precision  le  volume  du  liquide 
1  analyser;  l'introduire  dans  une  fiole  jaugee  et completer  au  volume a 
1'  aide  du  diluant.  Agiter  energique::1ent  pendant  5  min  avant 
d'introduire la dilution dans  la cellule A numeration. 
.  .. / ... 4.  Deno::bre:nent 
Proccder  au  montage  de  la  cellule;  disposer  la  lamelle  sur  le  bord  des 
deux  tubees  legerement  humidifiees  et  la centrer  en  la  faisant  glisser 
par legere  pression  jusqu'a obtention des  anneaux  de  Newton. 
Proceder  ensui te  au  remplissage  de  la  cellule  dans  les  conditions 
suivantes  apres  homogeneisation,  introduire  la  dilution  dans  la 
cellule jusqu'a  ecoule~ent dans  les  rigoles. 
Laisser ensuite  la  cellule sur  la  platioe du  microscope  pendant  30  min 
1  1  h  de  fa~on A  laisser  sedimenter  les micro-organsimes.  Au  cas  ou  le 
denombreoent  ne  pourrait  etre  effectue  dans  ces  delais,  il  est 
indispensable  de  mai~enir  les  cellules  horizontalement  dans  une 
chambre  humide  a l'abri des  vibrations. 
Confirmer  par  un  examen  mlcroscopique  sommaire  1'  absence  de  bulles 
d'air  ou  d'agglutlnats  itllportants,  •.l..'H!  homogene!:S  et  u.41e  densit~  de 
popul~tions  norm.ales  ( 100  a 300  micro-organisilles  par  rectangle).  Dans  le  cas.contraire,  proceder a une  nouvelle dilution. 
Proceder  ensuite  au  denombrement  proprement  dit  en  comptant  les 
micro-organisJies  presents  dans  les  25  rectangles  quadrilles  en  faisant 
legere~ent varier  la  mise  au  point  (ne  pas  tenir  compte  des  particules 
ou  micro-organis~es de  grande  taille tels que  les  protozoaires). 
Effectuer sur  chaque echantillon a analyser deux  numerations,  chacune  A 
partir d'une dilution differente. 
5.  Expression des  resultats 
' 
Lc  nombre  de  micro-organismes  presents  par millimetre  cube  de  milieu  de 
culture est egal a 
N  X  100 X  d 
25 
ou  : 
N est le nombre  de  micro-organismes  trouve  dans  les  25  rectangles 
quadrilles, 
d  est le facteur  de  dilution de  la dilution utilisee. 
Prendre  comme  resultat la moyenne  arithmetique  de  deux  denombrements. 
---··==-=-=====-ANr~EXE  II 
. DOSAGE  DES  AGE~TS DE  SURFACE  CA!IO~l!QUES 
1  DO~\Ihc D'APPLICATION 
La  methode  est applicable  aux  solutions  aqueuses  contenant  des  agents 
de  surface cationiques  en  presence  d'autres  agents  de  surface. 
Elle  permet  de  doser  des  teneurs  en  agents-de-surface  cationiques 
superieures a o,l mg/1. 
2  PRINCIPE 
Concentration des  agents  de  surface  contenus  dan~ la solution d'essai 
par  evaporation,  extraction par !'ethanol de  ces  agents  de  surface. 
S~paration des  agents  de  surface cationiques  des  agents  de  surface 
anioniques  par  passage  sur  une  resine  ~changeuse d'anions. 
Forma-tion,  en milieu  ta:npo-nne  du  co:1plcxC!  blcu disulfine -:  agents  de 
surface cationiques;  extraction de  ce  complexe  par  le chloroforme  et 
mesure  spectrophotometrique  de  !'absorbance de  la solution 
chloroformique. 
3  REACTIFS 
Au  cours  de  !'analyse utiliser uniquement  des  reactifs  de  qualite 
analytique  reconnue  et de  l'eau distillee ou  de  purete equivalente. 
3.1  - M~thanol 
- 3.2,- Chloroforme 
3.3 - Propanol-2 
~.4 - Solution  tacpon  :  pH  5,0 a 20  •c 
Preparer  une  solution d'acetate de  sodium a 164  g/1 et ajuster  son  pH  a 
5,0 par addition d'une  solution d'acide  acetique a 120 g/1. 
3.5 - Bleu disulfine VN  150,  (CI  42045),  sel disodique  de  l'acide 
disulfonique-2,4  dinitrilodiethyl-4'4- triphenyl  methane, 
solution a 0,64  g/1. 
Dissoudre 0,16  g  de  bleu disulfine VN  150,  dans  20  ml  d'ethanol 1  10  % 
(V/V).  Transvaser dans  une  fiole  jaugee  de  250 ml  et completer  au 
volume. 
./ 
3.6 - Alkylbenzene  sulfonate  de  sodium  (par  exemple 
tetrapropylenebenzenesulfonate de  sodium),  solution a 1  g/i. 
-
3.7  - Chlorure  de  cetyltrimethylammonium,  solution methanolique a 
1  g/1. 
.• - i-;  -
3.8- Chlorure  de  benzethoniu~ 1),  solution etalon a 10  ~g/1 
Peser,  a 0,001  g  pres,  1,000 g  de  chlorure  de  benzyldimethy1(4  -
tetramethyl-1,1,3,3  butyl)-2  phenoxy-ethoxy]  -2 ethyl  ~monium, 
monohydrate, le dissoud re  dans  de  1'  eau.  Transvaser  quant'itativement  la 
solution dans  une  fiole  jaugee  de  1  1 et completer  au  volume. 
Pr~lever 10,0 ml  de  la solution obtenue  et les diluer en  fiole  jaugee a 
1000  ml.  (1  ml  correspond a 10  ~g de  chlorure  de  benzethonium). 
-
3.9 - Resine  echangeuse  d'ions,  anionique,  fortement  basique  groupement 
ammonium  quatern·aire),  avec  un  taux  de  reticulation de  2  % de 
divinylbenzene,  de  granulometrie comprise  entre 150 et 300  pm. 
4  APPAREILLAGE 
Materiel  courant  de  laboratoire et  : 
4.1  - Colot1nes  pour  chromatographie  en  verre:  diametre 10  mm  environ, 
longueur  250  mm  environ,  munie  a son  extremite  superieure  d'un  joint 
rode  per~ettant d'adapter  une  ampoule  a decanter  servant  de  reservoir 
de  solvant. 
4.2 - Centrifugeur  ,.  pouvant  creer  une  acceleration  de  15000  m/ s2• 
4.3 - Tubes  a centrifuger de  capacite 40  ml  environ (voir figure). 
4.4 -Tube capillaire,  deux  fois  coude a angle  droit  (voir  figure) 
4.5  -Ampoules  a decanter  de  capacite 100  ml. 
4.6 - Spectrophotometre,  muni  de  cuves  optiques  de  10  mm  d'epaisseur 
4.7  - Agitateur decinteur  m~canique pour  ampoules  a decanter. 
Remarque  importance  :  Les  tubes  a cencrifuger  (4.2),  le  tube  capillaire 
(4.3),  les  acpoules a decanter  (4.5), ainsi  que  les  bechers  et  fioles  . 
jaugees a utilises doivent etre conditionnes  avant  l'essai en  y 
laissant sejourner la solution d'agent  de  surface cationique  (3.7)  puis 
~tre abondamment  rin~es a l'eau. 
5  MODE  OPERATOIRE. 
5.1  - Extraction des  agents  de  surface 
Pr~lever un  volume  (V)  de  solution  tel qu'il contienne entre 50  et 1000 pg 
de- l'agent de  surface  cationique a doser,  le  placer  dans  un  becher  de 
capacite convenable et ajouter  une  quancite d'alkylbenzene  sulfonate  (3.6) 
telle que  la concentration finale  en  ce  produi  t  so.it  de  20  mg/ 1.  ./','.· 
?II""  _,· 
~~  \.u  ·~  '._  ,· 
Faire  evaporer a sec,  avec  precaution,  sur  un  bain  d'eau bouillante .'·"  '- J., .. · 
Ajouter  20  ml  de  methanol  (3.1)  bouillant,  agiter  avec  une  baguette  de~ 
verre et filtrer l'extrait sur  un  petit  tampon  de  laine  de  verre  en 
recueillant  le  filtrat  dans  un  becher  de  250  ml.  Laver  le  taQpon  avec~ 
·'  10 ml  de  methanol  froid.  . .  -~  .  .  ~ 
----~~--------~-
1)  - L'un des  no~s  co~merciaux de  ce  produit  est  •Hya~ine 1622. ..:. 
Rep~ter !'extraction avec  deux  autres  portions  de  20  ml  de  o~thanol 
bouillant.  Rln~er enfin  1e  becher,  le  tampon  a~ lainc  de  verre  et 
l'entonnoir avec  10 ml  de  methanol  froid. 
Evaporer a sec. 
5.2 - Separation des  agents  de  surface  cationiques 
5.2.1  - Passage  sur  colonne 
5.2.1.1 - Preraration de  la  colonne echangeuse d'anions 
Remplir la colonne  (4.1)  au  tiers avec  du  methanol  (3.1),  placer 
au-dessus  du  robinet  un  petit  tampon  de  laine de  verre  et  introduire 
lentement 12  ml  de  resine (3.9)  mouillee  avec  du  methanol. 
Eliminer  les  bulles d'air de  la  resine  puis  placer un  petit  tampon  de 
laine de  verre  a son  sommet. 
Conditionner  la colonne  ainsi  preparee_en  faisant  passer 10 ml  de'la 
solution methanolique  d'agP.nt  de  surface cationique  (3.7)  a raison  de  2 
ml/min.  Laver  ensuite  la  colonne  avec  600  ml  de  methanol  (3.1)  passant 
1  raison de  2  a 3  ml/min. 
Recueillir  separec~nt les Jerniers mlllilitres d'eluat,  en  prelever  5  ml 
et verifier en  les  traitanc  comme  l'un des  termes  de  la gamme  d'etalonna3 
(voir 5.3.1) qu'ils  ne  conduisent  pas  a une  absorbance  superieure a celle 
du  terme  zero- de  cette  ga~e. Poursuivre  eventuellement  le  lavage  de  la 
resine avec  du  methanol  (3.1)  jusqu'a  ce  que  ce  resultat  soit atteint. 
Preparer  d~ la meme  maniere  une  serie de  colonne  en  vue  d'une  seri~ de 
determinations. 
5.2.1.2 -Elimination des  agents  de  surface anioniques 
Reprendre  le residu  obtenu en 5.1  par 10 ml  de  methanol  (3.1),  agiter 
avec  une  baguette de  verre  puis  transvaser  la totalite de  l'extrait 
dans  la colonne  de  resine conditionnee et la faire  passer lentement,  a 
raison de  moins  de  1  ml  par  minute  en  recueillant l'eluat dans  un 
b~cher de  250  ml. 
Rin~er le  becher ayant  contenu  le  residu avec  deux  fois  10 ml  de 
methanol et faire  passer  ce  methanol  sur la resine. 
Laver  la colonne  avec  100 ml  de  methanol  a  raison  de  2 a 3  ml/min. 
'  ./ 
Evaporer a sec  !'ensemble des  eluats. - 16  -
NOTE  :  Apres  chaque  separation et avant  re-emploi,  laver  la  colonne  de 
resine  avec  150  ml  de  methanol  (3.1).  Les  colonnes  peuvent  etre 
utilisees  au  moins  3  ou  4  fois. 
5.2.2 - Traitement  en  b~cher 
5.2.2.1 - Preparation de  la resine 
Dans  un  becher  de  250  ml  peser 20  g  environ  de  resine  (3.9)  et ajouter 
200  ml  de  propa11ul-2  (3 .3),  puis agiter lentement  avec  un  agitateur 
magnetique  durant  15  min a 200  ·c. 
Filtrer la resine  sur  un  filtre en  verre fritte de  porosite P  16  (10 a 
16  pm)  NF  B 35-016 et la laver avec le propanol-2  (3.3). 
Conditionner  la resine ainsi  preparee  en  ajoutant 50  ml  de  la  solution 
methano1ique  d'agents  de  surface  cationiques  (3.7).- F!ltrer la resine 
et laver de  nouveau  avec  200  ml  de  propanol-2  ~t filtrer.  Poursuivre  le 
lavage  de  la resine  jusqu'a ce  que  le propanol-2 soit incolore. 
Conserver  la resine ainsi  preparee  dans  le  propanol-2. 
5.2.2.2 - Eliminat~on des  agents  de  surface  anioniques 
Dans  un  becher  de  250  ml  dissoudre  le  residu  obtenu  en  5.1  avec 50  ml 
de  propanol-2  (3.3). 
Introduire 10  g  de  resine  conditionnee  (5.2.2.1)  et  completer a environ 
100 ml  avec  le  propanol-2.  Agiter  avec  un  agitateur magnetique  durant  2 
l  5  h.  Filtrer ensuite la resine  sur  un  filtre ·en  verre  fritte de 
porosite P  16  (10 a 16  pm)  NF  B 35-016,  rin~er le  becher  et  la resine 
avec 100  ml  de  propanol-2 • 
... 
Recueillir la totalite des  filtrats dans  un  ballon et les  e~aporer a 
sec  sons  vide  A l'aide d'un  evaporateur rotatif. 
NOTE  :  Apres  chaque  separation et avant  re-emploi,  laver  la  resine  avec 
le propanol-2  (3.3).  La  resine  peut  etre utilisee au moins  3  ou 4 
fois. 
5.3 - Dosage 
5.3.1 - Gamme  d'etalonnage 
a)  - Methode  utilisant des  tubes  ~ centrifuger  --· 
Dans  une  serie de  tubes  A centrifuger  (5.4),  introduire 
·O- 0,1  - 1  - 2  - 3  - 4  et 5  ml  de  la solution de  chlorure  de 
benzethonium  (3.8)  soit 
0  - 1  - 10  - 20  - 30  - 40  et 50  JUg  d'agent  de  surface  cationique. .: 
- a  I  -
---. 
Amener  le  volume  a 15  mi  avec  de  l'eau,  puis  ajouter  _..., 
2,5 ml  de  la solution  tampon  (3.4) 
1,0 ml  de  la solution de  bleu disulfine (3.5/  ,---..._ 
10  ~1 de  chloroforme  (3.2) • 
.  / 
Agiter vigoureusement  le contenu du  tube  pendant  90  s  de  fa~on a 
melanger  intimement  les  deux  phases,  puis centrifuger  pendant  30  s. 
Adapter  une  poire 1  l'une  des  extremites  du  tube  capillaire (4.4)  et 
introduire l'autre extremite dans  la phase  chloroformique  (au  travers 
de la couche  aqueuse)  en  exer~ant une  legere  pression sur  la  poire  de 
fa~on a produire  un  lent degagement  de  bulles d'air. 
·Fixer le bouchon  sur  le  tube 1  centrifugrer,  enlever  la  poire,  et 
transferer l'extrait chloroformique  dans  une  cuve  optique  en 
augmentant,  par  exemple a l'aide d'une  seringue,  la pression de  l'air 
au-dessus  de  la phase  aqueuse. 
Rineer  la cuve  avec  l'extrait  chlorofo~ique, puis  mesurer,_9ans  les 
· S  min· qui sui  vent ,son absorbance,  a la longueur  d' onde  d~~~is mi!)apres 
avoir  regler  le  zero  d'absorbance avec  le chloroforme  (3.2). 
Tracer  une  courbe d'etalonnage a partir des  valeurs ainsi  obtenues. 
NOT~ :  Apres  usage,  laver les  tubes a centrifuger  plusieurs  fois. avec 
~'eau, rincer le  tube capillaire et les cuves  optiques  avec  du 
methanol  (3.1)  puis  du  chloroforme  (3.2). 
b)  - Methode  utilisant des  ampoules  a decanter 
Dans  une  serie d'ampoules  a decanter de  100  ml  (4.5),  introduire 
0- 0,2- 0,5- 1-- 2,5 et 5  ml  de la solution de  chlorure  de 
benzethonium  (3.8) soit 
0  - 2  - S- 10  - 25  et 50  pg d'agent  de  surface  cationique. 
Amener  le volume  a 15  ml  avec  de  l'eau,  puis  ajouter  : 
2,5 ml  de  la solution  tampon  (3.4) 
1,0 ml  de  la solution de  bleu dlsulfine (3.5) 
10  ml  de  chloroforce  (3.2) 
Agiter les  ampoules  avec  l'appareil  (4.7)  durant  4  1  6  min,  a la  fin  de 
!'agitation et apres  decantation soutirer la  phase  chloroformique  dans 
leS  tubeS a Centrl.IUger 1  pUl.S  Ct:Ut.rl..LUgeL  Qurc:lUL  bU  S  euV.LLUU• 
-
A l'aide d'une  pipette equipee  d'un dispositif d'aspiration,  transvaser 
une  partie de  la  phase  chloroforcique  dans  une  cuve  optique  d'epaisseur 
10  mm,  rincer la cuve  avec,l'extrait  chlorofor~ique,  puis  mesurer,dans 
les  5  min  qui  suivent,  son. absorbance,  a la longueur  d'onde  de  628  am, 
apres  avoir  regle le  zero  d'absorbance  avec  le chloroforme  (3.2). Tracer  une·cour~e d'etalonnage a partir des  valeurs  ainsi  obtenues  : 
NOTE  :  Apres  usage,  laver le materiel  avec  du  methanol  (5.1)  puis  du· 
chloroforme  (3.2). 
5~3.2 - D~termination 
a)  - Methode  utilisant des  tubes a centrifuger 
Ajouter dans  le becher  ou  le ballon contenant  le residu  sec  obtenu  en 
5.2.1.2  ou  5.2.2~2, 20  ml  de  chloroforme  (3.2)  satur~ d'eau et 
transvaser dans  une  fiole  jaugee d'une  capacite  (V1)  telle que  10  ml 
de la solution finale  contienne entre 5 et 50  ug  d'agent  de  surface 
cationique. 
Rineer  le  becher  ou  le ballon  avec  le chloroforme  (3.2)  et completer  le 
volume  de la fiole  jaugee  avec  ce  chloroforme. 
Introduire  dans  un  tube a centrifuger  : 
15 ml  d'eau 
2,5 ml  de  la solution  tampon  (3.4) 
1,0 ml  de  la solution de  bleu disulfine  (3.5) 
- 10,0 ml  de  la  solution  chloroformique  obtenue. 
Poursuivre  selon  les  indications  du  paragraphe  ·gaQme  d'etalonnageft 
(5.3.l.a)  a partir du  3eme  alinea  jusqu'au 6eme  alinea  inclus. 
b)  - Methode  utilisant des  ampoules  a d~canter 
Remplacer  dans  le 3eme  alinea du  paragraphe  (5.3.2.a)  le  tube a 
centrifuger  par  une  ampoule  a decanter  de  100  ml  contenant  les memes 
quantites  de  reactifs  prescrites  en  5.3.2.a et  poursuivre  selon  les 
indications  du  paragraphe  "gamme  d'etalonnageH  (5.3.1.6)  a partir du 
3~ce alinea  jusqu'au 4eme-alinea  inclus. 
5.4  - Essai a blanc 
Effectuer,  parallelement  au  dosage  et en  suivant  le  meme  mode 
op~ratoire,  un  essai a blanc  en  employant  les  memes  quantites  de  tous 
les reactifs  que  celles utilisees  pour  le dosage,  mais  en  omettant  le 
r~sidu obtenu en 5.2.1.2 ou 5.2.2.2. 
, 6  EXPRESSION  DES  RESULTATS 
Au  moyen  de  la  courbe  d'etalonnage  (5.3.1) et compte-tenu  de  l'essai  ~ 
blanc  (5.4)  determiner la quantite d'agent  de  surface cationique, 
exprimee  en  microgrammes  de  chlorure  de  benzethoniu=,  contenue  dans  10 
ml  de  la solution chloroformique  obtenue  en 5.3.2. 
La  teneur  en  agents  de  surface cationique  exprimee  en  milligramme  par 




10  X  V 
.  \ 
m  est la masse,  en  microgrammes,  d'agents  de  surface cationique 
trouvee lors du  dosage  d'une partie aliquote  obtenue  en 5.3.2. 
V  est le volume,  en millilitres,  de  la fiole  jaugee  utilisee en 
1 5.!.2. 
V  est le volume,  en millilitres, de  la solution  soumise  1  l'essai. 
' Fin capillaire ""' 
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WARNING AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
Activated  sludge  and  sewage  may  contain  potentially  pathogenic  organisms.  Therefore 
appropriate precautions should be taken when  handling them.  Hazardous test substances 
and those whose properties are unknown should be handled with care. 
1.  Scope 
This  lntemational Standard  specifies a method,  by analysis of released  inorganic carbon, 
for the evaluation in an aqueous medium of the ultimate aerobic biodegradability of organic 
substances  at a given  concentration  of micro-organisms.  The  conditions  described in  this  , 
lntemational  Standard  do  not always  correspond  tc the  optimal  conditionns  for allowing  the 
maximum degree of biodegradation tc occur.  For altemative biodegradation methods see ISO 
14462. 
The method can be applied to organic compounds which are: 
(a)  soluble under the test conditions; 
(b)  insoluble under the test conditions, in which case special measures may be necessary 
to achieve a good dispersion of the compound (see, for example, ISO 10534: 1995}; 
(c)  volatile; 
Note 1.  With highly volatile substances, losses to the gaseous phase can be minimised by reducing 
the volume of the headspace. However, there should be sufficient oxygen in the test system 
to prevent biodegradation being oxygen-limited. 
(d)  not inhibitory to the test micro-organisms at the concentration chosen for the test The 
presence of an inhibitory effed can be determined as specified in 8.3, or by using any other 
- method for determining the inhibitory effed of a substance on  bacteria (see,  for example, 
ISO 8192: 1986). 
2.  Normative references 
The following  standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text,  constitute 
provisions of this  lntemational Standard.  At the time  of publication,  the  editions indicated 
were valid.  All standards are subject to  revision,  and parties to agreements based on this lntemational Standard  are  encouraged to  investigate the possibility of applying  the  most 
recent  editions  of  the  standards  indicated  below.  Members  of  IEC  and  ISO  maintain 
registers of currently valid lntemational Standards. 
ISO  7827:  1994  Water quality - Evaluation in an aqueous medium of the  'ultimate' aerobic 
biodegradability of organic compounds - Method by analysis of dissolved organic carbon 
(DOC). 
ISO  8192:  1986  Water quality- Test  for inhibition  of oxygen  consumption  of activated 
sludge. 
ISO  8245:  1987 Water quality - Guidelines for the  determination  of total organic carbon 
(TO C). 
ISO 9439: 1990  Water quality· Evaluation in an aqueous medium of  the 'ultimate' aerobic 
biodegradability of  organic compounds - Method by analysis of  released carbon dioxide. 
ISO  9887:  1992  Water  quality  - Evaluation  of the  aerobic  biodegradability  of organic 
compounds in an aqueous medium - Semi-continuous activated sludge method (SCAS). 
ISO  9888:  1991  Water  quality  - Evaluation  of the  aerobic  biodegradability  of organic 
compounds in an aqueous medium - Static test (Zahn-vyellens method). 
ISO  10634:  1995- Water quality- Guidance for the preparation and treatment of poorly 
water-soluble organic compounds for the subsequent evaluation of  their biodegradability in 
an aqueous medium. 
ISO  11923  Water quality - Determination  of suspended solids  - Method by glass  fibre 
filtration (in preparation). 
ISO 14462  Waterquality-ISO Tests on biodegradability (in prepaTation) 
3.  Definitions 
For the purposes of this International Standard the following definitions apply: 
3.1  Ultimate  aerobic  biodegradation:  The  breakdown  of  an  organic  chemical 
compound  by  micro-organisms  in  the  presence  of oxygen  to  carbon  dioxide,  water and 
mineral salts of any other elements present (mineralisation) and new biomass. 
3.2  Primary  biodegradation:  The  strudural  change  (transfonnation)  of  an  organic 
chemical compound by micro-organisms resulting in the loss of a specific property. 
3.3  Activated sludge: Biomass produced in the aerobic treatment of wastewater by the 
growth of bacteria and other micro-organisms in the presence of dissolved oxygen. 
3.4  Concentration of suspended solids of an activated sludge: The amount of solids 
obtained by filtration or centrifugation of a known volume of activated sludge and drying at 
about 105  oc to constant weight. 3.5  Dissolved organic carbon (DOC): That part of the organic carbon in water which 
cannot  be  removed  by  specified  phase  separation,  for example  by  centrifugation  or by 
membrane filtration. 
3.6  Total organic carbon (TOC):.  Within this  standard  method  it is  the  amount of 
organic carbon added as the test substance to the test vessels.  ' 
3.7  Inorganic carbon (IC):  Within  this  standard  method  the  amount of inorganic 
carbon measured during the test in the test vessels. 
3.8  Total inorganic carbon {TIC): Within this standard method it is the total mass of 
inorganic carbon  deriving from the mineralization of the test compound to carbon  dioxide, 
bicarbonate and carbonate. 
3.9  Dissolved .inorganic carbon (DIC):  That  part  of the  inorganic carbon  in  water 
which cannot be removed by specified phase separation, for example by centrifugation or 
by membrane filtration. 
3.10  Theoretical  maximum  inorganic  carbon  (ThiC):  The  theoretical  maximum 
amount  of  inorganic  carbon  released  by  oxidizing  a  chemical  compound  completely, 
calculated from the molecular formula; expressed as mg per g test compound. 
3.11  Lag phase: The time in days from the start of a test until adaptation and selection 
of the degrading micro-organisms is achieved and the biodegradation degree of a chemical 
compound  or organic matter has increased  to  about 10  %  of the  theoretical  maximum 
biodegradation. 
3.12  Maximum level of biodegradation: The  maximum  biodegradation  degree  of a 
chemical  compound or organic matter in a test noted in  per cent above which no further 
biodegradation takes place during the test. 
3.13  Biodegradation pha$.e: The time in days from the end of the lag phase of a test 
until about 90 % of the maximum level of biodegradation has been reached. 
3.14  Plateau phase: The time in days from the end of the biodegradation phase when 
the maximum level of biodegradation is reached until the end of the test 
3.15  Pre-exposure:  The  pre-incubation  of  an  inoculum  in  the  presence  of the  test 
compound,  with the aim  of enhancing the ability of the  inoculum to  biodegrade the  test 
compound by adaptation and selection of the micro-organisms. 
3.16  Pre-conditioning: The  pre-incubation  of an  inoculum  under the  conditions  of the 
test in the absence of the test compound, with the aim of improving the performance of the 
test by acclimatisation of the micro-organisms to the test conditions. 
4.  Principle 
Determination  of the  ultimate  biodegradation  of organic compounds  by  micro-organisms, 
using an aqueous aerobic test medium.  The test substance, as the sole source of carbon 
and  energy,  is  added to  a  mineral  salts  medium  inoculated  with  a  mixed  population  of 
micro-organisms  and  incubated  in  sealed  vessels  with  a  headspace  of  air.  The 
concentration of the compound useanormally yields an initialorganic carbon cOncentration in the medium of 2 to 40 mg/1  (20 mg/1 is recommended). Biodegradation (mineralisation to 
co2) is determined by measuring the net inaease in inorganic carbon (IC} levels over time 
compared  with  unamended  blanks.  The test generally  runs  for 28  days.  The extent of 
biodegradation is expressed as a percentage of the theoretical IC production based on the 
amount of test substance (as organic carbon) added initially. 
For sufficiently water-soluble substances.  dissolved organic carbon {DOC} removal during 
the test may also be determined. 
If a  suitable  analytical  method is  available,  then the primary  biodegradation  (removal  of 
parent test substance) during the test may also be determined. 
5.  Test environment 
Incubation  shall  take  place  in  the  dark,  or  in  diffused  light,  in  an  endosure  which  is 
maintained at a constant temperature (within :1: 2 oc} between 20 oc and 25 oc. 
6.  Reagents 
Use only reagents of recognised analytical grade. 
6.1  Distilled or de-ionised water 
Containing  less  than  10% of the  initial  organic  carbon  content  introduced  by the  test 
compound in any case, however, less than 1 mg/1 DOC. 
6.2  Test medium 
6.2.1  Composition 
6.2.1.1  Solution a) 
Anhydrous potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2P04) 
Anhydrous dipotassium hydrogen phosphate (K2HP04) 
Disodium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate (Na2HP04.2H20) 
Ammonium chloride (NH4CI) 
Water (6.1) (quantity necessary to make up to) 
The pH of this solution should be 7.4. (:t 0.2) 






Dissolve 36.40 g of calcium chloride dihydrate {CaCI2.2H20) in 11 of water (6.1). 
6.2.1.3  Solution c) 
4 Dissolve 22.50 g of magnesium sulphate heptahydrate (MgS04.  7H20) in 1 I of water (6.1 ). 
6.2.1.4  Solution d) 
Dissolve  0,25  g  iron  (Ill)  chloride  hexahydrate  (FeCI3  ·  6H20)  in  water  (6.1 ),  quantity 
necessary  to  make  up  to  1000 mi.  Prepare  this  solution  freshly  before  use  to  avoid 
precipitation or add a drop of concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCI). 
6.2.2  Preparation of  the test medium 
For 1 I of test medium mix 10 ml of solution a) with 800 ml water (6.1) and then add 1 ml 
each of solutions b), c) and d) and make up to 11 with water (6.1). 
6.3  Concentrated orthophosphoric acid (H3P04) (~ 85°At wlv) 
6.4  Sodium hydroxide solution 
Dissolve- 280 g of sodium hydroxide  (NaOH) in 1 I of water (6.1} to obtain a solution of z 
moJ/1. Either use freshly prepared solution or determine the DIC of this solution and consider 
this value when calculating the test result (see 9).  · 
7.  Apparatus 
Ensure that all glassware is thoroughly deaned and, in particular, free from organic or toxic 
matter. 
Usual laboratory equipment, and 
7.1  Instrument for measuring inorganic carbon (IC) such as the inorganic channel of 
a total organic carbon (TOC) analyser or a gas chromatograph. 
7.2  Gas-tight glass vessels of known volume, for example,  serum bottles of 160 ml 
capacity sealed with  butyl rubber septa and aluminium crimp seals or any other gas-tight 
system. 
7.3  Orbital shaker 
7.4  Syringes of high precision for aqueous and gaseous samples  . 
.  7  .5  Glass bottles to take, for example 5 I medium. 
7.6  Centrifuge 
7.  7  pH-meter 
7.8  Device for filtration, with  membrane filters  of suitable  porosity (nominal aperture 
diameter  between  0.20  1Jm  and  0.45  ~m) which  adsorb  or:ganic  substance  or release 
organic carbon to a minimum degree. 
5 7.9  Instrument for the determination of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) 
concentration 
7.1 o  Carbon dioxide-free air production system 
Prepared by passing air.through soda lime granules or a solution of sodium hydroxide (see, 
for example,  ISO  9439).  Altematively,  a  mixture  of 80%  N2/20o/o  02 may be  used.  The 
absence of co2 ·in the air can  be confirmed by passage through barium hydroxide solution 
(a white precipitate indicates the presence of C02). 
8.  Procedure 
8.1  Preparation of the test solutions 
8.1.1  Test compound 
Prepare a stock solution of a sufficienlly water-soluble test compound in water (6.1} or the 
test  medium  (6.2.2)  at  a  concentration  preferably  1  00-fold  greater  than  the  final 
concentration to be used in the test Add the stock solution to the test medium (6.2.2) to 
give  a  final  organic carbon  concentration  of between  2  and  40  mg/1  (see  8.3);  20  mg/1 
organic carbon is recommended. 
Add  substances  of  low  water-solubility  added  directly,  in  solid  or  liquid  fonn  to  the 
inoculated medium in the appropriate test vessels.  Uquid test substances, induding those 
which  are  volatile,  may be  injected  directly  into  seated  vessels  using  a  high  precision 
microsyringe. Determine the added amount exactly 
Note 2.  Poorly-soluble  substances  can  often  be dispensed  as  a  dispersion  produced  using  non-
biodegradable emulsifying agent and/or ultrasonication. Refer to ISO 10634 for guidance on 
the preparation and treatment of poorly water-soluble substances. 
8.1.2  Solution of  the reference substance 
Prepare  a  stock  solution  of the  reference  substance  (an  organic  substance  of known 
biodegradability such as aniline or sodium benzoate) in water (6.1) in the same way as in 
8. 1. 1, and then dilute in test medium {6.2.2) to give a final organic carbon concentration of 
20 mg/1. 
8.2  Preparation of  the inoculum 
Prepare the inoculum using the following  sources described in  8.2.1,  8.2.2  and  8.2.3,  or 
using  a  mixture  of these  sources,  to  obtain  a  microbial  population  that  offers  sufficient 
biodegradative adivity.  Check this activity by  means  of the  reference  substance  (8.1.2). 
Based  on  experience  the  recommended  inoculum  is  activated  sludge  at  a  dry  solids 
concentration of 4 mg/1.  The carbon dioxide production of the blanks should be  as low as 
possible (see 11). To reduce the influence of the blanks, it may be helpful to pre-condition 
the  inoculum by aeration for up to one week before it is used.  Use a suitable volume for 
inoculation (see Note 4) 
.. 
Note  3.  In  cenain  circumstances,  pre-exposed  inocula  may  be  used.  provided  that this  is clearly 
stated  in  the test results  (e.g.  biodegradation = x "' using pre-exposed inocula)  and  the 
method  of the  pre-exposure  is  detailed  in  the  test  repon.  Pre-exposed  inocula  can  be obtained from laboratory biodegradation tests conducted under a variety of conditions (e.g. 
ISO 9888:  1991  Zahn-Wellens test:  ISO 9887:  1992 SCAS test) or from  samples colleded 
from locations where  relevant environmental conditions exist (e.g. treatment plants dealing 
with similar substances, contaminated areas, etc.). 
Based on experience suitable volume means: 
- sufficient to give a population which offers enough biodegradation activity; 
• degrades the reference compound by the stipulated percentage (see 10); 
- gives between 10
3 to 1  0
6 colony forming units per ml in the final mixture; 
• gives not greater than the equivalent of 4 mg/1 suspended solids of adivated sludge in the 
final mixture; 
- the quantity of dissolved organic carbon provided by the inoculum should be less than 1  0 on, of 
the initial concentration of organic carbon introduced by the test compound; 
.. generally 1 to 10 ml of inoculum are suffident for 1000 ml of test solution. 
8.2.1  Inoculum from an activated sludge plant 
Collect activated sludge from the aeration tank of a full-scale or a laboratory waste water 
treatment  plant treating  predominanUy  domestic  sewage.  · If necessary.  remove  coarse 
partictes by filtration through a sieve (for example, 1 mnl2 mesh size) and keep the sludge 
aerobic thereafter. Since it is necessary for the inoculum blank to have as low an evolution 
of C02  as  possible,  the  sludge  may  need  further  treatment  For  example,  settle  or 
centrifuge (e.g. at 10,800 m s·2 for 10 minutes) the sludge, discard the supernatant andre-
suspend the settled or centrifuged solids in test medium {6.2.2) to give a suspended solids 
concentration  of about 3  g/1  (see,  for example,  ISO  11923).  Alternatively  or additionally, 
aerate the sludge overnight before use. To reduce the blank value still further. the sludge 
can  be pre-conditioned to the test conditions prior to use by diluting in test medium (6.2.2) 
to  give 4 to 30 mg  dry solids/1  and  aerating with moist air for up to one week at the test 
temperature. Use 4 to 30 mg/1 dry solids as the inoculum in a test; 4 mg/1  is recommended 
as higher concentrations of activated sludge may give rise to high blank IC values. 
8.2.2.  Inoculum from waste water 
Take  a sample of the influent-or the  effluent from  a full-scale  or laboratory waste water 
treatment  plant  dealing  with  predominantly  domestic sewage.  Keep  this  sample  under 
aerobic conditions and use on the day of collection (or pre-condition if necessary).  Coarse-
filter the  effluent to  remove  gross  particulate  matter and  measure  its  pH.  Before  use, 
sparge the filtrate with C02·free air (6.5) for about one hour while maintaining the pH at 6.5 
using  orthophosphoric acid  (6.2),  restore  the  pH  to  its  original  value  and  finally  let the 
sample settle for 1 h and take a suitable volume of the supernatant for inoculation. 
Note 5.  This procedure reduces the IC content of the inoculum. For example, when the maximum of 
1  00 ml filtered effluent per I test volume is used as the inoculum, the amount of IC produced in blank 
vessels in 28 d should lay in the range  0.4 to  1..3 mg/1. The IC values in the blanks may be different 
for the various inocula used. 
8.2.3.  Inoculum from a surface water 
Take a sample of an appropriate surface water.  Keep under aerobic conditions and use on 
the  day of collection.  If necessary, the  surface water can  be  concentrated  by filtration  or 
centrifugation. Use a suitable volume as inoculum. 
8.3  Test Provide a number of test vessels (7.2) sufficient for requirements in order to have 
- test vessels (symbol FT) for the test compound; 
- blank vessels (symbol Fa) containing test medium and inoculum; 
- vessels for checking the procedure (symbol Fe) containing the reference compound: 
- if needed,  vessels  for checking  a  possible  inhibitory  effed of the  test compound 
(symbol Fa),  · 
- if needed vessels for checking a possible abiotic elimination (symbol Fs)  containing 
the test compound but no inoculum, sterilized by addition of a suitable inorganic toxic 
compound  to  prevent  microbial  ~divity.  Use,  for  example,  5  mill  of  a  solution 
containing 10 g/1  of mercury (II)  chloride (HgCb).  Add the same amount of the toxic 
· substance two weeks after the test was begun. 
The number of vessels needed will depend on the frequency of analysis and the confidence 
limits required for the final extent of biodegradation (see Annex 2). It is recommended that 
at least five bottles from sets FT" Fe and Fe are· analysed at the end of the test 
To separate large glass vessels (7.5), make the following additions: 
Mineral  Inoculum  Water (6.1) 
Contents  Symbol  salts  (8.2)  Solutions  to give the 
medium  same 
(6.2.2)  volume in 
each vessel 
Test  Fr  +  .  +  8.1.1 to give the  + 
substance  required test 
concentration 
Blank  Fe  +  +  - + 
Reference  Fe  +  +  8.1.2 to give 20 mg/1  + 
organic carbon 
Abiotic  Fs  +  - As FTand  + 
elimination  HgCI2 to give 50 mg/1 
control  (for example) 
(optional) 
Inhibition  Ft  +  +  As Fr and 8.1.2  + 
check  to give test 
(optional)  concentration 
and 20 mg/1  organic 
carbon 
Thoroughly mix the contents of each of the large bottles (7.5} in tum and dispense suitable 
aliquots (for example, 100 ml) into labelled test vessels \1.2).  ~dd  poorly-water soluble test 
substances diredly to the test vessels (see Note 2).  Ensure that the liquid to headspace ratio and the test substance concentration are such that sufficient oxygen is available in the 
headspace to  allow complete  biodegradation  (for example,  avoid  using  a  h_igh  substrate 
concentration and a small headspace  ). A headspace to liquid ratio of 1 : 2 is recommended. 
Seal the vessels when all additions have been made, for example, with butyl rubber septa 
and aluminium caps, place on an orbital shaker in the dark' or diffuse light at 20 to 25 oc {± 
1°C), and start the shaker. 
On the days of analysis,  calibrate the IC analyser as required  (see 8.4).  Take samples at 
least weekly and more frequently if a complete biodegradation curve is required.  Remove 
the  requisite  number of replicate vessels from  the shaker,  representing  FT,  Fa.  and  Fe. 
and, if used, F1 .  At the end of the test also take off bottles representing Fg,  if used. The 
test shall nonnally run for 28 days but can be prolonged if degradation has started. The test 
may be finished before 28 days have elapsed if biodegradation has reached a plateau. 
8.4  Determination of inorganic carbon (IC) 
There are two methods available for measuring the amount of IC produced in the test The 
methods can give slightly different results and therefore only one method should be used in 
a test run. 
8.4.1  Acidification to pH <3 
Calibrate the IC analyser [7.1) using appropriate IC standards (for example, 1% wlw C02 in 
N2).  Inject concentrated  orthophosphoric add (8.1.3)  through  the septum  of each  test 
vessel sampled to lower the pH  of the medium to < 3 (for example, add 1 ml to 100 ml test 
medium).  Replace  the  vessels  on  the  shaker.  After shaking  for one  hour,  remove  the 
vessels from the shaker, withdraw 1 ml aliquots of gas from the headspace in each vessel 
and injed into the IC analyser.  Read off, and record, the concentration of IC (mg/1 carbon). 
Note  6.  The  principle  of this method  is that  after acidification  to  pH  <  3  and  equilibration,  the 
equilibrium constant for the distribution of C02 between the liquid and gaseous phases in 
the test vessels is approximately equal to one (for example.  0.95 at 20 oc).  This should be 
checked for the test system as follows: Set up test vessels containing between 0.5 and 10 
mg/1  IC,  using  a  solution  of anhydrous  sodium  carbonate  (Na2C03)  in  COzofree  water 
(prepared by acidifying water (6.1) with concentrated orthophosphoric acid (8.1.3), sparging 
overnight with COzofree air (6.3) and raising the pH to neutrality with alkali). Ensure that the 
ratio of the headspace volume to the liquid volume is the same as for the test (for example, 
1  : 2).  Acidify the  vessels  by injeding in  an  appropriate  volume (for example,  1  mO  of 
concentrated orthophosphoric acid (8.1.3),  shake for one hour, withdraw samples from the 
headspace  and  the liquid  and  analyse  for IC.  Check that the two  concentrations  are  the 
same within experimental error. 
Note 7.  If DOC removal is to be measured (soluble test substances only) use the test mixture of the 
test vessels if no significant change is to be expeded by the acidification (e.g. influence on 
the solubility of the test compound or disintegration of the inoculum) or use separate vessels 
for this purpose. Take samples of the liquid phase at least at the start and end of the test, 
filtrate  or  centrifuge  and  injed  into  the  DOC  analyser  (see  ISO  8245).  If  primary 
biodegradation is to be measured use the sample for substance specific analyses as well. 
8.4.2  Conversion of C02 to carbonate 
Calibrate  the  IC  analyser  (7.1)  using  appropriate  standards.  For  example,  by  injecting 
solutions of sodium bicarbonate (NaHC03)  in C02-free water (see 8.4.1) in the range 0 to 
20  mg/1  IC.  lnjed 1 ml  sodium  hydroxide  (6.3)  through  the  septum  of each test vessel sampled  and  shake  for one  hour.  Remove  vessels  from  the  shaker,  allow to  settle  and 
withdraw, by syringe, suitable volumes (for example,  50 to 200  ~I) from the liquid phase in 
each  vessel.  Altematively, when using an  IC-analyzer connected to  an  automatic sampler 
the small beakers of the sampler are carefully filled to the brim, covered with a suitable cap 
to  prevent  C~  exchange  with  the  air,  e.g.  aluminium  foil  and  analyzed  within  6  hours. 
Inject the samples into the IC analyser directly by syringe or with the help of an automataic 
sampler and read off the concentratior:t of IC from the calibration curve. 
Note 8.  The principle of this method is that after the addition of alkali and shaking, the concentration 
of IC in the headspace is negligible. This should be checked for the test system. 
Note 9.  If DOC removal is to be measured (soluble test substances only} use the test mixture of the 
test vessels if no significant change is to be expected by bringing to alkaline conditions (e.g. 
influence  on  the  solubility of the  test  compound  or disintegration  of the  inoculum)  or use 
separate vessels for this purpose. Take samples of the liquid phase at least at the start and 
end of the test, acidify to remove  IC,  filtrate or centrifuge and  injed into the DOC analyser 
(see ISO 8245).  If primary biodegradation  is to be measured use the sample for substance 
specific analyses as well. 
9.  Calculation and expression of results 
Assuming  100%  mineralisation  of the  test substance,  the theoretical  maximum  inorganic 
carbon (Th/C) in excess of that produced in the blank controls (i.e. endogenous respiration) 
equals the amount of organic carbon (TOC) added as the test substance to each test vessel 
at the start of the test. that is: 
ThiC  = TOC 
The total mass of inorganic carbon (TIC) in the test vessel is: 
TIC  = (mg C in the_ liquid phase  +  mg C in the gas phase) 
that is: 
where: 
TIC  = {VL  x  CL)  +  <VH  x CH) 
V  L =  volume of liquid in the test vessel {Q 
CL = concentration of IC in the liquid phase (mg/1 carbon) 
V  H = volume of the headspace (I) 
CH =  concentration of IC in the headspace (mg/1 carbon) 
{Equation 1) 
The calculation of TIC for the two analytical methods used for measuring IC in this test are 
described below in clauses 9.1  and 9.2. 
Percentage biodegradation Dm in each case is given by: 
(TICt  - TICb ) 
Dm  =  X 100 
TOC 
where: 
TICt  = mg TIC in test bottle at time t 
10 TICb =  mean mg TIC in blank control bottles at time t 
roc =  mg roc initially added to the test vessel. 
Calculate  in  the  same  way  the  biodegradation  degree  of the  reference  compound  in  the 
inoculum check vessels (Fe) and the inhibition check vessels (F  1>  and without substracting 
the blanks,  of the test compound in the abiotic degradation control  Fs  if  they were  induded, 
from the amounts of IC produced up to each sampling time. 
Note 10.  tf there has been a significant increase in the TIC content of the sterile controls (Fs) over 
the test period, then abiotic degradation of  the test substance has occurred. 
Note  11. The determination of DOC at the start and end  of the test and  in between  can  be  used to 
determine the  final  percentage  biodegradation for water-soluble test substances based  on 
DOC removal (see ISO 7827 and 8245). 
Note  12.  If specific  analysis  was  performed  at  the  start  and  end  of the  test  then  the  primary 
biodegradation of parent test substance during the test may also be determined. 
9.1  Acidification to pH <3 
Acidification to pH <3 and equilibration results in the equalisation of the concentration of IC 
in  the  liquid  and  gaseous phases.  Hence  only  the  concentration  of IC  in  the  gas  phase 
needs to be measured as CL = CH  (see Equation 1). 
9.2  Conversion of C02 to carbonate 
In  this  method  calculations  are  perfonned  as  described  in  Equation  1 but the  negligible 
amount of IC in the gaseous ph~se  is ignored (that is,  (VH  x  CH) =  0 in Equation 1). 
1  0.  Expression of results 
Compile  a table of inorganic carbon measured  (TIC)  and  percentage biodegradation  (Om) 
for each determination interval and each test vessel.  Plot a biodegradation curve in per cent 
as a function of time and indicate lag phase and degradation phase if possible.  If comparable 
results  are  obtained  for the  parallel  test  vessels  FT  (<20  o/o  difference)  plot  a mean  curve, 
otherwise plot curves for each vessel (see example in Annex 1). Determine the mean value of 
per cent biodegradation in the plateau phase and indicate this maximum level of biodegradation 
_as  "degree  of biodegradation  of the  test compound" in  the  test report  If the  number of test 
vessels was not sufficient to indicate a plateau phase use the measured data of the last day of 
the test and calculate a mean value. 
Plot  in  the  same  way  a curve  of the  reference  compound  Fe  and,  if included  of the  abiotic 
degradation check Fs and the inhibition control F._ 
Record the amount of IC released in the blank controls (Fa). and in the vessels for checking 
abiotic degradation (FS) and for checking any inhibitory effect of the test substance (FJ),  if 
these vessels were included in the test lnfonnation on the toxicity of the test compound may be useful in the interpretation of test results 
showing a low biodegradation. If in vessels F, the degradation percentage is <25 o/o at the end of 
the test and insufficient degradation of the test compound is observed, it can be assumed that 
the test compound  is  inhibitory.  In  this  case the test should  be repeated  using  a  lower test 
concentration, however, it should be noted that this will reduce the precision of the method. 
Alternatively another inoculum may be used. If in flask Fs (abiotic degradation check if induded) 
a  significant  amount  (> 1  Oo/o)  of  released  carbon  dioxide  is  observed,  abiotic  degradation 
processes may have taken place. 
11.  Validity of results 
The test is considered as valid if: 
a)  .the  mean  percentage  degradation  in  the  vessels  Fe  ..  containing  the  reference 
compound, is ~  60o/o on the 14th day of incubation; 
b)  the mean amount of IC produced from the blank controls at the end of the test is  ~ 
. 15o/o of the organic carbon added initially as the test compound. 
12.  Precision of the method 
In the 1995/96 ring test of the method, the inter-laboratory variability (reproducibility) was as 
follows: 
Test compound  Mean  Coefficient of  Number of 
0/o 0  variation  laboratories 
Aniline  90  16o/o  17 
1-0ctanol  85  12o/o  14 
Variability between replicates in the same test run (rep/icability)  was generally ~ 5% with 
aniline and~  10o/o with 1-octanol. 
For ring test participants who determined IC by the acidification method, the mean ratio of 
IC  in  the headspace to that in  the liquid  phase after equilibration was 1.0 (coefficient of 
variation= 12o/o, n = 9). 
Laboratories using the alkali method generally found negligible (that is,  ~ 0.01% wlw) IC in 
the headspace after equilibration. 
Note 13.  The ring test conditions were as follows:. 
•  Test concentration- 20 mg/1 organic carbon 
•  Inoculum - Adivated sludge (washed and/or aerated prior to use) at a final concentration 
of 4 mg/1 dry solids 
•  Headspace to liquid ratio - 1 : 2 •  Replication - Five bottles from FT and Fa on Cay 28. 
13.  Test report 
The test report shall provide all pertinent information, particularly the following: 
a)  a reference to this International Standard; 
b)  any information necessary to identify the substance subjected to the test: 
c)  the name and concentration of the reference substance used; 
d)  all  the  results  obtained  (in  tabular  form)  and  the  degradation  curve,  induding  the 
results obtained for the inoculum activity check tests (vessel Fe) and for the inhibition 
check tests  (vessel  F  1>  and  biotic degradation  check  tests  (vessel  Fg) if they  were 
induded: 
e)  the main characteristics of the inorganic carbon (IC) analyser employed (and if used, 
organic carbon analyser and/or method of specific analysis for the test substance); 
f)  the method of IC analysis employed: 
g)  a brief description of the test vessel used; 
h)  the reasons for any rejection of the test results (see dause 11 ); 
i)  any pre-conditioning or pre-exposure of the inoculum; 
j)  the concentration of the test substance used and the organic carbon  content of this 
concentration: 
k)  the source, characteristics and amount of inoculum used; 
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(informative) 
Statistical treatment of results 
If it  is  required  to  know  the  precision  with  whic;:h  percentage  biodegradation  {o/o  D)  is 
detennined, take at least five replicate test bottles and the  same  number of blank control 
bottles on a single occasion. 
Calculate the mean IC in the blank bottles (T/Cb) and "  D for each individual test bottle. 
Calculate the mean of the separate "  D values and their standard deviation. 





t =  Students 't' value for (n-1) degrees of freedom at the selected probability level 
(e.g. 95o/o) 
s =  standard deviation (an-1) 
n =  number of individual values used to detennine "  D. ANNEX3 
(informative) 
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